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This thesis explores connections between the Gaudin Hamiltonians in type A and
the combinatorics of tableaux. The cactus group acts on standard tableaux via the
Schützenberger involution. We show in this thesis that the action of the cactus group on
standard tableaux can be recovered as a monodromy action of the cactus group on the
simultaneous spectrum of the Gaudin Hamiltonians. More precisely, we consider the
action of the Bethe algebra, which contains the Gaudin Hamiltonians, on the multiplicity
space of a tensor product of irreducible glr-modules. The spectrum of this algebra forms
a flat and finite family over M
0,n+1(C). We use work of Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko,
who link this spectrum to certain Schubert intersections, and work of Speyer, who
extends these Schubert intersections to a flat and finite map over the entire moduli space
of stable curves M
0,n+1(C). We show the monodromy over the real points M0,n+1(R)
can be identified with the action of the cactus group on a tensor product of irreducible
glr-crystals. Furthermore we show this identification is canonical with respect to natural




This thesis is about the representation theory of the general linear group. Let us first
explain these terms; a group is a mathematical object which encodes a set of symmetries.
For example, we are all familiar with the idea of three dimensional space, most of us
need to navigate it every day. As mathematicians we do not think of the number three
as being special, so we are happy to speak about n-dimensional space, for some number
n. One way to imagine this is to think how you would give someone precise instructions
to build a three dimensional box; you would need three numbers, length, depth and
height. In n-dimensions we would need to give n-numbers to our carpenter to build
an n-dimensional box. The general linear group is the collection of all transformations
of n-dimensional space that fix a specified point and send straight lines to straight
lines. Examples are rotations about a point in space, or reflections, or even just the
transformation which does nothing! The important properties of this collection are that
given a transformation, we can always find another to undo the first (e.g. rotate in the
opposite direction, or reflect again), and given two transformations doing them one after
another still preserves straight lines and the fixed point.
The general linear group is an example of a group. Often groups can be quite
complicated and the best way to study them is to see if they turn up as the symmetries
of any particular spaces. In fact, our definition of the general linear group says that it is
the symmetries of n-dimensional space. This is the fundamental representation, but there
are many more representations and some have many dimensions indeed! Nonetheless,
this turns out to be a very effective way to study our group, in particular because we
are able to describe explicitly all of the representations using combinatorial objects.
Combinatorics can be thought of as the mathematical study of counting. An example
of a combinatorial problem is: how many ways are there of arranging three red balls and
two green balls in a line? (Answer: 10). Another combinatorial problem, that turns out
to need some geometrical thinking to solve: given four randomly chosen straight lines
in three dimensional space, how many straight lines intersect all four? (Answer: 2). If
we choose the right combinatorial objects, then they can be very useful for encoding
difficult properties of other mathematical structures.
For representations of the general linear group, the correct combinatorial objects to
v
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consider are tableaux. Tableaux are arrangements of boxes, left justified and each row
has an equal number, or fewer boxes than the row above it. We are required to number





There is an important operation one can perform on tableaux called the Schützenberger
involution. This operation takes a tableau and transforms it into another. First we
empty the top left box of the tableau, and remember the number that we have deleted.
Then we look at the boxes immediately to the right and below and we slide the smaller
number into the empty space, this is repeated until the empty spaces reaches the right
hand border of the tableau. Then we fill the empty box with the negative of the number
we emptied at the start. We repeat this process until we obtain a tableau filled with
only negative numbers. Then we add the smallest number possible to each entry so that
























































The reader is encouraged to try another example on their own for maximum satisfaction!
This transformation is described by another group, the cactus group which is linked to a
geometric space called the moduli space of stable curves. The reader may like to turn to
Figure 2.1 for a picture of a stable curve and a hint at why this group is given the name
cactus group.
vii
The aim of this thesis is to give a geometric interpretation of this combinatorial
operation. The source of the geometry which realises this phenomenon comes from
physics. Most readers would no doubt be aware of the great impact that mathematics
has on physics, though unless you have been following more recent developments in
mathematics you might not be aware that this tide has started to turn and in recent
decades a tremendous amount of groundbreaking mathematics is being inspired by
ideas from physics, most notably ideas from quantum field theory giving hints at deep
phenomena in geometry. In the present case the geometric space we are interested in
has its origins in the Gaudin spin chain model. This is a physical system that models
the interactions of a number of charged particles on a line. A powerful technique called
the Bethe ansatz allows one to describe the details of the geometric space produced by
this system.
The motivation behind the problem of describing this phenomenon geometrically
comes from a question posed by two mathematicians, C. Bonnafé and R. Rouquier. They
attempt to give a new description of certain combinatorial objects called cells and in
particular they conjecture that one should be able to describe these cells geometrically.
For the general linear group these cells are related to tableaux and the cactus group.
Though the work in this thesis does not answer the question of Bonnafé and Rouquier,
it goes some way to demonstrating a connection between the two worlds.
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, . . . , zn acting on an n-fold tensor product of irreducible
representations of the general linear Lie algebra glr. The problem of understanding
the spectrum of these operators (their simultaneous eigenspaces and corresponding
eigenvalues) has received significant attention [Gau76; Gau83; FFR94; FFT10]. In this
thesis we aim to understand how the spectrum changes as the parameters change. It
will turn out that the monodromy of this system can be identified with certain natural
transformations of crystals. Below we state the problem more precisely, explain a theorem
which motivates a connection to crystal bases and outline our main strategy.
Let glr be the Lie algebra of r ⇥ r matrices and eij the matrix with a 1 in the
(i, j)-entry and 0 everywhere else. For X 2 U(glr), we let
X(a) = 1⌦ · · ·⌦ 1⌦X ⌦ 1⌦ · · ·⌦ 1 2 U(glr)⌦n,
where X is placed in the ath factor. Let L( ) be the irreducible glr-module with highest




, . . . , zn) a set of distinct complex












for a = 1, 2, . . . , n. These operators act on the tensor product of representations
L( •) = L( 1)⌦ L( 2)⌦ · · ·⌦ L( n) for an n-tuple of partitions  • = ( 1, 2, . . . , n)
with at most r rows.
These operators commute with the action of glr on L( •) (see [MTV10]). In particular
this implies the Hamiltonians preserve weight spaces and singular (highest weight) vectors,
thus the action of the operators Ha(z) preserves the subspace L( •)singµ for any partition
µ. In fact, since L( •)sing generates L( •) as a glr-module, to understand the full action,
it suffices to understand the restriction of the Ha(z) to L( •)singµ .
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Moduli of curves and the cactus group
Let G(r; z) ⇢ U(glr)⌦n be the commutative subalgebra generated by the Gaudin
Hamiltonians (1.0.1) (we will reserve the notation G(z) for a slightly different but
related object) for a set of parameters
z 2 Xn = {z 2 Cn |za 6= zb for a 6= b} .
The affine group A↵
1
' C⇥ n C acts freely (provided n   2) on Xn by simultaneous
scaling and translation on each coordinate, i.e for two scalars ↵ 2 C⇥ and   2 C




+  , . . . ,↵zn +  ).
The operator Ha(↵z +  ) is a scalar multiple of Ha(z) and so the algebras G(r;↵z +  )
and G(r; z) coincide. The parameter space we consider is thus Xn/A↵1 which can be
identified with M
0,n+1(C), the moduli space of irreducible curves with n + 1 marked
points, up to isomorphism. The space M
0,n+1(C) has a compactification M0,n+1(C)
which is the moduli space of stable curves with n+ 1 marked points.
Aguirre, Felder and Veselov showed in [AFV11] that the family of algebras G (r)
formed by G(r; z) over M
0,n+1(C) extends naturally to a family G(r) of subalgebras
of U(glr)⌦n on M0,n+1(C) (see Theorem 2.4.5 for a precise recollection of the result).
The spectrum of these families of algebras acting on L( •)singµ form finite maps over
M
0,n+1(C) and M0,n+1(C) respectively; topologically, these are ramified covering spaces.
To understand how the spectrum changes as z varies means to understand the monodromy
of this covering space. By a theorem of Harris (see Appendix B), since these finite maps
are birational to one another, they have the same monodromy. Concretely, we thus aim
to give a description of the action of the monodromy group on the set of joint eigenspaces
of G(r; z) acting on L( •)singµ .
The fundamental group of the real points M
0,n+1(R) is the pure cactus group PJn
(see [HK06] for a proof). As shown by Henriques and Kamnitzer [HK06] this group
turns up in another context, namely as part of the monoidal structure on the category
of glr-crystals. The category of glr-crystals has a tensor product and a commutor: a
natural isomorphism A⌦B ⇠= B⌦A for any two crystals A and B, however the category
is not braided monoidal, instead the commutor obeys the cactus relation. This means
the category is a coboundary monoidal category. Similar to braided monoidal categories,
coboundary categories have a group acting on n-fold tensor products of objects, in the
case of coboundary categories this group is the pure cactus group.




µ = [B( 1)⌦ B( 2)⌦ · · ·⌦ B( n)]singµ .
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Then PJn acts on B( •)singµ . This action can be described combinatorially. It is then
natural to conjecture a link between the action of PJn on B( •)singµ and the action of
PJn by monodromy on the eigenspaces of G(r;n) in L( •)singµ . Unfortunately this is
not true, but only for a rather technical reason which we explain below. The precise
conjecture which we prove in this thesis was stated in [Ryb14] and attributed to Etingof,
however it was also made independently by Brochier-Gordon.
1.2 Main results
There is another reason why the real points M
0,n+1(R) enter our story. In the pa-
per [MTV09a], Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko prove an intriguing result: the Gaudin
Hamiltonians are diagonalisable on L( •)singµ when z 2M0,n+1(R). For complex values
of the parameters this is not true and it is a difficult problem to determine the locus
where the Gaudin Hamiltonians are diagonalisable. The real points M
0,n+1(R) is a
disjoint union of simply connected pieces and thus provides no monodromy. One might
hope to show the diagonalisability extends to the algebras over the whole of M
0,n+1(R)
and indeed such a result is proven by Rybnikov in [Ryb14]. If the number of G(r; z)
simultaneous eigenspaces is constant for z 2 M
0,n+1(R) we would have a topological
covering space and we can hope to calculate the monodromy. Unfortunately this is
not true. At certain points, the number of simultaneous eigenspaces can drop, as we
demonstrate in Section 2.4.4. Another way to say this is that the image of G(r; z) in
End(L( •)
sing
µ ) drops dimension. Since it is still diagonalisable there must be a maximal
commutative subalgebra containing G(r; z).
In [FFR94] a maximal commutative subalgebra A( •; z)µ ⇢ End(L( •)singµ ) contain-
ing the Gaudin Hamiltonians is constructed, called the Bethe algebra for L( •)singµ . As
is shown in Lemma 3.1.7, these satisfy A( •; z)µ = A( •;↵z +  )µ. This produces a
family of algebras A( •)µ over M0,n+1(C). We denote the spectrum of this family by
⇡ •,µ : A( •)µ = SpecA( •)µ  !M0,n+1(C).
The morphism ⇡ •,µ is finite (i.e. it is a finite ramified covering space) and is our
main object of study. Let Gal(⇡ •,µ) be the Galois group of ⇡ •,µ, this is the algebraic
version of the monodromy group (see Appendix B) and its action on a generic fibre of
Gal(⇡ •,µ) coincides with the action of the fundamental group of any open, dense subset
of M
0,n+1(C) by monodromy. Denote the fibre of ⇡ •,µ over z 2M0,n+1(C) by A( •; z)µ.
The following is a precise statement of the first main theorem of this thesis.
Theorem A. There exists a homomorphism PJn ! Gal(⇡ •,µ) from the pure cactus
group to the Galois group of ⇡ •,µ and a bijection
A( •, z)µ  ! B( •)singµ ,
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equivariant for the induced action of PJn.
In the case r = 2, this theorem was proved by Rybnikov in [Ryb14]. It also follows
from calculations made by Varchenko in [Var95]. This theorem appears in [Whi15].
Upon restriction to the case when  • = (⇤n), where ⇤ is the partition (1), both sets in
Theorem A are naturally labelled by standard tableaux of shape µ. The representation
V = L(⇤) is the vector representation for glr and is isomorphic to Cr. By Schur-
Weyl duality, the space [V ⌦n]singµ is isomorphic to the irreducible representation for





, . . . , zn) be an n-tuple of distinct real numbers such that z1 < z2 . . . < zn, we take
a limit as zi !1 for all i such that zi/zi+i ! 0. The limit of the Gaudin Hamiltonians
coincides with the Jucys-Murphy elements whose simultaneous eigenspaces are one
dimensional and canonically labelled by standard µ-tableaux. The spectrum of the Jucys-
Murphy operators was first calculated by Jucys in [Juc74] and subsequently rediscovered
by Murphy in [Mur83]. The important role of these operators in the representation
theory of the symmetric group was developed by Okounkov and Vershik in the paper
[OV96].
More precisely, limz!1 zaHz(z) = La where La is the Jucys-Murphy element given
by the sum of transpositions
P
b<a(a, b). The eigenvalues of the Jucys-Murphy elements
are described by standard tableaux. If S is a standard tableaux, then let cS(a) be
the row number minus the column number of the box containing a. Then if v is an
simultaneous eigenvector for the La then Lav = cS(a)v for a unique standard tableaux
S, see Theorem 3.2.22. Given a closed point   2 A(z)µ = A(⇤n; z)µ, we will consider it
as a ring homomorphism   :A(z)µ !C.
On the other hand, the crystal B = B(⇤) is the set {1, 2, . . . , r} so B⌦n can be identified
with the set of words of length n in the letters {1, 2, . . . , r}. The RSK correspondence
allows us to label the elements of [B⌦n]singµ by standard µ-tableaux. The bijection from
Theorem A gives a bijection
Xµ(z) : A(z)µ [B⌦n]singµ SYT(µ).
RSK









< . . . < zn, the bijection Xµ(z) : A(z)µ  ! SYT(µ) is given by Xµ(z)( ) = S,





The main motivation for the problem considered in this thesis is the special case
when  • = (⇤n), r = n and µ = (1, 1, . . . , 1). Consider a more general version
1.3. Calogero-Moser space 5


















These generalised Gaudin Hamiltonians act on V ⌦n however do not commute with the
action of gln so we cannot restrict the action to the space of singular vectors. However,
the operators do commute with the action of h ⇢ gln, the Cartan subalgebra of diagonal
matrices, thus we can restrict their action to W = [V ⌦n]
(1,1,...,1). Note that dimW = n!.
The symmetric group Sn acts on h by reflections and hence on h⇤   h by symplectic
reflections. The rational Cherednik algebra Ht,c(Sn) is an algebra depending on parame-
ters t, c 2 C. When t = 0 this algebra deforms the skew group algebra C[h⇤]⌦C[h]o Sn
and has a large centre Zc. The centre contains C[h⇤]Sn ⌦ C[h]Sn and is a free module of
rank n! over this subalgebra. Etingof and Ginzburg in [EG02] proved the spectrum of
Zc is isomorphic to the Calogero-Moser space,
CMn = {(X,Y ) 2 gln ⇥ gln |rank([X,Y ] + In) = 1} /GLn,
where GLn acts by simultaneous conjugation. The Calogero-Moser space has a natural
map ⇡ to C(n) ⇥ C(n) (where C(n) = Cn/Sn) given by sending (X,Y ) to (z, q) where
z is the (unordered) collection of eigenvalues of X and q the eigenvalues of Y . As a
consequence of Etingof and Ginzburg’s result, the map is finite of degree n!. In [MTV14],
Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko show the Calogero-Moser space is given by the spectrum
of the operators (1.3.1) acting on W . In particular, if we consider the fibre of ⇡ over
Xn/Sn ⇥ {0} this is given by the spectrum of the ordinary Hamiltonians (1.0.1), up to a
quotient by the symmetric group. The original observation that a relation exists between
the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations and the Calogero-Moser integrable system goes
back to Matsuo [Mat92] and Cherednik [Che94].
More generally there exists a rational Cherednik algebra for a Coxeter group of
any type and we can consider its centre as a generalisation of Calogero-Moser space.
Bonnafé and Rouquier in [BR13] conjecture and provide evidence for a close link between
the geometry of Calogero-Moser space and the Kazhdan-Lusztig cells of the associated
Coxeter group in all types. In particular it is conjectured the Kazhdan-Lusztig cells are
produced as the orbits of a Galois group action. Theorems A and B provide evidence
that the Kazhdan-Lusztig cells can in fact be recovered from the Galois theory of
Calogero-Moser space in type A. This is justified by the following observation. As far as
the author is aware, this was first noticed by Gordon.
As mentioned above, we can identify the set B⌦n with words of length n in the letters
{1, 2, . . . , n} and thus [B⌦n]
(1,1...,1) with the symmetric group Sn. A small calculation
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shows that the PJn-orbits on [B⌦n]sing
(1,1...,1) are exactly the Kazhdan-Lusztig cells. Theo-
rem A says this action (and therefore the orbits of the action) are the same as the action
of the Galois group of the spectrum of the Gaudin Hamiltonians which we have just seen
is related to Calogero-Moser space.
1.4 Outline
We briefly summarise here the content of this thesis. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 contain mostly
background material. A small number of results and examples are original and these are
listed below. All results and proofs in Chapter 5 (with the exception of Section 5.5.2)
and Appendix A are original. Appendix C contain results which the author failed to
find in the literature, but are almost certainly known, and for the sake of completeness
we have included detailed proofs.
Chapter 2 recalls the definitions of the Gaudin Hamiltonians, Gaudin subalgebras
and the moduli spaces of stable curves. The observations made in Section 2.2.7 are
original as is the statement of Conjecture 2.4.11. In Chapter 3 we recall the definition of
Bethe algebras and crystals. We use the results stated in this chapter to formulate the
two main theorems which we prove in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4 recalls some basic facts from Schubert calculus and Speyer’s compact
family of Schubert intersections. This is the main technical tool of the thesis and we recall
the combinatorial description of its real points. We also recall the relationship between
the Bethe algebras and Schubert calculus in Corollary 4.7.5; whilst this statement has
not appeared in the literature, it follows directly from work of Mukhin, Tarasov and
Varchenko and some standard arguments in algebraic geometry. Next we recall the
formulation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz and the labelling of certain critical points by
standard tableaux.
In Chapter 5 we prove the main results of the thesis. The first step towards this goal
is to calculate the equivariant monodromy of Speyer’s family. We prove by combinatorial
means, that the equivariant monodromy is given by the action of the cactus group on
crystals. We are then able to identify this with monodromy in the Bethe spectrum
using results from Chapter 4. This proves Theorem A. To prove Theorem B we first
reinterpret the labelling of the fibres of Speyer’s family, we then use the connection to
critical points to show this labelling matches our labelling of the Bethe spectrum. The
contents of this chapter are original with the exception of Section 5.5.2.
Chapter 2
Gaudin Hamiltonians, stable curves
and Gaudin subalgebras
This chapter provides background about the Gaudin Hamiltonians and moduli of stable
curves. We recall a result of Aguirre, Felder and Veselov [AFV11] which says algebras
generated by the Gaudin Hamiltonians fit into a larger family of algebras over the moduli
space of stable curves with n+ 1 marked points. While we will not use this result in
any integral way in this thesis, it provides motivation for the link between the Gaudin
Hamiltonians and the cactus group which will also be introduced in the next chapter.
This result will also provide an important example in Section 2.2.7 which motivates the
need to consider the more general Bethe algebras.
2.1 Notation and preliminaries
This thesis will use the following conventions.
• The symmetric group on n letters is denoted Sn. It is the group of permutations
of the set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Permutations are thought of as functions and thus
are multiplied from right to left, so if   = (1, 2) and ⌧ = (2, 3), written in cycle
notation, then  ⌧ = (1, 2, 3).
• The general linear Lie algebra is denoted glr. It is the set of r ⇥ r matrices with
Lie bracket given by the commutator.
• The universal enveloping algebra for the Lie algebra glr is denoted U(glr).
• The complement of the type A hyperplane arrangement in Cn is denoted Xn.
Explicitly
Xn = {z 2 Cn |zi 6= zj for any i 6= j} ,
is the set of n-tuples of distinct complex numbers.
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• The set of partitions is denoted Part. Recall that a partition of a natural number
n is a sequence of non-increasing natural numbers, whose sum is n. For example
(4, 3, 3, 1) is a partition of 11. A partition   = ( (1), (2), . . . , (r)) is represented
by a diagram consisting of left aligned rows of boxes, the ith row having  (i) boxes.
This will be called the shape or diagram of  . For example (4, 3, 3, 1) has
as its diagram.
• The partition (1) will usually be denoted ⇤
• The set of partitions of n is denoted Partn.
• The set of partitions with at most r rows is denoted Part(r).
• The set of partitions with at most r rows and d  r columns is denoted Part(r, d).
Remark 2.1.1. Our indexing of the parts of a partition using upper indices is non-
standard, however very often we will be dealing with sequences of partitions, denoted
 • = ( 1, 2, . . . , n), and our notation will be less cluttered if we allow ourselves to use
lower indices for the sequence.
Given two partitions   and µ, we say that   contains µ, denoted µ ✓   if µ(i)   (i)
for all i   1. Diagrammatically this corresponds to the situation when the diagram
for µ can be placed completely within the diagram for  . When µ ✓  , we can form





The skew-shape (4, 3, 3, 1)\(3, 1, 1) is
.
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We denote the number of boxes in  \µ by | \µ|. We will say a skew-shape  \µ is normal
if µ = ;. That is, if it is the north-western part of a rectangle.
2.2 The Kohno-Drinfeld algebra and Gaudin
Hamiltonians
Our aim in this chapter is to discuss the result of Aguirre, Felder and Veselov which
shows the algebras generated by the Gaudin Hamiltonians are a subset of a larger moduli
space of similar commutative algebras. To state this precisely we follow [AFV11] and
consider the Gaudin Hamiltonians as elements of the Kohno-Drinfeld Lie algebra. Whilst
this is not strictly necessary, it makes the statements less cumbersome. This section
recalls the Kohno-Drinfeld Lie algebra and states precisely the finite maps whose Galois
theory we aim to understand. At the end of the section we provide examples which show
in general these maps can have ramification and the Gaudin Hamiltonians need not be
diagonalisable.
2.2.1 The Kohno-Drinfeld Lie algebra
Definition 2.2.1 ([Koh83]). The Kohno-Drinfeld Lie algebra tn is the Lie algebra
generated by symbols tij = tji for 1  i 6= j  n with relations
[tij , tkl] = 0 if i, j, k, l are distinct, (2.2.1)
[tij , tik + tjk] = 0 if i, j, k are distinct. (2.2.2)
Let the generators tij have degree 1, since the relations are homogeneous, the
Kohno-Drinfeld Lie algebra is graded.
Definition 2.2.2. For each z 2 Xn we define the Gaudin Hamiltonians at z to be the








for a = 1, 2, . . . , n,
and G(z) the Lie subalgebra generated by Ha(z) for a = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Lemma 2.2.3. For any z 2 Xn, the subspace G(z) is a (n  1)-dimensional, abelian,
Lie subalgebra, homogeneous of degree 1.






















































the first group of terms of the right hand side is zero by (2.2.1), we can transform the
second group of terms using [tac, tbc] =  [tac, tab] by (2.2.2), and the last term vanishes




































(zb   zc)(za   zb)
[tab, tac + tbc]
which is zero again by (2.2.1). This shows G(z) is an abelian Lie subalgebra. Since it is
generated by commuting homogeneous elements of degree 1 the algebra is homogeneous
of degree 1. The fact G(z) is abelian means a subset of {Ha(z)}a will form a basis.
Consider K =
Pn
















So K = 0 if and only if wa = wb for all pairs 1  a, b  n. Thus, the Lie algebra G(z) is
(n  1)-dimensional.
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2.2.2 A homomorphism to U(glr)⌦n
Let eij 2 glr denote the (r⇥ r)-matrix with a 1 in the (i, j)-position and zeros elsewhere,





For an algebra A, we will use the notation x 7! x(a) to denote the embedding A! A⌦n
where x 2 A is sent to id⌦a 1⌦x⌦ id⌦n a. Similarly for any c =
P
xi ⌦ yi 2 A⌦A we
use c 7! c(ab) to denote the embedding sending c to
P
id⌦a 1⌦xi⌦ id⌦b a 1⌦yi⌦ idn b.
For every r > 0 there is an algebra homomorphism
'r :U(tn) !U(glr)⌦n,
given by sending tab to ⌦(ab). The algebra G(r; z) considered in the introduction is
the image of G(z) under 'r. Any representation of U(glr)⌦n pulls back along 'r to a
representation of U(tn).
2.2.3 The affine group and moduli of curves
Definition 2.2.4. An irreducible, genus zero curve with k marked points, (C, z), is a




, . . . , zk) of
distinct points of C. We say two such curves, (C, z) and (D,w), are equivalent if there
exists an isomorphism ' :C !D identifying marked points, i.e. '(zi) = wi for i 2 [k].
In order to understand the moduli space of such curves we use the following funda-
mental fact about automorphisms of the projective line.
Proposition 2.2.5. The automorphism group of P1 is given by PGL
2






[x : y] = [ax+ by : cx+ dy]












7! 1, and z
3
7! 1.
Proof. The first claim is demonstrated in (for example) [GH94, Section 0.4]. Once it
is established that Aut(P1) ⇠= PGL
2
the latter claim is a simple calculation. Identify
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] = [0 : 1].
So we have the relations c =  dz
1
, a =  bz
3
and (a   c) = (d   b)z
2
. Putting these






























distinct, this is a unique element of PGL
2
. The case when one of the points is 1 follows
similarly.
Let   ⇢ (P1)k be the big diagonal, that is   is the union of all hyperplanes







Proposition 2.2.6. When k   3, there exists a fine moduli space of irreducible, genus
zero curves with k marked points, denoted M





acts diagonally on (P1)k.
Proof. For a rigorous treatment of this moduli problem see [KV07, Chapter 0]. Infor-
mally, we can choose for any irreducible, genus zero curve C with k marked points, an




, . . . , zk 2 C are the marked points we identify C with
the point (✓(z
1
), . . . , ✓(zk)) 2 (P1)k   . This point is only well defined up to the action
of PGL
2
. By definition, curves represented by distinct points in (P1)k   , related by
the action of PGL
2
, are isomorphic as irreducible, genus zero curves with k marked
points.
The affine group A↵
1






, . . . , zn) 7! (z1 +  , z2 +  , . . . , zn +  ),





, . . . , zn) 7! (↵z1,↵z2, . . . ,↵zn),
for a nonzero complex number ↵ 2 C⇥. The space Xn ⇢ Cn is preserved by the action
of A↵
1
. Furthermore if n   2, the action of A↵
1
is free on Xn, thus it makes sense to
consider the quotient space.
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Proposition 2.2.7. The algebras G(z) are unchanged by the action of A↵
1
, that is
G(↵z +  ) = G(z).
Proof. This is simple to see since Ha(↵z +  ) = 1↵Ha(z).
Proposition 2.2.8. The moduli space M
0,n+1(C) of irreducible, genus zero curves with
n+ 1 marked points is isomorphic to the quotient Xn/A↵1.
Proof. By Propostion 2.2.6 we need to identify the quotient Xn/A↵1 with the quotient
((P1)n+1   )/PGL
2
. Construct a morphism
Xn  ! ((P1)n   )/PGL2
by sending the point (z
1
, . . . , zn) to the orbit of the point (z1, . . . , zn,1). This is an A↵1
equivariant morphism, since the points (z
1
, . . . , zn,1) and (↵z1+ , . . . ,↵zn+ ,1) are
in the same PGL
2
orbit. Thus we have a well defined morphism which is invertible.
This allows us to think of the algebras G(z) as being parameterised by points
z 2 M
0,n+1(C). We will often abuse notation and identify a point z 2 Xn with its
equivalence class in M
0,n+1(C).
2.2.4 The Gaudin spectrum
There is a vector bundle on M
0,n+1(C), denoted G , whose fibre over z is G(z) (the
existence is verified by Theorem 2.4.5). Let G  be the (locally free, coherent) sheaf of
sections on G . Fix a representation W of U(glr)
⌦n. The homomorphism 'r induces a
morphism of locally free, coherent sheaves
G   ! End(W ),
where End(W ) is the sheaf of sections for the trivial bundle with fibre End(W ). By the
universal property of the symmetric algebra there is a morphism
SymG   ! End(W )
whose image we denote G W . The fibre of this coherent (not necessarily locally free) sheaf
over z 2M
0,n+1(C) is the commutative subalgebra of End(W ) generated by G(z). Thus
G W is a sheaf of commutative algebras on M0,n+1(C), and it is natural to consider its
spectrum
⇡ W : SpecG W  !M0,n+1(C).
Since G W is a coherent sheaf of algebras, ⇡ W is a finite map.
Definition 2.2.9. The finite map ⇡ W is the Gaudin spectrum associated to the repre-
sentation W .
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The Gaudin spectrum encodes the simultaneous eigenvalues of the Gaudin Hamiltoni-
ans as z varies. The main question investigated in this thesis is to understand the Galois
theory of the Gaudin spectrum for tensor products of irreducible glr-representations.
A brief recollection of what we mean by the Galois theory of a finite map is given in
Appendix B. Informally, since ⇡ W is finite, it is a ramified cover of M0,n+1(C). We would
like to understand the monodromy of this map. However, since ⇡ W is not necessarily a
genuine covering space (we show this is the case in Section 2.2.7), we need to exclude
points of ramification in order to make this meaningful. The Galois theory of the
associated field extension encodes this monodromy algebraically.
2.2.5 The glr-action and tensor product representations
In this section we will discuss the glr-representations on which we will study the
action of the Gaudin Hamiltonians. If   2 Part(r), let L( ) denote the finite dimen-
sional, irreducible glr-representation corresponding to the partition  . Given a sequence
 • = ( 1, 2, . . . , n) of partitions, we denote the tensor product of the corresponding
representations by
L( •) = L( 1)⌦ L( 2)⌦ · · ·⌦ L( n).
Proposition 2.2.10. The image of tn (and in particular G(z)) under 'r commutes
with the image of U(glr) in U(glr)⌦n under the iterated coproduct. In particular, if
W =
Nn
i=1Mi is a tensor product of glr representations, the action of tn and thus G(z)
commutes with the action of glr.
Proof. We will show ⌦ commutes with the image of the basis elements eij in U(glr)⌦2
under the coproduct. We have  (eij) = eij ⌦ 1 + 1⌦ eij . Thus



















eijekl ⌦ elk +
X
k,l
ekl ⌦ eijelk  
X
k,l







 jkeil ⌦ elk +
X
k,l
 jlekl ⌦ eik  
X
k,l







eil ⌦ elj +
X
k
ekj ⌦ eik  
X
k
ekj ⌦ eik  
X
l
eil ⌦ elj = 0.
In the general case, the same proof holds since we only ever act on two out of the n
tensor factors.
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Let W =
Nn
i=1Mi be a tensor product of glr-representations and denote the Cartan
subalgebra by h =
L
1ir Ceii the . As a consequence of Proposition 2.2.10, the algebras
G(z) leave the weight spaces
W↵ = {v 2 V |hv = ↵(h)v, for h 2 h}
invariant, for any ↵ 2 h⇤. The algebra G(z) also leaves invariant the space of singular
(or highest weight) vectors
W sing = {v 2 V |eijv = 0 for any i < j} .




µ generates W as a glr-module. Since ⌦(ab)
commutes with the action of glr on W , the spectrum of ⌦(ab) on W is determined by its
spectrum on W sing, thus we can restrict attention to the action of G(z) on this subspace.
Furthermore, the decomposition of W sing into weight spaces is compatible with the
decomposition into G(z)-eigenspaces. Thus we will restrict our attention to studying
the action of G(z) on the subspaces W singµ of singular vectors of a fixed weight µ. The
main objects of study will be the representations
L( •)
sing
µ = [L( 1)⌦ L( 2)⌦ · · ·⌦ L( n)]singµ .
Since µ is the weight of a singular vector, it must be a partition of | •|. We will denote
the Gaudin spectrum corresponding to L( •)singµ by ⇡  •,µ.
2.2.6 Schur-Weyl duality
Schur-Weyl duality relates representations of glr with representations of the symmetric
group Sn. Let S(µ) denote the irreducible CSn-module corresponding to µ 2 Partn.
Let V = L(⇤) ⇠= Cr denote the vector representation of glr, then Sn acts on V ⌦n by





⌦ · · ·⌦ vn) = v  1(1) ⌦ v  1(2) ⌦ · · ·⌦ v  1(n).
If r   n then the representation CSn ! End(V ⌦n) is faithful.






The sum is indexed over partitions   2 Part(r) with | | = n. If
⇢ :CSn !End(V ⌦n)
⌘ :U(glr) !End(V ⌦n),
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are the respective representations then
im ⇢ = Endglr(V
⌦n) and im ⌘ = EndSn(V ⌦n)
In particular the actions commute with each other.
Let ⌘n :U(glr)⌦n !End(V ⌦n) be the representation afforded by V ⌦n. By Proposi-
tion 2.2.10, im ⌘n   'r ⇢ Endglr(V ⌦n), so by Theorem 2.2.11 the operators ⌦(ab) must
coincide with operators coming from CSn.
Lemma 2.2.12. On V ⌦n, the operators 'r(tab) = ⌦(ab) coincide with the operators
(a, b) 2 Sn.
Proof. This is easily seen by direct calculation. So that our notation does not become





, . . . , en be the standard basis of V (so that eij ·ek =  jkei) and let u⌦v 2 V ⌦2,
where u =
P
k ukek and v =
P
k vkek. Then






















= v ⌦ u.
This means one can identify the image of G(z) in End(V ⌦n) with the image of the







Since it will usually be easier to make calculations in CSn, we will use this fact often in





where '0 is the map which sends tab to the transposition (a, b).
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Remark 2.2.13. By Proposition 2.2.10, the action of Sn on V ⌦ restricts to an action on
[V ⌦n]singµ for any partition µ of n. By the decomposition (2.2.5) this gives a construction
of the irreducible module S(µ) of Sn corresponding to µ. Let us denote the Gaudin
spectrum on S(µ) by ⇡ µ.
2.2.7 Ramification of the Gaudin spectrum
As remarked in Section 2.2.4, the main problem we wish to understand is how the
spectrum of the G(z) changes as we vary z 2M
0,n+1(C). If the Gaudin spectrum ⇡  •,µ
is unramified then this is simply a monodromy problem which we might hope to solve
by direct calculation. Unfortunately this is not the case and ⇡  •,µ is often ramified in a
way which is difficult to understand.
A collection of commuting linear operators on a vector space W have simple spectrum
if the operators are diagonalisable and if W decomposes into one dimensional simultaneous
eigenspaces. There are two ways in which we could pick up ramification. First, the algebra
G(z) could fail to be diagonalisable. Second, the algebra G(z) could be diagonalisable but
fail to have simple spectrum for a particular z, while having simple spectrum generically.
Both of these need the dimension of the vector space we are acting on to be at least two,
hence µ = (2, 1) is the first time something could go wrong.
Proposition 2.2.14. When µ = (2, 1), the action of G(z) on S(µ) is diagonalisable
with simple spectrum for all z 2M





In other words, the Gaudin spectrum is a double cover of M
0,4(C), ramified only at the
points w±.






} has a natural action of S
3
by permutation of the basis vectors. We can realise the representation S(µ) as the












. We will calculate the spectrum of













= 1 and z
2
= u, where u 2 P1
is distinct from {0, 1,1}. The generators of G(z), their matrix representations with




} of S(µ) and their eigenspaces are summarised in Table 2.1.
From the table we see the algebra G(z) has two linearly independent eigenspaces
unless
p




3), a primitive 6th root of
unity. Moreover, for this value of u, the algebra G(z) has only a single one-dimensional
eigenspace and is thus not diagonalisable
For more general µ and more general  •, the ramification locus becomes much harder
to calculate. This means it will be very difficult to understand the monodromy of the
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operator matrix representation eigenvalues eigenvectors
H
1

























































Table 2.1: The action of G(z) on S(2, 1) where ! =
p
1  u+ u2.
Gaudin spectrum in general. Below we preview a result which will be stated in full in
Theorem 3.1.10.
Proposition 2.2.15. The action of G(z) on L( •)singµ is diagonalisable for z 2M0,n+1(R),
that is, when z is an n-tuple of distinct real numbers.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.10 since G(z) is naturally a subalgebra of
the Bethe algebra (see Proposition 3.1.6).
This proposition tells us that we can restrict to the real points of M
0,n+1(C) and hope-
fully calculate the monodromy of the restricted Gaudin spectrum, this will allow us to at
least understand part of the monodromy of the Gaudin spectrum. However, here we imme-
diately run into a problem, M
0,n+1(R) is isomorphic to {z 2 Rn |zi 6= zj for i 6= j} /A↵R
1
,
where the affine group now acts by real translations and dilations. This space is made
up of connected components which are simply connected. Thus we do not expect any
monodromy. The solution will be to consider a compactification of this space and we do
this below. By Theorem B.1.6, birational spaces have the same monodromy.
2.3 Stable curves
In this section we recall a compactification of the moduli space M
0,k(C). This will be
constructed as a moduli space of more general marked curves.
Definition 2.3.1. A stable curve of genus zero with k marked points is a pair (C, z),




, . . . , zk) such that
(i) the nodes of the curve are ordinary double points,











(b) This is not a stable








(c) This is also not a stable
curve, it violates 2.3.1 condi-
tion (ii).
Figure 2.1: An Example and non-examples of stable curves
(ii) the number of nodes is one less than the number of irreducible components,
(iii) the k marked points are distinct and do not coincide with the nodes, and
(iv) each irreducible component contains at least three special points, where a special
point means either a marked point or a node.








, . . . , z0k) is a morphism
  :C !C 0 such that  (zi) = z0i.
Remark 2.3.2. Note condition (ii) is equivalent to specifying that the graph of irre-
ducible components has no closed circuits. Condition (iv) means that the curve has no
non-trivial automorphims which fix the special points, hence the name stable. These
conditions also imply that a stable curve with k marked points can have at most k   2
irreducible components. We will generally represent stable curves by diagrams of the
form in Figure 2.1.
2.3.1 The moduli space of stable curves
It is clear from the definition that an irreducible, genus zero curve with k marked points
is an example of a stable curve, and indeed the moduli space of stable curves can be
viewed as a compactification of M
0,k(C).
Theorem 2.3.3 ([Knu83]). For k   3 there exists a fine moduli space M
0,k(C) of stable,
genus zero curves with k marked points.
Example 2.3.4. When k = 3, Remark 2.3.2 tells us that there can be at most 1














) are isomorphic. Hence there is only a single stable curve with three
marked points and thus M
0,k(C) = M0,k(C) is a point.
Remark 2.3.5. As part of Theorem 2.3.3, the moduli space M
0,k(C) comes packaged
with a universal family U
0,k, a scheme over M0,k(C) with k sections  i :M0,k(C) !U0,k,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. The geometric fibre over a stable curve C 2 M
0,k(C) is a curve
isomorphic to C, with  i(C) being the k marked points.
We will not recall the construction of M
0,k(C) here, and refer the reader to [KV07,
Chapter 2]. A description of the topology of M
0,k(C) is given by considering collisions of
special points. More precisely, suppose C is a stable curve, let D ⇠= P1 be an irreducible
component of C with a marked point p 2 D and a special point x 2 D. Choose a path
⇢ : [0, 1) !D, such that ⇢(u) is not a special point for any u 2 (0, 1), ⇢(0) = p, and
limu!1 ⇢(u) = x. Let  (u) 2M
0,k(C) be the stable curve, isomorphic (as varieties) to C,
with the same marked points except ⇢(u) replacing the marked point at p (so  (0) = C).
This defines a path   : [0, 1) !M
0,k(C). There are several situations which can arise:
(i) There are exactly 3 special points on D. In this case, by Proposition 2.2.5, there
is an isomorphism of stable curves  (u) ⇠= C, for all u 2 [0, 1). In particular,   is
constant, so limu!1  (u) = C.
(ii) The point x 2 D is a marked point and D has more than 3 special points. In this
case limu!1  (u) is a stable curve with one extra irreducible component than C.
The extra component is attached to D at x and it contains exactly two marked
points.
(iii) The point x 2 D is a node and D has more than 3 special points. In this case
limu!1  (u) is again a stable curve with one extra irreducible component then C.
To construct this stable curve, we blow up C at x, remove the marked point at
p 2 D and add a marked point on the new irreducible component resulting from
the blow up.
This procedure is shown in Figure 2.2.
Example 2.3.6. Consider the case k = 4. The open set M
0,4(C) is isomorphic to
P
1   {0, 1,1}. One choice for this isomorphism is given by identifying the point
u 2 M
0,4(C) ⇠= P1   {0, 1,1} with the stable curve with one irreducible component
and marked points at (0, u, 1,1). There are exactly 3 stable curves with 2 irreducible
components, the curve with marked points (1, 2) on the same component, the curve with
marked points (1, 3) on a common component and the curve with marked points (1, 4)
on a common component. We obtain the picture in Figure 2.3.




























Figure 2.3: The moduli space M
0,4(C)
Actually, Figure 2.3 is a picture of only the real points. In this case the space M
0,4(R)
is made up of three 1-simplices with boundaries are the points marked as 0, 1, and 1.
The real points, M
0,k(R), always admit a combinatorial description as a CW-complex
and we will revisit this in Section 4.5.
2.3.2 Contraction and stabilisation
Given a stable curve with k marked points, C 2M
0,k(C), and i 2 [k], we can produce a
stable curve with k 1 marked points by forgetting the ith marked point. Any irreducible
component that is no longer stable (has less than 3 special points) is contracted. See
Figure 2.4 for an illustration of this operation. The resulting curve is the contraction of














(b) Contraction at 3




























(c) Stabilisation at a node
Figure 2.5: Stabilisation of stable curves
C at i.
There is also an operation in the opposite direction called stabilisation. Given a
stable curve with k marked points, C 2 M
0,k(C) and a point p 2 C (which we can
think of as a point p 2 U
0,k(C) in the fibre of C) we construct a stable curve with k + 1
marked points in the following way. If p is not a special point we simply add a marked
point at p labelled k + 1. If p 2 C is a special point we add an irreducible component at
this special point and place a marked point p on this new irreducible component. This
defines the stabilisation of C at p up to projective equivalence. Again we illustrate this
with examples in Figure 2.5.
Definition 2.3.7. The operations of contraction and stabilisation define the inverse
maps
ck+1 : M0,k+1(C) M0,k(C) and sk : U0,k(C) M0,k+1(C).











Figure 2.6: A stable curve and its corresponding dual graph.
Proposition 2.3.8 ([Knu83, Theorem 2.4]). The maps ck+1 and sk are morphisms of
varieties, moreover, ck+1 is flat and proper and sk is an isomorphism over M0,k(C).








2.3.3 Stratification of M
0,k(C)
Proposition 2.3.8 shows that the moduli space M
0,k(C) is constructed in an inductive
way. There is a stratification of M
0,k(C) which reflects this inductive structure. Let
Mi ⇢ M
0,k(C) be the closed subvariety of stable curves with at least i irreducible
components. Let Ui = Mi  Mi+1. Thus M1 = M
0,k(C) and U1 = M0,k(C). This
produces a stratification
M
0,k(C) = M1  M2   . . .  Mk 2  Mk 1 = ;.
The subvariety Mi is k   i  2-dimensional. In particular, Mk 2 is a finite set of points.
Given a stable curve C 2M
0,k(C) we can associate a labelled tree, the dual graph of
C. For each irreducible component of C we have a vertex and for each special point, an
edge. The edges corresponding to node points, connect the corresponding irreducible
components. For each j 2 [k] we add a leaf connected to the vertex representing the
irreducible component containing the point marked j.
The irreducible components of Mi are indexed by trees with leaves labelled by [k]
and with i internal vertices that each have at least three edges incident. Thus the points
of Mk 2, i.e. those stable curves with only three special points on each component, are
labelled by trees with k   2 internal vertices.
Lemma 2.3.9. A tree T with k leaves and k   2 internal vertices, all with minimum
degree 3 must be trivalent.
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where #E is the number of edges in T and the sum ranges over the vertices (including
leaves) of T . The total number of nodes in T is k + (k   2) = 2k   2. Thus the total
number of edges is #E = 2k  3. Since every leaf has degree exactly one, the sum of the
degrees of the internal vertices is
X
v2int(T )
deg(v) = 2#E   k = 3k   6 = 3(k   2).
Thus each internal vertex has degree exactly three.
2.3.4 Trees and bracketings
It will be useful to have another way of indexing the irreducible components of the
strata Mi. We will also use this description to describe the real points M
0,k(R) as a
CW-complex in Section 4.5.
Definition 2.3.10. An unordered i-bracketing of the set [n] is an arrangement of these
numbers with i pairs of balanced brackets. We require that there is a pair of brackets
surrounding the entire expression. An unordered bracketing is nontrivial if all pairs of
brackets contain at least two subunits (a letter, or another pair of balanced brackets).
Two unordered bracketings are equivalent if we can obtain one from another by permuting
the contents of one or more pairs of balanced brackets.
An ordered i-bracketing (or simply an i-bracketing) is the same thing as an unordered
i-bracketing however we only consider two equivalent if they differ by reversing the
contents of one or more pairs of balanced brackets.
For example (13(42(57))6) is a nontrivial 3-bracketing of the set [7], but the bracket-
ings (3(4)(12)) and ((153)(24)) are trivial. The bracketings (1(432)5) and (5(432)1) are
equivalent as both ordered and unordered bracketings but the bracketing (1(423)5) is
only equivalent to (1(432)5) as an unordered bracketing.




rooted trees with leaves
labelled by 1, 2, . . . , n




 ! {unordered i-bracketings} ,
where both sets are considered up to equivalence. Furthermore if we consider only those
rooted trees where every internal vertex has degree at least three and the root has degree
at least two, this corresponds to nontrivial unordered i-bracketings.
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Proof. Inductively on i we will construct an i-bracketing from a rooted tree. When i = 1,
the only unordered bracketing is (12 · · ·n) and there is only a single rooted tree with a
single internal vertex. Now suppose that i > 1. If we remove the root vertex and its
incident edges we are left with a collection of rooted trees, each of which have fewer than i
internal vertices. So by induction, each of these subtrees has a corresponding bracketing.
Concatenating these bracketings and surrounding them by a single pair of brackets
produces an unordered i-bracketing. The inverse map is constructed analogously.
If the root of the tree we started with had degree at least two, then the top level
bracket has at least two subunits. The subtrees after removing the root and its incident
edges have the same property. Thus by induction the claim is proved.
Example 2.3.12. Consider the tree in Figure 2.6 as a rooted tree with root the
vertex neighbouring the leaf marked 6. The corresponding unordered 2-bracketing is
(6(154)2(73)).
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, each stable curve C 2 M
0,k(C) has a corresponding
dual graph. We can turn this into a rooted tree by taking as root the vertex with leaf
labelled by k and deleting this leaf. These rooted trees always have the property that
the minimum degree of an internal vertex is three.
Corollary 2.3.13. The irreducible components of Mi are labelled by unordered i-
bracketings of {1, 2, . . . , k   1}.
Corollary 2.3.13 implies the points of Mk 2 are given by nontrivial bracketings
with the maximum number of brackets, i.e. if we consider 1, 2, . . . , k   1 as formal
symbols which can be multiplied, this is exactly the ways in which to multiply these
unambiguously, without appealing to associativity. We will use this notation for these
maximally degenerate stable curves freely throughout the rest of this thesis.
Example 2.3.14. When k = 4,
M
2
= {((12)3), (1(23)), ((13)2)} .
2.4 Gaudin subalgebras
We are now ready to recall the theorem of Aguirre, Felder and Veselov, extending the
definition of G(z) to points z 2M
0,n+1(C). The real points M0,n+1(R) have nontrivial
fundamental group so we anticipate that we can restrict the spectrum of this family of
algebras to M
0,n+1(R) and calculate some monodromy. In Section 2.4.4 we provide an
example which shows the family of algebras obtained is not flat and thus the spectrum
is ramified at a certain point in the boundary of M
0,n+1(R).
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Since the relations in the Konho-Drinfeld Lie algebra tn, from Definition 2.2.1 are
homogeneous, tn is naturally graded. Let t1n be the degree 1 graded piece, the span of
the generators tij .
Definition 2.4.1. A Gaudin subalgebra is an abelian Lie subalgebra of tn contained in
t1n, of maximal dimension.
Proposition 2.4.2 ([AFV11, Corollary 2.13]). An abelian Lie subalgebra of t1n has
dimension at most n  1.














Ln = t1n + t2n + . . .+ t
(n 1)n.
Then L is clearly of dimension n  1 and a short calculation shows it is abelian, and thus
a Gaudin subalgebra. The map 'Sn :U(tN ) !CSn identifies L with the Jucys-Murphy
elements.
Example 2.4.4. The algebras G(z) from Definition 2.2.2 are all of dimension n  1 by
Lemma 2.2.3 and thus are Gaudin subalgebras.
The algebras G(z) will turn out to be the generic example of Gaudin subalgebras
in the sense that all Gaudin subalgebras appear naturally as limits of G(z) in the next
section.
2.4.1 Moduli of Gaudin subalgebras
Example 2.4.4 motivates the following theorem of Aguirre, Felder and Veselov in [AFV11],
describing the moduli of the Gaudin subalgebras.
Theorem 2.4.5 ([AFV11, Theorem 2.5]). The subset of Gr(n  1, t1n), the Grassmanian
of (n  1)-planes in t1n, parametrising the Gaudin subalgebras defines a smooth subvariety
isomorphic to M
0,n+1(C).
It is possible, in principle, to calculate the Gaudin subalgebra corresponding to a
point in M
0,n+1(C) by taking the limit of subalgebras of the form G(z). The following
detailed example illustrates how this works for n = 4, in general a similar procedure
works.
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Example 2.4.6. Let n = 4. We will calculate the Gaudin subalgebra corresponding to
the point (((12)3)4) 2M






















































































Let z = (u3, u2, u, 1,1) for some small u 2 R. We will calculate the limit as u goes







u3   u2 +
t
13
u3   u +
t
14




u3   u2 +
t
23
u2   u +
t
24




u3   u  
t
23







u3   1  
t
24



































= (u2   1)(u3   1)t
12
+ (u2   u)(u3   1)t
13





= (u  1)(u2   1)t
12
  (u2   u)(u2   1)t
23







+ (u2   1)(u  1)t
23





= (u2   1)(u  1)t
14
+ (u3   1)(u  1)t
24
+ (u3   1)(u2   1)t
34
.




































These operators have as their image in CS
4
the Jucys-Murphy operators. In fact this is
true in general.
Using the action of the affine group, the limit of (u3, u2, u, 1,1) 2M
0,5(C) as u tends
to zero is the same as the limit of (u, u2, u3, u4,1) as u tends to 1. In fact the limit of
the Gaudin Hamiltonians in the second parameterisation is easier to evaluate as shown
in the proof of the following proposition. In Example 2.4.6 we chose the more difficult
parameterisation in order to illustrate this point as we will use both parameterisations
later.




























The following result is well known.




, . . . , zn,1) where zi = zi(u) depends on a real
variable u such that limu!1 zi(u) =1 and zi = o(zi+1). The limit of the algebra G(z)
as u goes to 1 is spanned by the Jucys-Murphy elements
La = t1a + t2a + . . .+ t
(a 1)a,
for a = 2, 3, . . . , n. In particular, the Gaudin subalgebra corresponding to the point
(((12)3) · · ·n) 2M
0,n+1(C) is C {L2, L3, . . . , Ln}.
















1 if b < a,
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2.4.2 The Gaudin spectrum compactified
In a similar way to Section 2.2.4 we can construct a ramified covering of M
0,n+1(C).
Let G be the restriction of the tautological bundle on Gr(n   1, t1n) to the subvariety
M
0,n+1(C) cut out by the Gaudin subalgebras (as provided by Theorem 2.4.5). Thus G
is a bundle of Lie algebras on M
0,n+1(C), the fibre over a point being the corresponding
Gaudin subalgebra. The restriction to M
0,n+1(C) ⇢M0,n+1(C) is G  from Section 2.2.4.
We denote the sheaf of sections of G by G, and for a representation W of U(glr)⌦n we
can apply the same construction as in Section 2.2.4 to construct
SymG  ! End(W ).
The image is denoted GW . The associated spectrum
⇡W : SpecGW  !M0,n+1(C)
is a finite map and SpecGW compactifies SpecG W . We call the map ⇡W the compactified
Gaudin spectrum associated to W . We will be primarily interested in the special case
W = L( •)
sing
µ , where we denote the Gaudin spectrum ⇡ •,µ.
2.4.3 An example of monodromy in the compactification
We saw in Section 2.2.7 that the Gaudin spectrum ⇡  •,µ and hence the compactified
Gaudin spectrum ⇡ •,µ, may be ramified at complex points. Motivated by Proposi-
tion 2.2.15 we would like to restrict to the real points of M
0,n+1(C) and calculate some
monodromy here. The problem is that M
0,n+1(R) has connected components which are
all simply connected. Instead we have compactified, obtaining a map ⇡ •,µ whose Galois
theory we know is the same as ⇡  •,µ. Our strategy is to restrict to M0,n+1(R) in order
to calculate the monodromy (though there may be extra monodromy over the complex
points).
As a first example to illustrate this strategy we return to situation of Section 2.2.7,
namely we consider the action of the Gaudin subalgebras for n = 3 on the irreducible S
3
module S(µ) where µ = (2, 1). As shown in Example 2.3.6, there are 3 extra points in
M
0,4(R) compared to M0,4(R) which correspond to the bracketings
((12)3), (1(23)), and ((13)2).
Lemma 2.4.8. The compactified Gaudin spectrum ⇡
(2,1) is unramified over M0,4(R).
Proof. In Section 2.2.7 it was shown that ⇡
(2,1) is unramified over the dense open subset
M
0,4(R). By Proposition 2.4.7 the Gaudin subalgebra corresponding to ((12)3) is given
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} of S(µ) given in Section 2.2.7. This matrix has two
distinct eigenvalues ±1. It is thus diagonalisable with simple spectrum. This also means
⇡
(2,1) is unramified over this point.
By taking limits in an appropriate fashion, we also see that the Gaudin subalgebras
at the remaining two points are













The image of these algebras in CS
3




} and thus also have
simple spectrum on S(µ). Hence ⇡
(2,1) is an unramified double cover of M0,4(R).
We will now calculate the monodromy action of ⇡
1
(M
0,4(R)) = Z. We take as our
basepoint ((12)3) and as generator,  , the loop traversing M
0,4(R) in the anticlockwise
direction of the depiction of Figure 2.3. We identify M
0,4(R) with P1(R) by the rational
map
(0, u, 1,1) 7! u,
so our basepoint is u = 0. If z = (0, u, 1,1) we write G(u) = G(z). The spectrum of




} is two points, given by the functionals  ± :G((12)3) !C, where
 ±(L2) = ⌥1 and  ±(L3) = ±1 (which are just the eigenvalues of L2 and L3 on the
eigenspaces of S(µ)).
Similarly, if ! =
p





!,  ±u(H2) = ±
1
u(u  1)!, and  ±u(H3) = ±
1
1  u!.






. We now have
enough information to calculate the monodromy action. The reader may wish to consult























Claim 1: When u 2 (0, 1) we have limu!0+  ±u =  ±. By definition
 ±u( uH1) = ⌥!, and  ±u(uH2) = ⌥
1
1  u!.
Since u 2 (0, 1), we have limu!0+ ! = 1. Thus we have limu!0+  ±u =  ±.
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Claim 2: When u 2 ( 1, 0) we have limu!0   ±u =  ±. This is proven in an entirely
analogous way.


































we can just compare the value of  ±u and  ±v at these values in the limit. For example
lim
u!1 




! = ±1 = lim
v!1+
 ±v((v   1)H2(v)).
Hence the claim is proved.








































u  1! = ±1.






v   1! = ⌥1.
By checking the limits on the remaining generators the claim is proved.
Putting these claims together, allows us to track the spectrum of G(u) as we vary u.
Figure 2.7 displays these claims pictorially. We have proven the following.
Proposition 2.4.9. Let   be the generator of the group ⇡
1
(M
0,4(R)) = Z defined above.
The monodromy action on the fibre of ⇡
(2,1) over ((12)3) is given by   ·  ± =  ⌥.














Figure 2.7: The double cover and the monodromy for µ = (2, 1)
Our strategy to reduce to the subspace M
0,n+1(R) has worked in the above special
case, moreover combining with the results in Section 2.2.7 this provides a complete
description of the monodromy of the Gaudin spectrum over M
0,n+1(C) for n = 3,
 • = (⇤3) and µ = (2, 1). In the next section we demonstrate that we must revise this
strategy for more general n.
2.4.4 Ramification of the compactified Gaudin spectrum
Motivated by Theorem 2.4.5, Propositions 2.2.15 and 2.4.9, we could hope that the
compactified Gaudin spectrum, ⇡ •,µ, is unramified over real points. Unfortunately this is
not true, as we will demonstrate this in this section. However hope is not lost, as it turns
out that over real points, if ⇡ •,µ happens to be ramified, it is because the corresponding
Gaudin subalgebra does not have simple spectrum on L( •)singµ , not because it is not
diagonalisable. This means we will be able to adapt our previous strategy of restricting
to M
0,n+1(R), provided we add extra operators which are diagonalisable and commute
with the Gaudin Hamiltonians. These are the higher Gaudin Hamiltonians and will be
studied in Section 3.1.
In this section we will present an example of a Gaudin subalgebra with non-simple




Figure 2.8: The point ((12)3)((45)6) 2M
0,7
spectrum, the spectrum will consist of a number of 1 and 2-dimensional simultaneous
eigenspaces. In Appendix A we then find extra commuting operators which decompose
the 2-dimensional eigenspaces. These extra operators arise as degenerations of higher
Hamiltonians. Our example is for n = 6, and we will consider the action on the irreducible
CS
6
modules S(µ) for µ = (3, 2, 1). The point over which ⇡µ turns out to be ramified is
the point of M
0,7(C) determined by the stable curve pictured in Figure 2.8. This is the
point zNS 2M0,7(C) labelled by (((12)3)((45)6)).
Consider the point z = (0, u5, u4, u, u3 + u, u2 + u,1) 2 M
0,7(C). The limit as




























u4   1 +
u4t
25
u4   u2   1 +
u4t
26











u3   1 +
u3t
35
u3   u2   1 +
u3t
36





















u2 + 1  u4 +
u2t
35













u+ 1  u4 +
ut
36
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We know by Proposition 2.4.2 that there are 5 linearly independent operators. By taking




























These 5 operators generate the entire Gaudin subalgebra at the point zNS . In Ap-











. The output gives eight, 1-dimensional eigenspaces and four,











their eigenvalues and eigenvectors are also summarised in Appendix A, Table A.1.
Remark 2.4.10. This example is the smallest for which a Gaudin algebra fails to
have simple spectrum on an irreducible Sn module. The reason for this is that the
eigenvalues of the Gaudin subalgebras corresponding to points in Mn 1 ⇢ M0,n+1(C)
(the most degenerate points) are related to the restriction multiplicities determined by
the bracketing. In the present case, the bracketing (((12)3)((45)6)) tells us we should






. The restriction of S(3, 2, 1) in this
case is not multiplicity free (it contains two copies of S(2, 1)⌦ S(2, 1). This is the first
time such a restriction to a Young subgroup has multiplicities greater than 1.
Remark 2.4.10 leads us to conjecture the following.
Conjecture 2.4.11. To each full bracketing of [n] we associate a tower of Young
subgroups. The corresponding Gaudin subalgebra has image inside CSn which generates
the Gelfand-Zetlin subalgebra of this tower of subgroups.
Recall that the Gelfand-Zetlin subalgebra of a tower of subgroups is the algebra
generated by the centres. This conjecture and an investigation of the associated higher
Hamiltonians will form future work of the author and is not considered further in this
thesis.
Chapter 3
Bethe algebras and crystals
In this chapter we recall the definition of the Bethe algebras and crystals for glr. The
Bethe algebras are commutative subalgebras of End(L( •)singµ ) containing the Gaudin
Hamiltonians. In the same way as in Chapter 2 we can organise the spectrum of the
Bethe algebras into a finite family over M
0,n+1(C), ultimately it will be the monodromy
of this family we relate to crystals. We will recall some combinatorial definitions and
facts which we will need to formulate the main theorems of this thesis at the end of the
chapter.
3.1 Bethe algebras
In Section 2.4.4 we saw the compactified Gaudin spectrum may be ramified over points
in M
0,n+1(R) because the Gaudin Hamiltonians have simultaneous eigenspaces which
jump dimension at certain points, in other words the algebra generated by the Gaudin
Hamiltonians (and their limits) in End(L( •)singµ ) may not be maximally commutative.
In order to resolve this issue, we consider slightly larger algebras, the Bethe algebras,
whose definition we recall here. The Bethe algebras were constructed in [FFR94] and have
been intensively studied by Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko and it is their exposition
which we follow (see for example [MTV09a]).
3.1.1 Modules for the current algebra
Let glr[t] = glr ⌦ C[t] be the current algebra of polynomials with coefficients in glr.
For any complex number w 2 C define the surjection ⇢w : glr[t] !glr, by evaluating a
polynomial in t at w.
Definition 3.1.1. Let M be a glr module and w a complex number. The evaluation
module at w associated to M is the pullback of M along ⇢w. This glr[t]-module will be
denoted M(w).
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The name comes from the fact that t acts as multiplication by w.
3.1.2 The universal Bethe algebra
In order to define the Bethe algebras, a universal version will be defined first, after which
we will be able to specialise. This formulation is due to Talalaev [Tal06]. Let u be a
formal variable and for any x 2 glr define the generating function




(x⌦ ts)u s 1 = x
u  t ,
which is an element of the ring U(glr[t])[[u 1]], of formal power series in u 1. Let
A = (aij) be an n⇥ n-matrix with entries in a noncommutative ring, for the purposes of





1 (1)a2 (2) · · · an (n)
If @ is differentiation with respect to u then we can define the following differential
operator on U(glr[t])[[u 1]],












(u) · · ·  er1(u)
 e
12
(u) @   e
22














where eij are the standard generators for glr. The operator D(u, @; t) has the form






for some power series with coefficients Bis 2 glr[t],






Example 3.1.2. By definition the noncommutative determinant D(u, @; t) is given by











If we wish to calculate B
1
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Since we would like to calculate the coefficient of @r 1, we concentrate on the terms


































Example 3.1.3. We can now calculate B
2
(u), which is the coefficient of @r 2. From (3.1.1)
we see that we need to look at the terms corresponding to the cases when   = id and
when   is a transposition. First, when   = id, the terms in expression (3.1.3) give the





(u  t)2 . (3.1.4)
Now looking back at (3.1.2), we also need to look at the terms which have r   2 factors














(u  t)2 . (3.1.5)











· · · eij
u  t · · ·
eji





















(u  t)2 . (3.1.6)
















1i<jr (eii + eiiejj   eijeji)
(u  t)2 .
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Definition 3.1.4. The universal Bethe algebra is the subalgebra A, of U(glr[t]) generated
by the coefficients Bis where 1  i  r and s   0. For an A-module M , we call the
image of A in End(M) the Bethe algebra associated to M .
3.1.3 Specialisations of the Bethe algebra
Let   be the coproduct for U(glr[t]). For n   2 define
 (n) :U(glr[t]) !U(glr[t])⌦n








, . . . , zn) 2 Xn an n-tuple of distinct complex
numbers.
Definition 3.1.5. The Bethe algebra at z is the image of the universal Bethe algebra A
under the surjection
⇢z = ⇢z1 ⌦ ⇢z2 ⌦ · · ·⌦ ⇢zn   (n) :U(glr[t]) !U(glr)⌦n.














)⌦ · · ·Mn(zn) factors through A(z).
Proposition 3.1.6 ([MTV06, Appendix B]). The image of the Gaudin algebra G(z) in
U(glr)
⌦n is contained in A(z).
Lemma 3.1.7. The Bethe algebras A(z) are invariant under the action of the group
A↵
1
: if ↵ 2 C⇥,  2 C, then A(↵z +  ) = A(z).
Proof. We first make some general observations. For a C-algebra R, consider the
ring R[[u 1]][@] of differential operators with coefficients in formal power series of u 1.
Suppose we have an element P (u, @) 2 R[[u 1]][@], and linear elements a@+ b and cu+d,
for a, c 2 C⇥ and b, d 2 C. In order for the expression P (cu + d, a@ + b) to be well
defined we need that they satisfy the relation [a@ + b, cu+ d] = 1, i.e. we need a = c 1.
More precisely, the map
R[[u 1]][@]  ! R[[u 1]][@]
u 1 7 ! (cu+ d) 1
@ 7 ! a@ + b
is a homomorphism of R-algebras whenever a = c 1.
First we will prove A(z +  ) = A(z). Observe if x 2 glr[t] then
x(u   ; t   ) = x
u      (t   ) = x(u; t),
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so D(u +  , @; t    ) = D(u, @; t). Here we have noted that [@, u +  ] = 1. Equating
coefficients we see that Bi(u+  ; t   ) = Bi(u; t). So
⇢z+ Bi(u; t) = ⇢z+ Bi(u+  ; t   ) = ⇢zBi(u+  ; t).
Thus ⇢z+ (Bis) is the coefficient of u s 1 in ⇢zBi(u+  ; t) and ⇢z(Bis) is the coefficient










The fact that A(↵z) = A(z) is similar. First note that we can relate the two determinants
D(↵ 1u,↵@;↵ 1t) = ↵rD(u, @; t), again noting the commutator [↵@,↵ 1u] = 1. Thus
we see that ↵iBi(u; t) = Bi(↵ 1u;↵ 1t), hence




So we see ⇢↵z(Bis) = ↵s i+1⇢z(Bis).
There are two important properties of the universal Bethe algebra which we summarise
in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1.8 ([MTV06, Propositions 8.2 and 8.3]). The universal Bethe algebra
A is a commutative subalgebra of U(glr[t]). Furthermore it lies in the centraliser of the
subalgebra U(glr).
As a result, for any glr[t]-module M , and any weight  , the weight spaces M , M sing
and M sing  ⇢M are A-submodules. Let  • be a sequence of partitions with at most r




, . . . , zn) 2 Xn we denote the
Bethe algebra associated to
L( •; z)
sing
µ = [L( 1)(z1)⌦ L( 2)(z2)⌦ · · ·⌦ L( n)(zn)]singµ
by A( •; z)µ. Note that as a U(glr)⌦n-representation L( •; z)
sing
µ is the same as L( •)singµ .
These are our main objects of study.
3.1.4 The Bethe spectrum
Fix a sequence of n partitions  •, and an auxiliary partition µ (each with at most
r rows). Let D =
Q
a 6=b(xa   xb) 2 C[x1, . . . , xn]. The ring of functions on Xn is
C[x
1
, . . . , xn, D 1]. The image of A under the morphism
⇢ = ⇢x1 ⌦ ⇢x2 ⌦ · · ·⌦ ⇢xn   n :U(glr[t]) !U(glr)⌦n ⌦ C[Xn]
is denoted A(Xn) and has A(z) as its fibre over z 2 Xn. As demonstrated, the action
of A↵
1
on Xn extends to an action of A(Xn) which identifies the fibres over the orbits.
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Taking the invariants of A↵
1
results in a sheaf An over M0,n+1(C). As in Section 2.2.4 we
can consider the image A( •)µ of An in End(L( •)singµ ), the trivial bundle over M0,n+1(C)
with fibre End(L( •)singµ ). This makes A( •)µ a C[M0,n+1(C)]-algebra.
Definition 3.1.9. The spectrum of A( •)µ and is denoted A( •)µ. Since A( •)µ is
an algebra over M
0,n+1(C) is comes with a structure morphism, the Bethe spectrum
denoted ⇡ •,µ :A( •)µ !M0,n+1(C).
The fibre over z 2M
0,n+1(C) of the Bethe spectrum is the spectrum of the commuta-
tive algebra A( •; z)µ which we denote A( •; z)µ. The key result about Bethe algebras
we will use is the following set of facts by Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko.




, . . . , zn) be an n-tuple of
distinct complex numbers
(i) The dimension of the Bethe algebra A( •; z)µ is cµ •, in particular it does not
depend on z.
(ii) If z 2M
0,n+1(R), the Bethe algebra A( •; z)µ has simple spectrum.
The integers cµ • are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients, see Section 4.1.3 for a
definition. For us, the most important consequence of this theorem is the following.
Corollary 3.1.11. The Bethe spectrum ⇡ •,µ :A( •)µ !M0,n+1(C) is a finite and flat
map. Upon restriction to the real points M
0,n+1(R), the Bethe spectrum is an unbranched
topological covering space of degree cµ • .
Proof. The algebra A( •)µ is defined as a C[M0,n+1(C)]-submodule of the free module
End(L( •)singµ ) which is finitely generated. Since C[M0,n+1(C)] is Noetherian, A( •)µ is
finitely generated. This demonstrates ⇡ •,µ is a finite map. In order to show flatness we
use Theorem 3.1.10 (i), which says the dimension of the fibres of ⇡ •,µ is constant at closed
points, and apply Proposition C.1.5 which says ⇡ •,µ is hence flat. The fact that the
restriction to real points is a topological covering space follows from Theorem 3.1.10 (ii)
which implies that A( •; z)µ is a reduced set of points.
We now consider the special case when  • = (⇤n). In this case the Bethe algebra
A(z)µ acts on the module S(µ) = [V ⌦n]singµ .




, . . . , zn) be an n-tuple of
distinct complex numbers. The Gaudin Hamiltonians generate the Bethe algebra A(z)µ.




, . . . , zn) be an n-tuple of distinct real numbers, then
the Gaudin Hamiltonians have simple spectrum on S(µ) for any partition µ of n.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.12, A(z)µ equals the algebra generated by the image of G(z) in
End(S(µ)) and by Theorem 3.1.10 (ii) this has simple spectrum.
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3.2 Tableaux
To discuss crystals, cactus actions, and to formulate the main results in this thesis
requires various combinatorial definitions and facts about tableaux, which we briefly
recall here.
3.2.1 Fillings and tableaux
Let A be a totally ordered alphabet. Most of the time we will take as our alphabet the
positive integers [n] and this is always the alphabet we will use in examples. A filling
of a skew-shape  \µ is an assignment of letters from A to the boxes of  \µ. Three

















Definition 3.2.1. A semistandard tableau (which we will often simply call a tableau)
of shape  \µ is a filling such that rows are weakly increasing and columns are strictly
increasing with respect to the total order on A. A standard tableau of shape  \µ is a
filling using the numbers 1 to | \µ| such that rows and columns are increasing and such
that each number appears only once. In the examples (3.2.1), R is semistandard, S is
standard (and semistandard) and T is neither.
We will denote the set of standard  \µ-tableaux by SYT( \µ) and the semistandard
 \µ-tableaux by SSYT( \µ).
Remark 3.2.2. Something we will often do in the combinatorial algorithms described
below is compare the relative size of the entries in two given boxes of a tableau. For
standard tableaux there is no ambiguity as no two boxes contain the same element.
However for semistandard tableaux if two boxes contain the same element of A, we will
say that the entry of the leftmost box is smaller. Since columns are strictly increasing
we always have a leftmost box. This seems like an arbitrary choice however we will
quickly see that this is in fact the only sensible choice.
Remark 3.2.3. An important observation that we will use many times is the fact





✓ . . . ✓ ⌫r where ⌫i+1\⌫i is a single box and ⌫1 = µ and ⌫r =  . We call such a
sequence a growth sequence. As an example, take S as in (3.2.1), then we identify this
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standard tableau with the growth sequence
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ .
Remark 3.2.4. Words in the alphabet A are identified with semistandard tableaux of















Definition 3.2.5. Given a skew-shape  \µ we define an addable node to be a box, when
added to the diagram, form another skew-shape. An addable node occurring on the
south-eastern edge of the diagram is an addable outside node and one occurring on the
north-western edge an addable inside node.






the symbols ⇤ and   describe addable inside and outside nodes respectively and ? and •
describe non-addable nodes.
3.2.2 Slide equivalence
A jeu de taquin slide or simply a slide is a transformation of one semistandard tableaux
into another due to Schützenberger [Sch77]. These slides come in two variations. First
a forward slide is performed by choosing an addable outside node (see Remark 3.2.5)
and then sliding the box with the largest entry of the boxes above and to the left into
the vacant spot. The largest entry is well defined by Remark 3.2.2. This sliding process
is now repeated with the now vacated box until the vacated box becomes an addable
inside node.
As an example take R from (3.2.1) and make a forward slide into the addable outside


















A reverse slide is the same except now one starts with an addable inside corner of
the skew shape and slide the smallest of the two boxes below and to the right into the
vacant position. This reverse sliding process is now repeated with the now vacated box
until the vacated box becomes an addable outside node.
Definition 3.2.6. Two semistandard tableaux, T and T 0, are called slide equivalent,
denoted T ⇠S T 0, if one can be transformed into the other by a sequence of jeu de taquin
slides.
The following theorem is often referred to as the first fundamental theorem of jeu de
taquin. For a proof see Claim 2 in Section 1.2 of [Ful97] or the remarks after Theorem 2.13
in [Hai92].
Theorem 3.2.7. Every slide equivalence class contains exactly one tableau of normal
shape.
Given a tableau T , we call the unique tableau of normal shape, slide equivalent to T ,







1 2 2 3
3 4
.
We can also characterise exactly when two words (considered as tableaux as in
Remark 3.2.4) are slide equivalent.
Proposition 3.2.8. Two words are slide equivalent if and only if they differ by a
sequence of Knuth moves which are local operations allowing the following swaps,
xyz 7! xzy if z < x  y or y < x  z,
xyz 7! yxz if x  z < y or y  z < x.
Proof. See [Ful97, Section 2.1].
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3.2.3 The Schützenberger involution
We now describe an involution on semistandard tableaux based on the jeu de taquin
slides described in Section 3.2.2. The definition is due to Schützenberger [Sch77]. Denote
by a 7! a⇤ the unique involution on A that reverses the total order (i.e. if A = [n] then
the involution is given by i⇤ = n+ 1  i).
Let T be of shape  \µ. If T consists of a single box, let a denote its entry and
let ⇠(T ) be the tableau of same shape with entry a⇤. If T has more than one box we
construct a tableau ⇠(T ) of the same shape, inductively on the number of boxes as
follows:
1. Start with ⇠(T ) as the shape  \µ without any filling.
2. Remove from T the box with smallest entry a.
3. Denote the newly vacated addable inside node by  .
4. Reverse slide T\{ } into  . We obtain a new tableau T 0 of shape  0\µ.
5. The shape  \ 0 determines the box in  \µ vacated by the reverse slide.
6. Fill the corresponding box in ⇠(T ) with a⇤.
7. The remaining unfilled boxes in ⇠(T ) are of shape  0\µ. Fill with ⇠(T 0).
Recall that the smallest entry is well defined by Remark 3.2.2 and by the same Remark
also defines an addable inside node once removed.
Definition 3.2.9. The map ⇠ sending T 2 SSYT( \µ) to ⇠(T ) 2 SSYT( \µ) is called
the Schützenberger involution.
A priori it is not clear that ⇠ deserves to be called an involution however this turns
out to be the case (see Proposition 3.2.10) and will be made obvious once we describe
growth diagrams.
As an example we will calculate the Schützenberger involution of R as in (3.2.1). We
will take as our alphabet A = [9]. We begin by emptying the box with a 1, making a
reverse slide, then entering 1⇤ = 9 into the appropriate box. Since the box with 1 is














Now we repeat the process with the box containing the leftmost 2 in the new tableau


















































Since all remaining boxes are both addable inside and outside nodes when removed, we







One can check that ⇠(⇠(R)) = R.
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x
T
Figure 3.1: The skew-tableau T ⇤ x
Proposition 3.2.10 ([Sch77, p. 8.2]). The operation ⇠ is a shape preserving involution
of semistandard Young tableaux.
Proof. We give a proof in Section 4.3.3 once we have defined growth diagrams.
Remark 3.2.11. The Schützenberger involution will appear a number of times in later
sections, however it will play differing roles depending on whether we consider it as a
involution of semistandard tableaux or standard tableaux. To make this distinction
more obvious we will use the notation ⇠ only for semistandard tableaux and the notation
evac when applying the involution to standard tableaux.
3.2.4 Insertion
In this subsection we recall the insertion of a letter x into a tableau T of normal shape.
This process defines a new tableau T  x as follows: create the skew-tableau T ⇤ x as
depicted in Figure 3.1 and define the tableau T  x to be Rect(T ⇤ x).
Remark 3.2.12. More generally, given two tableaux, S and T , of normal shape, we
can form the tableau S ⇤ T and define S · T = Rect(S ⇤ T ). This defines an associative
product on the set of semistandard tableau of normal shape which is usually referred to
as the plactic monoid . See [Ful97] for details.




and let x = 3. We obtain








= Rect(T ⇤ 3) = T  3.
Remark 3.2.13. There is a second, equivalent, way to define the insertion tableau
T  x. First, if x can be placed at the end of the first row we do so and output this as
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the new tableau. Otherwise we place x into the leftmost box in the first row with an
entry y > x. We now repeat this procedure with y and the second row. We continue this
way, inserting and bumping out entries until we are able to simply place the previously
bumped out entry onto the end of a (possibly empty) row.
3.2.5 The RSK algorithm
The RSK algorithm gives a bijection between words of length n in A and pairs of a
semistandard and standard tableaux of the same normal shape with n boxes. The
algorithm was originally defined for permutations by Robinson [Rob38] and earlier by
Schensted [Sch61], and it was later generalised by Knuth [Knu70]. The definition uses
the insertion algorithm.




· · ·xn we define its P -symbol or insertion
tableau to be the semistandard tableau defined by the successive insertion




) . . . xn),






) ⇢ · · · ⇢ sh(Pn),
where Pi = P(x1x2 · · ·xi). The name recording tableau comes from the fact it records in
which order each box of P (w) was added during the insertion process. By construction
P(w) is a semistandard tableaux with entries in A and Q(w) is a standard tableaux of
the same shape.
Remark 3.2.15. Recall that we can identify a word with a semistandard tableaux of di-
agonal shape. With this description in mind, P(w) = Rect(w) and Pi = Rect(x1x2 · · ·xi).
This description gives the following classification of the slide equivalence classes of words.
Proposition 3.2.16. Two words considered as tableaux are slide equivalent if and only
if their P -symbols agree.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.7 the slide equivalence class of a word, w, is determined by the
unique tableau of normal shape slide equivalent to it. By definition this is Rect(w) = P(w).
Hence the words w and w0 are slide equivalent if and only if P(w) = P(w0).
Definition 3.2.17. The Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence is the assign-
ment RSK(w) = (P(w), Q(w)). Let words(n) denote the set of words of length n in the
alphabet A.
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Proof. See Section 4.1 of [Ful97].
Example 3.2.19. Suppose w = 14321321. We have the following sequence of pairs of
tableaux defining P(w) and Q(w).
1 , 1




















































3.2.6 Schützenberger involution and RSK




. . . xn with xi 2 A then denote
w⇤ = x⇤nx
⇤
n 1 · · ·x⇤1.
With this notation we have an amazing duality theorem.
Theorem 3.2.20. If RSK(w) = (P,Q) then RSK(w⇤) = (⇠P, evacQ).
Proof. See Section 1 of Appendix A in [Ful97] for the proof.
We also have the following proposition that gives information about the Q-symbol of
subwords. Denote by T |r,s the tableaux obtained from T by throwing away boxes filled
with letters outside the range [r, s].




· · ·xn be a word with Q-symbol Q and suppose that
u = xrxr+1 · · ·xs is a (contiguous) subword, then the Q symbol of u is Rect(Q|r,s).
Proof. See Proposition 1 in Section 5.1 of [Ful97].
3.2.7 Representations of the symmetric group
In this section we recall some facts about the representation theory of the symmetric
group. This approach to the representation theory of the symmetric group is originally
due to Jucys [Juc74] and was developed by Okounkov and Vershik [OV96]. For proofs
and a full exposition, see for example [Kle05, Chapter 2]. As in Example 2.2.13, let
S(µ) = [V ⌦n]singµ which is the irreducible representation of Sn corresponding to the
partition µ of n. Let La =
P
b<a(b, a) be the Jucys-Murphy elements. Let S 2 SYT(µ),
then define rowS(a) and colS(a) to be the row and column numbers of the box containing
a in S. Define cS(a) = rowS(a)  colS(a) to be the content of the box of S containing a.
Theorem 3.2.22. The representation S(µ) and the operators La have the following
properties.
(i) The dimension of S(µ) is dµ = #SYT(µ).
(ii) The Jucys-Murphy operators are diagonalisable on Sµ with one dimensional simul-
taneous eigenspaces.
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(iii) The simultaneous eigenspaces can be canonically labelled by SYT(µ) so that if vS is
an eigenvector labelled by S 2 SYT(µ) then,
LavS = cS(a)vS .
Define zJM 2 M0,n+1(C) to be the point labelled by (((12)3) · · ·n). Recall from
Proposition 2.4.7 that the image of the Gaudin subalgebra G(zJM ) in End(S(µ)) coincides


















0,n+1(R) is simply connected
and contains zJM . For any point z 2 ⇥id there is a unique path contained in ⇥id, up to
homotopy, starting at z and ending at zJM . Define A(⇤n, z)µ = A(z)µ.









< . . . < zn. The Bethe spectrum A(z)µ is canonically labelled by standard
µ-tableaux.
Proof. For any point z 2 ⇥ 
id
, by Corollary 3.1.13, the algebra G(z) has simple spectrum
on S(µ) and is thus maximally commutative in End(S(µ)). By Theorem 3.1.12, it equals
the Bethe algebra A(z)µ. So, over ⇥ 
id
, the Bethe spectrum ⇡µ and the Gaudin spectrum
⇡µ are equal. In order to obtain a labelling for A(z)µ, we analytically continue the
labelling provided by Theorem 3.2.22 (iii) from the point zJM . Since ⇥id is simply
connected, this is unique.
3.3 Crystals
Crystals provide an idealised combinatorial model for the representation theory of glr
(and more generally, semisimple Lie algebras). In this thesis, they will turn out to give a
combinatorial description of the monodromy of the Bethe spectrum. Crystals were first
defined by Kashiwara [KN94; Kas91; Kas90], and the definitions here are special cases
of the original definitions. A comprehensive reference for the material is [HK02].
3.3.1 Combinatorial crystals
Definition 3.3.1. A (finite) glr-crystal is a finite set B along with maps
wt :B !Zr,
ei, fi :B !B t {0} ,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , r obeying the following axioms for any b, b0 2 B,
(i) if ei(b) 6= 0 then wt(ei(b)) = wt(b) + ↵i,
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(ii) if fi(b) 6= 0 then wt(fi(b)) = wt(b)  ↵i,
(iii) b0 = ei(b) if and only if b = fi(b0), and
(iv) if b, b0 2 B such that ei(b) = fi(b0) = 0 and fki (b) = b0 for some k   0, then
wt(b0) = si · wt(b)
where ↵i = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with the 1 in the ith position and si is the transpo-
sition swapping the ith and (i+ 1)th coordinate of Zr.
Example 3.3.2. Let r = 2. For each pair of nonnegative integers m,n such that




, . . . , vm n}. This crystal is defined by
wt(vi) = (m   i, n + i) and f1(vk) = vk+1 (by convention we say vm n+1 = 0). Note
the action of e
1
is completely determined by condition (iii) in Definition 3.3.1. We can





· · · vm n,
where the arrow denote the action of f
1
. It isn’t hard to see these are the only crystals
for which the picture above is connected.
In general for a glr-crystal B, we can draw the coloured, directed graph which
vertices labelled by B and edges coloured by i indicating the action of fi (with no edge
if fi(b) = 0). We call this the crystal graph. The direct sum of two crystals B and
C is defined to be the disjoint union. A crystal is called irreducible if its associated
crystal graph is connected. An element of a crystal is called a highest weight element (or
sometimes we will say highest weight vector) if it is killed by the operator ei for all i.
Definition 3.3.3. A morphism of crystals ' :B !C is given by a function on sets
' :B t {0} !C t {0}, such that the following conditions hold,
(i) '(0) = 0,
(ii) if '(b) 6= 0 then wt('(b)) = wt(b),
(iii) we have ei   ' = '   ei and fi   ' = '   fi (we set ei(0) = fi(0) = 0).
In Section 3.3.2 we will recall the definition of an irreducible highest weight crystal
B( ) for every   2 Part(r) (for r = 2 we have already done so in Example 3.3.2).
Definition 3.3.4. The category Crys = Crys(glr) of glr-crystals is the category with
objects crystals isomorphic to a direct sum of B( ) and morphisms are morphisms of
crystals.
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We should think of a crystal as coming from a basis of a finite dimensional glr-module.
In fact, in a very precise sense, they are degeneration of a very special global basis. One
of the properties we would like is to be able to construct a tensor product basis. To this
end, for a crystal B define the functions "i, i :B !Z,
"i(b) = max {a |eai (b) 6= 0} ,
 i(b) = max {a |fai (b) 6= 0} .
Definition 3.3.5. Let B and C be glr-crystals. The tensor product crystal B ⌦ C is
defined as the set B ⇥ C with the structure maps
(i) wt :B ⇥ C !Zr defined by wt(b⌦ c) = wt(b) + wt(c),





ei(b)⌦ c if  i(b)   "i(c),





fi(b)⌦ c if  i(b) > "i(c),
b⌦ fi(c) if  i(b)  "i(c).









state the rule more simply. Note that for B(m,n), "
1
(vk) = k and  1(vk) = m  n  k.
e
1




vk 1 ⌦ vl if k + l  m1   n1,
vk ⌦ vl 1 if k + l > m1   n1,
f
1




vk+1 ⌦ vl if k + l < m1   n1,
vk ⌦ vl+1 if k + l   m1   n1,




⌦vl for l  m1 n1.
Each of these highest weight vectors determines a unique connected component. Since
wt(v
0






















which is a special case of the Littlewood-Richardson rule.
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3.3.2 Irreducible crystals
We give a description of the irreducible glr-crystal B( ) for every   2 Part(r). As a set
B( ) = SSYT( ) where the alphabet we use is [r]. This is motivated by the fact that
dimL( ) = #SSYT( ). We first define the crystal for   = (1) = ⇤, corresponding to the
vector representation V = L(⇤).
Definition 3.3.7. The crystal B = B(⇤) is defined by setting B = SSYT(⇤) = [r] as sets
and defining the structure maps by wt(k) = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with the 1 in the kth
position and fi(k) =  ik(k + 1).
The maps "i, i : B  ! Z are ✏i(k) =  k(i+1) and  i(k) =  ik. The crystal graph
associated to B is
1 2 · · · r .1 2 r 1
The crystal B( ) will be constructed as a subcrystal of B⌦n where n = | |. First
let us give a description of B⌦n. Let words(n) be the set of words of length n in the





⌦ · · ·⌦ xn ,




, . . . , xn  r. Thus we can identify the sets B⌦n and words(n).




· · ·xn 2 words(w) be a word of length n. For i = 1, 2, . . . , r   1, let
wi ⇢ w be the subword of letters i and i + 1. Perform the following mutation on wi:
delete any pair (i+ 1)i which occur in sequence in wi then repeat until we are left with





< . . . < jk  n. Let a be the integer such that xja = i and xja+1 = i + 1
(in the case when w̄i contains no i’s we let a = 0). Define the i-signature of w to be
sgni(w) = (ja, ja+1) where jl =1 when l < 1 or l > k.
Example 3.3.8. Suppose w = 31422312242. Then
w
1




























(w) = (2, 4). Now w
2






























· · ·xn 2 words(n) and sgni(w) = (a, b). The crystal



















· · · ei(xb) · · ·xn if b 6=1,
0 otherwise.
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Proof. See [HK02, Section 4.4].



















Fix a standard tableau R 2 SYT( ). With this choice we can define an embedding of
SSYT( ) into the set words(n),
readR = RSK
 1( , R) : SSYT( ) !words(n).
Theorem 3.3.11. The following properties are satisfied by readR:
(i) The map readR is injective and its image in words(n) = B⌦n is stable under the
operators ei and fi.
(ii) For two standard tableaux R,R0 2 SYT( ), the composition readR0   read 1R is an
isomorphism of crystals.
(iii) Given a word w 2 words(n), there exists some   and S 2 SSYT( ) such that
readR(S) = w.
Proof. Injectivity follows by Theorem 3.2.18 which asserts the RSK correspondence is
bijective. In order to check the image of readR is stable under the crystal operators,
we need show that Q(ei(w)) = Q(fi(w)) = R. By construction, the recording tableau of
a word w depends only on the relative sizes of its letters (recall the convention set in
Remark 3.2.2 that if we have two letters both equal to i, then we consider the one to
the left to be smaller). If we apply fi to our word, the only time it might change the
relative size of the letters is if we have a situation of the following form,
fi(w) = fi(· · · ii · · · ) = · · · fi(i)i · · · ,
However by Proposition 3.3.9, such a situation can never happen. Thus part (i) is proven.
To prove (ii), if two words w and w0 are related by w0 = readR0   read 1R (w) then
they must be slide equivalent. By Proposition 3.2.8, two words are slide equivalent if
and only if they differ by a sequence of Knuth moves. In fact the crystal operators
commute with the Knuth moves. (This is a well known fact whose proof is elementary
but involved, see [Lot02, Theorem 5.5.1] for a proof.) Furthermore, wt(w) is simply the
sequence which counts the number of 1’s, number of 2’s and so on. This is also preserved
by slide equivalence. Thus we have a crystal morphism and since it is a bijection it is an
isomorphism. For part (iii), we need to find a semistandard tableaux S, slide equivalent
to w. We can take S = Rect(w) for this purpose.
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Definition 3.3.12. We define the crystal B( ) as the crystal structure on SSYT( )
induced by the map readR for any R 2 SYT( ).
Theorem 3.3.11 tells us that B( ) is well defined and that it does not depend on
the choice of R 2 SYT( ). As a direct consequence of the theorem we have a crystal






The Yamanouchi tableau, Y( ) of shape   is the semistandard tableau with its kth row
filled with the integer k.
Proposition 3.3.13. The crystal B( ) is irreducible, with a unique element Y( ) of
highest weight  .
Proof. See [HK02, Theorem 7.4.1].
Proposition 3.3.14. Let A,B 2 Crys, then A⌦B 2 Crys. Thus Crys is a monoidal
category.
Proof. First, by (3.3.1), the crystal B⌦n is in Crys. For more general tensor products
it is enough to prove the proposition for A and B irreducible crystals. Let A = B(µ)
and B = B( ) and let m = |µ| and n = | |. Then by construction, we can identify
A with a subcrystal of B⌦m and B with a subcrystal of B⌦n and thus A ⌦ B with a
subcrystal of Bm ⌦ B⌦n ⇠= B⌦(m+n). By Theorem 3.3.11 (iii) every irreducible subcrystal
of B⌦(m+n), and thus of A ⌦ B, is isomorphic to B(⌫) for some ⌫ 2 Partn+m. Hence
A⌦B 2 Crys.
Proposition 3.3.15. Suppose we have a nonzero morphism ' : B( ) !B(µ) of crystals,
then it is an isomorphism.
Proof. The morphism ' must take the highest weight element to to highest weight
element. Since these must have the same weight we must have isomorphic crystals.
3.3.3 Coboundary monoidal categories
Although crystals inherit a lot of the combinatorial structure of glr-modules and their
tensor products, one big difference is crystals do not form a braided monoidal category.
Whilst Crys does not have a braided structure, the tensor product still makes it a
monoidal category and we still have natural isomorphims B ⌦ C  ! C ⌦B obeying a
slightly different coherence relation. This is called a coboundary category.
Definition 3.3.16. A monoidal category C is coboundary if there exists a commutor
 cA,B :A⌦B !B ⌦A for objects A,B in C that satisfies the following conditions.
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(i) That  cB,A    cA,B = 1, and
(ii) that for any objects A,B,C,  c obeys the cactus relation:
A⌦B ⌦ C B ⌦A⌦ C







A commutor obeying the above conditions will be called a cactus commutor. Just as
the structure of a braiding on a monoidal category induces an action of the braid group









Then define sp(p+1) =  p(p+1) and inductively spq = s(p+1)q    pq. We should think of
spq as swapping the order of Ap, Ap+1, . . . , Aq.
Proposition 3.3.17 ([HK06, Lemma 3 and Lemma 4]). For 1  p < q  n define the





1 2 · · · p  1 p p+ 1 · · · q · · · n





The isomorphisms spq obey the following relations.
(i) s2pq = 1
(ii) spq   skl = skl   spq if the intervals [p, q] and [k, l] are disjoint.
(iii) spq   skl = smn   spq if [k, l] ✓ [p, q], where n = ŝpq(k) and m = ŝpq(l).
Definition 3.3.18. The group generated by formal symbols spq, that obey the relations
in Propostion 3.3.17 is called n-fruited cactus group. We denote this group Jn.
Note that the permutations ŝpq also obey these relations, so the map spq 7! ŝpq is a
group homomorphsim. We call the kernel of this map the pure cactus group, PJn. We
have an exact sequence
1 PJn Jn Sn 1. (3.3.3)
Remark 3.3.19. From the definition, it is clear that the pure cactus group acts on
arbitrary tensor products of objects in a coboundary category and not just on n-fold
tensor products of a single object.
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3.3.4 Coboundary structure on Crys(glr)
Given a crystal B 2 Crys. By definition, the irreducible components of B are isomorphic
to B( ) for some  . Thus we can identify the elements of B with semistandard tableaux.
In particular we are able to perform the Schützenberger involution on elements of B.
Definition 3.3.20. For two crystals, A,B 2 Crys define the following map
 cA,B :A⌦B !B ⌦A, where  cA,B(a⌦ b) = ⇠(⇠(b)⌦ ⇠(a)). (3.3.4)
Theorem 3.3.21 ([HK06, Theorem 2]). The maps  cA,B are natural isomorphisms of
crystals and give the category of crystals Crys(glr) a coboundary structure.
3.3.5 Cactus group actions
In this section we will give a description on the action of Jn on the crystal B⌦n. By (3.3.1)






where d  = #SYT( ). Any isomorphism of B⌦n must send each summand B( ) to
another copy of B( ) by Proposition 3.3.15. Identifying the crystal B⌦n with the set
F
  SSYT( )⇥ SYT( ), we see that any isomorphism must fix SSYT( ) and permute the
elements of SYT( ). A small example may help clarify this.
Example 3.3.22. Consider the case n = r = 3. The crystal B⌦3 can be computed
using the tensor pruduct rule and identified with pairs via the RSK correspondence to
produce the diagram in Figure 3.2. So if we have an isomorphism of B⌦3 it must fix
those components labelled by tableaux




as it would have to send each of these to a standard tableaux of the same shape (of
which there is only one in each case). However the two remaining connected components
can be permuted, but this must preserve the semistandard tableaux. Hence we have
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1 1 1 1 2 3
2 1 1 1 2 3
2 2 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 3
2 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 2 3
3 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 1 1 2 3
3 3 2 1 2 3







































































Figure 3.2: The crystal graph B⌦3
Proposition 3.3.23. Suppose   is an automorphism of B⌦n which we identify with the
set
F
  SSYT( )⇥ SYT( ). Then  (P,Q) = (P, (Q)) for some permutation   of the set
SYT( ) where   is the shape of Q. Furthermore every automorphism arises in this way.
We would like to understand the action of Jn on B⌦n. Proposition 3.3.23 tells
us that this action induces an action of Jn on standard tableaux and furthermore is
completely determined by it. By the definition of the cactus commutor we can express
the effect of  cpq on a word w = x1x2 . . . xn 2 B⌦n using the RSK correspondence and
the Schützenberger involution.
Lemma 3.3.24. On the word w, the Schützenberger involution is given by RSK 1(⇠(P ), Q)
where P = P(w) and Q = Q(w), and ⇠ is the usual Schützenberger involution.
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Proof. To apply the Schützenberger involution to w, we need to identify the irreducible
component of B⌦n containing w with an irreducible crystal B( ). By Definition 3.3.12, we
do this by applying read 1Q , applying the Schützenberger involution and then applying
readQ. So
⇠(w) = readQ   ⇠   read 1Q (w) = RSK 1( , Q)   ⇠   P(w) = RSK 1(⇠(P ), Q).
Thus applying this result to the definition of the crystal commutator produces,
 cpq(w) = x1x2 · · ·xp 1 ⇠(⇠(xq) ⇠(xp) · · · ⇠(xq 1)) xq+1 · · ·xN .
Lemma 3.3.25. Suppose q = p+ 1, then spq =  cpq = id.
Proof. Suppose 1  x  r is an integer. Recall x⇤ = r   x + 1, and by definition
⇠(x) = x⇤. This means, for any two integers 1  a, b  r,
 c
12
(ab) = ⇠(⇠(b)⇠(a)) = ⇠(b⇤a⇤).
Suppose that a  b so a⇤   b⇤. Then P(b⇤a⇤) = b⇤ a⇤ and so  c
12
(ab) = ⇠(b⇤, a⇤) = ab.
Lemma 3.3.26. Suppose that q = p + 2, then the action of spq =  cpq on the triple
xpxp+1xp+2 is given by the Knuth moves (we set xp = x, xp+1 = y, xp+2 = z for clarity):
xyz 7! xzy if z < x  y or y < x  z,







but by Lemma 3.3.25,  c
23
acts trivially, so we need to calculate
 c
13
(xyz). In the case x  y  z,  c
13
(xyz) = ⇠(⇠(yz)⇠(x)). ⇠(x) = x⇤ and P(yz) = y z
so ⇠(yz) = z⇤y⇤. Then  c
13
(xyz) = ⇠(z⇤y⇤x⇤) but P(z⇤y⇤x⇤) = z⇤ y⇤x⇤ so ⇠(z⇤y⇤x⇤) = xyz.
Hence the action of s
13
is trivial. The remaining cases following similarly.
As can be seen from Lemma 3.3.26, even when q = p+ 2, the action of spq can be




Example 3.3.27. Because we know the action is determined by its induced action on
standard tableaux, we only need to check what it does to the vertices

















By Proposition 3.3.15 we know the action on the first two vertices must be trivial. We






act trivially by Lemma 3.3.25. To calculate the action on

















Using Lemma 3.3.26 we see that s
13
(132) = 312 and s
13
(312) = 132. Hence s
13
swaps
the two connected components representing the irreducible B(2, 1).
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3.4 Main results
In this section we will outline the main results proved in the remainder of this the-
sis, including the important special case of the n-fold tensor product of the vector
representation.
3.4.1 Monodromy of the Bethe spectrum
The first main result of this thesis, proved in Section 5.4, is to identify the monodromy
of the Bethe spectrum with the action of the cactus group on tensor products of crystals.
We can consider the action of PJn on
B( •) = B( 1)⌦ B( 2)⌦ · · ·⌦ B( n),
for a sequence of partitions  •. Since the elements of PJn commute with the operators
ei and commute with the weight function wt, we can restrict to an action of PJn on
B( •)
sing
µ = [B( 1)⌦ B( 2)⌦ · · ·⌦ B( n)]singµ .
Recall the Bethe spectrum associated to the data ( •, µ) is a map
⇡ •,µ :A( •, µ) !M0,n+1(C).
We denote the fibre over a point z 2M
0,n+1(C) by A( •, z)µ.
Theorem A. There exists a homomorphism PJn ! Gal(⇡ •,µ) from the pure cactus
group to the Galois group of ⇡ •,µ and a bijection
A( •, z)µ  ! B( •)singµ ,
equivariant for the induced action of PJn.
The strategy of the proof is as follows. Using a result of Speyer [Spe14], there
is an extension of ⇡ •,µ to the entire compact moduli space M0,n+1(C) defined using
Schubert calculus. This extension is an unramified covering over M
0,n+1(R), and we will




0,n+1(R)) = PJn, and thus gives us the map to the Galois group. The identification
with highest weight elements of a crystal then reduces to a combinatorial statement,
which we prove in Section 5.3.5.
3.4.2 Identification of labelling sets
In the important special case when  • = (⇤n), we have the decomposition (3.3.1) of B⌦n
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Proposition 3.3.13 says B( ) is a highest weight crystal with unique highest weight
element Y( ). Thus we see that [B⌦n]singµ = {(Y(µ), S) |S 2 SYT(µ)} and so we can label
the elements canonically by standard µ-tableaux.









< . . . < zn. Recall from Corollary 3.2.23 that the set A(z)µ is also
labelled by standard µ-tableaux. The way this labelling is calculated in practice is to take
a point   2 A(z)µ and choose any path from z to zJM . We think of   as a functional
A(z)µ ! C and we take the limit of  (zaHa(z)) as za !1 such that za/za+1 ! 0. By
Proposition 2.4.7, this limit identifies a simultaneous eigenspace for the Jucys-Murphy
elements and we know from Theorem 3.2.22 that limz!1  (zaHa(z)) = cs(a) for some
standard µ-tableau S.
Let z be as above, real and in increasing order. Theorem A provides a bijection
between points in the fibre of the Bethe spectrum and highest weight vectors of weight
µ in the crystal,
Xµ(z) : A(z)µ  ! [B⌦n]singµ = {Y(µ)}⇥ SYT(µ) = SYT(µ).
The following theorem says this bijection is given by the same process of taking a limit
and considering the eigenvalues as above, thus it identifies the labelling of both sets by
standard µ-tableaux









< . . . < zn, the bijection Xµ(z) : A(z)µ  ! SYT(µ) is given by Xµ(z)( ) = S,




Critical points of the master function and their relation to the Bethe spectrum will
be recalled in Section 4.8. The asymptotics of critical points as described by Reshetikhin
and Varchenko [RV95] give a labelling of the critical points at z by standard µ-tableaux
as shown by Marcus [Mar10]. We show this labelling is compatible with the combinatorial
description of Speyer’s covering and this will be enough to prove the theorem.

Chapter 4
Schubert calculus and the Bethe
Ansatz
Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko [MTV09a], described a strong link between the Bethe
algebras introduced in Section 3.1.3 and intersections of Schubert cells. In this chapter
we recall definitions and results about Schubert calculus. In particular we recall the
definition of the osculating flag associated to a complex number. Intersections of Schubert
varieties with respect to osculating flags at distinct complex numbers are generically
reduced and always have the expected dimension, this is a result of Eisenbud and
Harris [EH83]. In fact, using the connection to Bethe algebras, Mukhin, Tarasov and
Varchenko [MTV09b] proved a conjecture of Shapiro and Shapiro; Schubert intersections
with respect to osculating flags at distinct real points are a reduced union of real points
(c.f. Theorem 3.1.10). There is a family over M
0,n+1(C) of such Schubert intersections
and in Section 4.7 we will show how to use the results of Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko
to show this family is isomorphic to the Bethe spectrum. Speyer [Spe14] constructed
a compactification of this family of Schubert intersections over M
0,n+1(C) and gave a
combinatorial description of the restriction to M
0,n+1(R), we recall the definitions in
Sections 4.2 and 4.5. This combinatorial description will be the main technical tool we
will use to relate the monodromy of this family to automorphisms of crystals.
4.1 Schubert varieties
In this section we recall some definitions and facts from Schubert calculus. Let E be a
d-dimensional complex vector space and let Gr(r, E) denote the Grassmanian variety of





⇢ . . . ⇢ Fd = E
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of subspaces of E. Recall Part(r, d) is the set of partitions with at most r rows and






< . . . < ir  d,
associated to   by ik =  (r k+1) + k.
Definition 4.1.1. The Schubert cell for the flag F• for the partition   is the subvariety
⌦ ( ;F•) consisting of all X 2 Gr(r, E) such that
dim(X \ Fik) = k, and
dim(X \ Fik 1) = k   1.
The Schubert variety ⌦( ;F•) is the closure of ⌦ ( ;F•) in Gr(r, E).
4.1.1 Osculating flags
All the Grassmannians we consider will be defined relative to some genus 0 smooth curve
C. To set this up, choose a very ample line bundle L on C of degree d  1. The Veronese
embedding is the morphism
" :C !PH0(C,L)⇤,
where a point p is sent by " to the hyperplane of sections vanishing at p. Let
Gr(r, d)C = Gr(r,H
0(C,L)).
Define the rth associated curve "r :C !Gr(r, d)C which sends a point p to the space of
sections vanishing to order at least d  r at p. That is
"r(p) = H
0(C, Id rp ⌦ L) ⇢ H0(C,L),
Here Ip is the ideal sheaf at the point p. With this notation " = "d 1.
Definition 4.1.2. The flag F•(p) on H0(C,L)⇤, defined by Fi(p) = "i(p) is called the
osculating flag at p.
Example 4.1.3. We can make this concrete by considering the case C = P1. Fix the
standard homogeneous coordinates [x : y] on P1. Choose the line bundle O
P
1(d   1).
Then H0(P1,O(d  1)) = C[x, y]d 1, the homogeneous polynomials of degree d  1. If
we work in the affine patch where y 6= 0 then we identify identify this with Cd[u], the
space of polynomials of degree strictly less than d (u is the coordinate on this patch).
The Grassmannian Gr(r, d)
P
1 is then the set of r-dimensional subspaces of Cd[u]. The




[u] ⇢ (u  b)d 2C
2
[u] ⇢ . . . ⇢ (u  b)Cd 1[u] ⇢ Cd[u].
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[u] ⇢ . . . ⇢ Cd 1[u] ⇢ Cd[u].
Remark 4.1.4. In the situation of Example 4.1.3 we will drop the subscript P1 and
write Gr(r, d) instead of Gr(r, d)
P
1 .
Suppose we have pairs (C,L) and (D,K) of curves and very ample line bundles as
well as an isomorphism   :C  !D such that  ⇤L ⇠= K. We would like some relation
between the Grassmannian and osculating flags on each curve. It is important to note it
is not possible to choose a canonical isomorphism between  ⇤L and K, however we have
the following fact.
Lemma 4.1.5. Let E be an invertible OX-module for a projective C-scheme X. Then
End(E) ⇠= C.
Proof. Note that End(OX) ⇠= C. The lemma follows from the fact OX ⇠= E ⌦ E⇤ and
the hom-tensor adjunction formula:
C
⇠= Hom(OX ,OX) ⇠=Hom(E ⌦ E⇤,OX)
⇠=Hom(E ,Hom(E⇤,OX))
⇠=Hom(E , E).
This means the isomorphism  ⇤L ⇠= K is unique up to scalar multiple. Since
H0(C, ) = H0(D, ⇤ ), we have a canonical induced isomorphism
 
1
: PH0(C,L)  ! PH0(D,K),
as well as canonical isomorphisms
 r : Gr(r, d)C  ! Gr(r, d)D
for any r.
Lemma 4.1.6. The isomorphism  r preserves the associated curves, more precisely,
 r   "r = "r    . In particular Fi( (p)) =  r(Fi(p)).
Proof. First, choose an isomorphism  : ⇤L !K. We thus obtain an isomorphism
H0(C,L)  ! H0(D,K) which we also denote by  . Let p 2 C and let q =  (p).
We need to show the image of H0(C, Id rp ⌦ L) under  is H0(D, Id rq ⌦ K). This
follows since  is a module homomorphism and thus sends  ⇤(Id rp ⌦ L), considered as
a submodule of  ⇤(L), to Id rq ⌦K.
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 
 c
Figure 4.1: The complementary partition
4.1.2 Schubert intersections
For a partition   2 Part(r, d) and a point p 2 C we will denote the Schubert cell
corresponding to the osculating flag F•(p) by ⌦ ( ; p)C and the corresponding Schubert
variety by ⌦( ; p)C . Let  c be the partition complementary to   for Gr(r, d)C . That is,
if ⇤r,d is the rectangular partition with r rows and d  r columns, then  c is obtained
from ⇤r,d\  by rotating 180 degrees. This is depicted in Figure 4.1.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let (C,L), (D,K) and  r be as in Section 4.1.1. The image of ⌦( ; p)C
under  r is ⌦( ; (p))D.
Proof. Choose an isomorphism  : ⇤L !K. If F is a flag in H0(C,L) then for any
subspace V ⇢ H0(C,L)
dimV \ Fi = dim (V ) \  (Fi).
Thus  r(⌦( ,F)C) = ⌦( , (F)). By Lemma 4.1.6,  (F(p)) = F( (p)).




, . . . , zn) 2 (P1)k and a sequence of partitions
 • = ( 1, 2, . . . , k) with each  i 2 Part(r, d), consider the intersection of Schubert
varieties
⌦( •; z) = ⌦( 1; z1) \ ⌦( 2; z2) \ . . . \ ⌦( k; zk).
Let ⌦0( •) be the subvariety of Gr(r, d)⇥ (P1)k whose fibre over z 2 (P1)k is ⌦( •; z).
An element   2 PGL
2
acts on Gr(r, d)⇥ (P1)k by acting diagonally on (P1)k and by  r
on Gr(r, d). Since k   3 the action of PGL
2
is free.
Lemma 4.1.8. The PGL
2
action on Gr(r, d)⇥ (P1)k preserves ⌦0( •).
Proof. By Lemma 4.1.7, an element   2 PGL
2
maps ⌦( i, zi) isomorphically onto
⌦( i; (zi)). Thus the fibre over z 2 (P1)k, the variety ⌦( •; z) is mapped isomorphically
onto ⌦( •; (z)).





 zi 6= zj if i 6= j
 
. Restrict the family ⌦0( •) to this open




k  . Note the PGL2 action
on ⌦0( •) commutes with the projection onto (P1)k and furthermore it preserves (P1)k\ .




k   by PGL2 defines a family
#  • :⌦( •) !M0,k(C),







acts by isomorphisms on the fibres of Gr(r, d)⇥ (P1)1, the fibre of #  •
over z 2M
0,k(C) is isomorphic to ⌦( •; z0), where z0 is any representative of z.
4.1.3 Littlewood Richardson coefficients
Recall if   2 Part(r) then L( ) is the irreducible glr-representation of highest weight
 . A central aim of this thesis is to add extra structure to the following coincidence of
numbers.
Theorem 4.1.10. Let  , µ, ⌫ 2 Part(r, d). The following sets all have equal cardinality,
denoted c⌫ µ and do not depend on r.
(i) The set of semistandard tableaux of shape ⌫\µ with rectification equal to a fixed
tableaux S of shape  .
(ii) The multiplicity of the irreducible module L(⌫) in L( )⌦ L(µ).
(iii) Any basis of [L( )⌦ L(µ)]sing⌫ .
(iv) The set [B( )⌦B(µ)]sing⌫ .
(v) The set ⌦( ; E) \ ⌦(µ;F) \ ⌦(⌫c;G) ⇢ Gr(r, d) for a generic choice of flags E ,F
and G.
The numbers c⌫ µ are called the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. A beautiful
exposition of these coincidences is given in the book [Ful97]. The proof works by
interpreting all these numbers in terms of symmetric polynomials. Let s  be the Schur
polynomial corresponding to the partition   (see [Ful97, Notation]). This is a symmetric
function and the set {s  |  2 Part} forms a basis for the space of symmetric functions.
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inductively. This is the
(i) coefficient of sµ in s 1s 2 · · · s n ,
(ii) the multiplicity of L(µ) in L( •),
(iii) dimension of L( •)singµ ,
(iv) cardinality of B( •)singµ ,
(v) cardinality of ⌦(µc;F (0)) \ ⌦( 
1
;F (1)) \ . . . \ ⌦( n;F (n)) for a generic choice of
flags.
4.2 Speyer’s compactification
The aim of this section is to present the construction of Speyer’s compactification of
⌦( •), which is done by extending this to a family over M
0,k(C). Fix the following data:
• positive integers d, r and k such that r  d, and
• a sequence of partitions  • = ( 1, 2, . . . , k) such that  i 2 Part(r, d) and
k  r(d  r).
Often we will reduce to the case when  • = (⇤k), i.e.  i = ⇤ for all i 2 [k]. We will
refer to this as the fundamental case.
4.2.1 The construction
If A is a three element subset of [k], fix a curve CA isomorphic to P1 with three points
marked by the elements of A. Since A consists of exactly three elements, the choice of
CA is unique up to projective equivalence. Write Gr(r, d)A for Gr(r, d)CA . For a curve
C 2M
0,k(C) with marked points z = (z1, z2, . . . , zk) let  A(C) :P1 !CA be the unique
isomorphism that, for each a 2 A, sends za 2 P1 to the point on CA marked by a. This
defines a morphism
 A :M0,k(C)⇥ P1 !M0,k(C)⇥ CA.
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AGr(r, d)A where A ranges over all three element subsets of [k].







0,k(C)⇥Gr(r, d) with its image in M0,k(C)⇥
Q
AGr(r, d)A. We will abuse





Gr(r, d)A ! Gr(r, d)B,
the context should make it clear when we are referring to this preimage.
Definition 4.2.1 ([Spe14, Section 3]). The family G(r, d) is defined as the closure of
M
0,k(C)⇥Gr(r, d) in M0,k(C)⇥
Q
AGr(r, d)A. We also define the subvariety S( •) as
G(r, d)\
T
a2A ⌦( a, a)A, where the intersection ranges over all pairs (a,A) for A a three
element subset of [k] and a 2 A.
Theorem 4.2.2 ([Spe14, Theorem 1.1]). The family G(r, d) and its subfamily S( •)
have the following properties:
(i) G(r, d) and S( •) are Cohen-Macaulay and flat over M
0,k(C).
(ii) G(r, d) is isomorphic to Gr(r, d)⇥M
0,k(C) over M0,k(C).
(iii) S( •) is isomorphic to ⌦( •) over M
0,k(C).
(iv) If a representative of C 2 M





, . . . zk) 2 (P1)k then the fibre of S( •) over the point C is isomorphic
to ⌦( •; z).
Theorem 4.2.3 ([Spe14, Theorem 1.4]). If | •| =
P
| i| = r(d  r), the fibre of S( •)
over C 2M




We will also want an explicit description of the fibres of S( •) so let us recall this
from [Spe14]. Fix C 2 M





, . . . Cl. Fix an irreducible component Ci and let A ✓ [k]
be a three element subset. If d
1
, . . . , de are the nodes lying on Ci we say that v(A) = Ci
if the points marked by A lie on three separate connected components of C\ {d
1
, . . . , de}.
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Define the projection of a 2 [n] onto Ci: if a marks a point on Ci then the projection
is a, otherwise there is a unique node d 2 Ci via which a is path connected to Ci, let d
be the projection. If v(A) = Ci then the projection of A onto Ci produces three distinct
points on Ci.
If v(A) = Ci define the isomorphism  i,A :Ci !CA given sending the projection onto
Ci of a 2 A to the point marked by a in CA. This morphism is uniquely determined since






Identify Gr(r, d)Ci with its image. Speyer shows the projection from G(r, d) into
Q
v(A)=Ci
Gr(r, d)A lands inside Gr(r, d)Ci . In this way one may think of the fibre
of G(r, d) over C as a subvariety of
Q
iGr(r, d)Ci . We again make the abuse of notation








Gr(r, d)A   Gr(r, d)Ci .
Definition 4.2.4. A node labelling for C is a function ⌫ which assigns to every pair
(Ci, d), of an irreducible component and node d 2 Cj , a partition ⌫(Cj , x) 2 Part(r, d)
such that if d 2 Ci \ Cj then ⌫(Ci, d)c = ⌫(Cj , d). Denote the set of all node labellings
by NC .
Theorem 4.2.5 ([Spe14, Section 3, proof of Theorem 1.2]). Let C 2M
0,k(C) be a stable




, . . . , Cl. Let Di be the set of nodes on Ci and

























The real points of Speyer’s compactification of ⌦( •) admit a very explicit combinatorial
description. In order to give this description we first recall some combinatorial notions and
record some of their fundamental properties. In particular we will need an interpretation
of jeu de taquin slides for standard tableaux using combinatorial objects built on subsets
of the lattice Z2. When drawing this lattice, the second coordinate will be depicted
increasing northward on the vertical axis and (perhaps counter intuitively) the first
coordinate increasing westward on the horizontal axis. This is shown in Figure 4.2. This







Figure 4.2: Convention for depicting Z2
means the southeast to northwest diagonal passing through the point (0, k) will consist of
exactly the pairs (i, j) such that j   i = k. This choice is made in order to be consistent
with the notation in [Spe14].
4.3.1 Definition of Growth diagrams
Define the subset Z2
+






(i, j) 2 Z2
 
 j   i   0
 
.
Definition 4.3.1. If I ⇢ Z2
+
, a growth diagram on I is a map   : I !Part obeying the
following rules:
(i) If j   i = k   0 then  ij is a partition of k.
(ii) Suppose (i, j) 2 I. Then if (i 1, j) (respectively (i, j+1)) is in I then  ij ⇢  
(i 1)j
(respectively  ij ⇢  i(j+1)).
(iii) If (i, j), (i  1, j), (i, j + 1) and (i  1, j + 1) 2 I and  
(i 1)(j+1)\ ij consists of two
boxes that do not share an edge then  
(i 1)j 6=  i(j+1).
In view of condition (i), condition (ii) means that moving one step north or one
step east in I, adds a single box. Condition (iii) means that given an entire square in
I, and if there are two possible ways to go from  ij to  
(i 1)(j+1) by adding boxes then
the two paths around the square should be these two different ways. Take the region
I = {(i, j) | i = 0, 1, 2 and j = 0, 1}, then an example of a growth diagram for I is
given in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: The jeu de taquin growth diagram
A path through I ⇢ Z2
+
is a connected series of steps from one vertex to another
using only northward and eastward moves (i.e. only ever increasing j and decreasing i so
that j   i is a strictly increasing function on the path). Given a growth diagram   in I,
every path determines a standard tableau. For example the sequence (0, 0)  ( 1, 0) 





Given a rectangular region in a growth diagram, conditions (i) and (iii) mean the
entire region is determined by specifying the tableaux along any path from its bottom
left corner to the top right.
4.3.2 Jeu de taquin in growth diagrams
Now we return to the claim that growth diagrams encode the jeu de taquin slides
on standard tableaux. Let I be a rectangular region in Z2
+
only one step tall. Say
I = {(i, j) | i = r, r + 1 . . . , s and j = t, t+ 1}, so that (s, t) is the bottom left hand
corner and t s   0. Let   be a growth diagram on I and set µ =  st, ⌫ =  s(t+1), ⇢ =  rt
and   =  r(t+1). These are the four partitions at the corners of I.
Let T be the  \⌫-tableau given by the top edge of I and S the ⇢\µ-tableau given by
the bottom edge. See Figure 4.4. The partition µ determines an addable inside node
(see Definition 3.2.5) for T denoted by   and similarly the partition   determines an
addable outside node for S denoted ⇤.
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Proposition 4.3.2. The tableau S is the result of the reverse slide of T into  , and T
is the result of the forward slide of S into ⇤.
Proof. See [Sta99], Proposition A1.2.7.
4.3.3 Schützenberger involution in growth diagrams
We now explain how this relates to the Schützenberger involution for standard tableaux.
Suppose T 2 SYT( \µ) where µ is a partition of k and  \µ has l boxes. Let
I =
 
(i, j) 2 Z2
+
 
 0  i  l, k  j  k + l, and i+ k  j
 
.
That is, I is a triangle with vertices (0, k), (l, k + l) and (0, k + l) as depicted below.
(0, k)
(0, k + l)(l, k + l)
Note that given a triangular region I as above, condition iii in Definition 4.3.1 means
that any growth diagram   on I can be computed recursively if we know   either of the
horizontal or vertical sides of I.
Define the growth diagram  T on I by setting  T (r, k + r) = µ for any 0  r  l.
That is, on the diagonal edge of I,  T is of constant value µ. We set the sequence of
partitions
 T (l, k + l) ⇢  T (l   1, k + l) ⇢ . . . ⇢  T (0, k + l)
on the horizontal edge of I so they determine the standard tableau T (see Remark 3.2.3).
By the observation above, this determines  T on all of I.
Definition 4.3.3. The Schützenberger growth diagram of T 2 SYT( \µ) is  T .
An immediate consequence of the definition and of Proposition 4.3.2 is the following
corollary. This explains why the Schützenberger involution is in fact an involution.
Corollary 4.3.4. Let  T be the Schützenberger growth diagram of a standard tableau
T 2 SYT( \µ). The standard tableau determined by the sequence of partitions
 T (0, k) ⇢  T (0, k + 1) ⇢ . . . ⇢  T (0, k + l)
along the vertical edge of I is evac(T ), the Schützenberger involution of T .








Figure 4.5: An example of a growth diagram for r = 2 and d = 5. We can take the
bottom left corner as (1, 1).
4.3.4 Cylindrical growth diagrams
For this section, fix positive integers r  d and let k = r(d  r). Recall that we denote






(i, j) 2 Z2
+
 
 j   i  k
 
.
Definition 4.3.5. A growth diagram on Ik will be called a cylindrical growth diagram
for (r, d) if it satisfies the condition that  i(i+k) is ⇤r,d.
The reason for the adjective cylindrical is that these growth diagrams will turn out
to be periodic along the north-west diagonal. An example of (part of) a cylindrical
growth diagram for r = 2 and d = 5 is given in Figure 4.5. As one can see from the
diagram, the bottom row is repeated at the top. This is in fact a general phenomenon
and is why these diagrams are given the adjective cylindrical.
Remark 4.3.6. A path through  , as defined in Section 4.3.1, from a node (i, i) to a
node (j, j + k) (i.e. nodes lying on the left and right edges of the diagram) completely
defines all of the partitions lying in the rectangular region the path spans. In the case of
cylindrical diagrams the extra condition that  i(i+k) = ⇤r,d means such a path determines
the cylindrical growth diagram completely.
4.4 Dual equivalence
We now describe Haiman’s notion of dual equivalence. This is an equivalence relation
on tableaux dual to slide equivalence in the sense that it preserves the Q-symbol of a
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word (recall that slide equivalence preserves the P -symbol of a word). Let µ ⇢   ⇢ ⌫ be
partitions and let T be a semistandard  \µ-tableau, then any standard tableau X of
shape ⌫\  (we say X has shape extending T ) defines a sequence of slides we can apply
to T (i.e. first slide into the box numbered 1, then into the box numbered 2 and so on).
Denote the resulting tableaux jdtX(T ).
Definition 4.4.1. Two semistandard tableaux, T and T 0 of the same shape, are called
dual equivalent, denoted T ⇠D T 0, if for any standard tableau X of shape extending T
and T 0, the tableaux jdtX(T ) and jdtX(T 0) have the same shape.
Given two tableaux, it is difficult to show they are dual equivalent directly. Below
we will recall some theorems which we will use to check dual equivalence in practice. A
trivial example of dual equivalent tableaux are two (semistandard) tableaux with only a
single box, however these boxes are slid around they will still remain only a single box









For example, the forward slide into the position between the 2 and 3 results in tableaux
of different shape.
4.4.1 Dual equivalence is local
We have the following proposition which tells us that dual equivalence is a local operation.
That is, we can replace a subtableau with a dual equivalent one and the resulting tableau
will be dual equivalent to the original one.
Proposition 4.4.2 (Lemma 2.1 in [Hai92]). Suppose X, Y , S and T are semistandard
tableaux such that X [ T [ Y and X [ S [ Y are semistandard tableaux. If S ⇠D T then
X [ T [ Y ⇠D X [ S [ Y .
A skew-shape is called antinormal if it has a unique bottom right corner. That is, if
it is the south-eastern part of a rectangle. We have the following important properties
of dual equivalence which we will use later.
Theorem 4.4.3 ([Hai92]). Dual equivalence has the following properties.
(i) All tableaux of a given normal or antinormal shape are dual equivalent.
(ii) The intersection of any slide equivalence class and any dual equivalence class is a
unique tableaux.
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(iii) Two words are dual equivalent if and only if their Q-symbols agree.
Proof. Properties i, ii and iii are Proposition 2.14, Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.12
in [Hai92] respectively.
4.4.2 Shuffling dual equivalence classes




be the standard tableaux defined





standard tableaux defined by the southern and eastern edges respectively.
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As an example take  
1
to be the unique dual equivalent class in the set of standard
tableaux of shape ⇤ and  
2


















unique dual equivalence class of shape (2, 1)\(1, 1).
4.4.3 Dual equivalence growth diagrams
We now introduce a notion of dual equivalence for growth diagrams. These are more
general notions of growth diagrams in subsets Z2
+
in which we allow the partitions to
grow by more than a single box each step. First fix a function m :Z !Z>0 called the
interval, this controls how many boxes we are allowed to add at each step. We then











k=im(k) if i  0,
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m̄(i, j) = (m̂(i), m̂(j)) ,
and a function ms : Z2
+
 ! Z 0





In particular ms(i, i) = 0, ms(i, i+ 1) = m(i) and if m is simply the constant function 1
then ms(i, j) = j   i.
Consider the graph with vertices Z2
+
and edges aij between (i, j) and (i  1, j) and
edges bij between vertices (i, j) and (i, j + 1). If we embed Z2
+
⇢ R2, then we can think





, we call an edge of Z2
+
internal to I if both of its endpoints are in I.
Definition 4.4.6. A dual equivalence growth diagram in I with interval m is a map
  : I !Part as well as an assignment of a dual equivalence class ↵ij (respectively  ij)
to every edge aij (respectively bij) internal to I, obeying the following rules.
(i) If (i, j) 2 I then  ij is a partition of ms(i, j).
(ii) If aij (respectively bij) is internal to I then  ij ⇢  
(i 1)j (respectively  ij ⇢  i(j+1)).
(iii) If aij , b
(i 1)j , bij and ai(j+1) are all elements of I then "1( ij ,↵i(j+1)) = ↵ij and
"
2
( ij ,↵i(j+1)) =  (i 1)j .
As stated above, the interval m defines how many boxes we are allowed to add with
each step though the lattice. Indeed, if we wish to move one step east from (i, j), ms
increases by m(i   1) and if we wish to move one step north, ms increases by m(j).
Thus the partition  ii is the empty partition and  i(i+1) is a partition of m(i).
This means when m is the constant function 1 the definition coincides with that
for a ordinary growth diagram for I. This is clear since in this case ms(i, j) = j   i,
condition ii remains unchanged and since we are only adding a single box with each step
there is only a single dual equivalence class.
Certain classes of dual equivalence growth diagrams will be the central combinatorial
objects which we study. We can also think of dual equivalence growth diagrams as
equivalence classes of certain growth diagrams. Let  ̃ be a growth diagram on Ĩ ⇢ Z2
+
.
We say Ĩ is adapted to an interval m :Z !Z>0 if it has the following property: If Ĩ
contains each of the four vertices
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m̄(i, j) m̄(i  1, j)
m̄(i, j + 1) m̄(i  1, j + 1)
then Ĩ contains each vertex inside (and on the boundary of) the rectangular they region
bound.
Definition 4.4.7. If Ĩ is adapted to m, the reduction modulo m of a growth diagram  ̃
is defined to be the map   : I !Part for
I =
n





(m̂(i), m̂(j)) 2 Ĩ
o
,
given by   =  ̃   m̄, along with the set of dual equivalence classes
• ↵ij , the dual equivalence class defined by the horizontal path from m̄(i, j) to
m̄(i  1, j) and
•  ij , the dual equivalence class of the tableaux defined by the vertical path from
m̄(i, j) to m̄(i  1, j).
Proposition 4.4.8. The map   : I !Part along with the choice of ↵ij and  ij define
a dual equivalence growth diagram on I.
Proof. We must check the conditions in Definition 4.4.6. For condition i note that
 ij =  ̃m̂(i),m̂(j) so | ij | = m̂(j)  m̂(i) which is ms(i, j) by definition. We have a path
in Ĩ from m̄(i, j) to m̄(i  1, j) so
 ij =  ̃m̄(i,j) ⇢  ̃m̄(i 1,j) =  (i 1)j .
Similarly  ij ⇢  i(j+1).
To see condition iii, note that ↵ij , 
(i 1)j , ij and ↵i(j+1) are defined as the dual








The fact that this portion of Ĩ forms a rectangular growth diagram is given by the
requirement that Ĩ is adapted to m. By definition, this means  ij ,↵i(j+1) is the shuffle
of ↵ij , 
(i 1)j as required.











Figure 4.6: An example of a dual equivalence cylindrical growth diagram for r = 5 and
d = 2 and interval m(i) = a
(i mod 3) where (a1, a2, a3) = (3, 1, 2).
4.4.4 Dual equivalence cylindical growth diagrams
We now recall Speyer’s dual equivalence classes of cylindrical growth diagrams. As
before fix r  d. However now choose k  r(d   r) and a sequence of partitions





| i| = r(d  r).
It will be convenient to always take indices, when referring to this sequence, modulo k.
That is,  l will always mean  
(l mod k). With this convention in mind set m(i) = | i|.
Definition 4.4.9. A dual equivalence cylindrical growth diagram (or decgd for short)
of shape  • is a dual equivalence growth diagram   on Ik with  i(i+k) = ⇤r,d, and such
that  i(i+1) =  i. We denote the set of decgd’s of shape  • by decgd( •).





then Figure 4.6 gives an example of a decgd of shape  •. Note that since shapes with
only a single box, as well as shapes of normal or antinormal shape (see Theorem 4.4.3 (i))
only have a single dual equivalence class we do not indicate the dual equivalence class
for edges that correspond to such a shape.
4.4.5 Reduction of cylindrical growth diagrams
The reason for the strange choice of layout in Figure 4.6 is the following. If we superimpose
the diagram on top of Figure 4.5 we can see that it was simply obtained by forgetting
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certain nodes in Figure 4.5 but remembering the dual equivalence classes defined by the
paths between nodes that we kept. In fact it is the reduction modulo m of the cylindrical
growth diagram from Figure 4.5.
As above fix r  d and a sequence of partitions  • = ( 1, 2, . . . , k) for k  r(r  d)
and such that | •| = r(r   d), also set k̃ = r(d  r).
Lemma 4.4.10. The set I
˜k is adapted to m(i) = | i| and
 
(i, j) 2 Z2
+
 




That is, the reduction modulo m of a cylindrical growth diagram on I
˜k for (r, d) is a
decgd on Ik for (r, d) of shape
 m̄(1,2),  m̄(2,3), . . . ,  m̄(k,k+1).
Proof. By overlapping I
˜k with any rectangular region we see that the only way for the
rectangle to be contained in I
˜k completely is if one of its corners is not contained in I˜k.
Hence I
˜k is adapted to m (and in fact to any interval).
Suppose that (i, j) 2 Ik, thus j   i  k. We would like to show m̄(i, j) 2 I˜k, that is














and since j   i  k each  l occurs at most once in the above sum. By the assumption
that | •| = k̃ we have ms(i, j)  k̃ as required. Now consider (i, j) 2 Z2
+
such that
ms(i, j)  k̃. If j   i > k then by the pigeonhole principle each  l must occur at least










contradicting the fact that ms(i, j)  k̃. This proves the second claim.
The only thing left to check, in order to ensure that the reduction modulo m of a
cylindrical growth diagram on I
˜k is a decgd on Ik, is that for any i, m̄(i, i+k) = (j, j+ k̃)
for some j. Equivalently we check that ms(i, i+ k) = k̃. This is straightforward since
the sum





contains one of each  l appearing in  • and by assumption | •| = k̃.
The key result we will need is the following.
Proposition 4.4.11 (Proposition 8.1 in [Spe14]). Every decgd on Ik is the restriction
of a cylindrical growth diagram on I
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4.5 Tilling of M 0,k(R) by associahedra
The combinatorial description of S( •)(R) relies on the fact that M
0,k(R) admits a nice
combinatorial description. In this section we recall a description of the CW -structure on
the real points M
0,k(R). This has been investigated in [Dev99], [Kap93], and [DJS03].
Restrict the stratification given in Section 2.3.3 to M
0,k(R) to obtain subspaces
M
0,k(R) = M1(R)  M2(R)   . . .  Mk 2(R) ⇢ ;
where Mi(R) is the set of (real) stable curves with at least i irreducible components.
4.5.1 Circular orderings
Let Dk ⇢ Sk be the dihedral group generated by (12 . . . n) and the involution reversing
the order of 1, 2, . . . , n. A circular ordering of the integers {1, 2, . . . , k} is an element of
Sk/Dk. That is, we imagine ordering the integers on a circle and identify orderings which
coincide upon rotation or reflection. The orderings (1, 2, 3, 4), (4, 1, 2, 3) and (4, 3, 2, 1)
all represent the same circular ordering but are distinct from (1, 3, 2, 4).
The order in which the marked points appear on a curve C 2 M
0,k(R) defines a
circular ordering. For each circular order s 2 Sk/Dk, let ⇥s ✓M0,k(R) be the closure
of the subspace of curves with circular ordering s. For example, ⇥
id
is the closure of





< . . . < zk.
By a theorem of Kapranov [Kap93, Proposition 4.8], restricting the stratification to
⇥s gives it the structure of a CW-complex with i-skeleton ⇥s \Mk 2 i. The symmetric
group Sk acts on M0,k(R) by permuting marked points. This action transitively permutes
the cell complexes ⇥s and preserves i-cells. They are thus are all isomorphic. Define the
(k   3)-associahedron to be this cell complex.
4.5.2 The fundamental group
Recall from Section 3.3.4 the cactus group, Jn, is the group with generators spq for
1  p < q  n and relations
(i) s2pq = 1
(ii) spqskl = sklspq if the intervals [p, q] and [k, l] are disjoint.
(iii) spqskl = suvspq if [k, l] ✓ [p, q], where v = ŝpq(k) and u = ŝpq(l),
where ŝpq is the permutation that reverses the order of the interval [p, q]. This also
provides a map to the symmetric group Sn and the pure cactus group PJn is defined to
be the kernel of this homomorphism.
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s(j + 1). . .
 ij
 cij
Figure 4.7: A stable curve in ⇥ij .
Lemma 4.5.1. The cactus group Jn is generated by s1q for 2  q  n.
Proof. By the relations for Jn given above we have spq = s1qs
1(q p+1)s1q. Since the
elements spq generate Jn so do the s1q.
In [HK06] it is shown ⇡
1
(M
0,n+1(R)) = PJn. The space M0,n+1(C) also has an
action of Sn by permuting the first n marked points. This leaves the real points stable.
The equivariant fundamental group ⇡Sn
1
(M
0,n+1(R)) is Jn. See Appendix B.2 for a
recollection of equivariant fundamental groups. The equivariant loop in M
0,n+1(R)
corresponding to spq 2 Jn is (↵, ŝpq), where ↵ is a simple path from a basepoint C
passing through the wall reversing the labels p, . . . , q to ŝpq · C.
4.6 Speyer’s labelling of the fibre
We are now ready to present Speyer’s combinatorial description of S( •)(R). This will
be done in two steps. First the case when  • = (⇤n) will be dealt with and then this
case will be used to deal with the general case.
Let us restrict to the case when | •| = r(d   r). By Theorem 4.2.3 the family
S( •)(R)  !M
0,k(R) is a topological covering of degree c
⇤r,d
 •
. Recall from Section 4.5.1
that M
0,k(R) is tiled by associahedra. This tiling is indexed by circular orderings of
the set [k]. We can lift the cellular structure to a tiling by associahedra of S( •)(R)
and the aim of this section will be to explain Speyer’s combinatorial description of this
CW-complex structure.
For now, we will just consider the fundamental case  • = (⇤k). Choose a circular
ordering, s = (s(1), s(2), . . . , s(k)), and let ⇥ be an associahedron of S(⇤k)(R) lying
above the associahedron ⇥s ⇢M
0,k(R). The associahedron has facets labelled by non-
adjacent pairs (i, j) where i < j. The facet ⇥ij of ⇥ lies over stable curves that generically
have two components, one containing (in order) the labels s(i), s(i+ 1), . . . , s(j   1) and
the other containing the labels s(j), s(j+1), . . . , s(i  1). Such a stable curve is depicted
in Figure 4.7.
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Fix a generic point C in ⇥ij . Theorem 4.2.5 tells us that the map ⌫ assigns a partition
to either side of the node of the stable curve at C. Let  ij be the partition assigned to
the side of the node away from the component labelled s(i), s(i+1), . . . , s(j   1). Again
see Figure 4.7 for a depiction of this situation.
Proposition 4.6.1 ([Spe14, Lemma 7.1]). The partition  ij does not depend on the
choice of C.
Proposition 4.6.2 ([Spe14, Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 6.5]). For an associahedron
⇥ ⇢ S(⇤k)(R) the map   is a cylindrical growth diagram. The associahedra which tile
S(⇤k)(R) are labelled by pairs (s,  ) of a circular ordering s and a cylindrical growth
diagram  .
Note the cylindrical growth diagram depends on the particular representative of the
circular ordering s 2 Sk/Dk that we choose. If we choose another representative the
cylindrical growth diagram is shifted or we take the mirror image (this comes from the
action of Dk).
4.6.1 Wall crossing in the fundamental case
We now recall Speyer’s description of how these associahedra are joined together. Fix
an associahedron ⇥ in S(⇤k)(R) labelled by (s,  ). Let (ŝ,  ̂) be the labelling of the
associahedra ⇥̂ joined to ⇥ by the facet ⇥pq. Using the description of M
0,k(R) the
circular ordering ŝ is obtained from s by completely reversing the order of the portion of
the circular ordering given by s(p), s(p+ 1), . . . , s(q   1).






 ij if [i, j] \ [p, q] = ; or [p, q] ✓ [i, j],
 
(p+q j)(p+q i) if [i, j] ✓ [p, q].
(4.6.1)
Proof. We will not repeat the proof here except to say that since the partitions  ij are
constant along the relevant divisor of M
0,k(R), the partitions do not change, only the
indexation relative to the circular ordering changes. Considering how the indexation
changes allows one to write the conditions in (4.6.1).
Note  ̂ can be determined recursively by the information given in (4.6.1). The pairs
(i, j) which appear in (4.6.1) are those for which ⇥ij intersects ⇥pq. The rule means
when we cross a wall we flip certain triangles and leave others fixed. This is depicted
in Figure 4.8. The red triangle is flipped about the axis shown, green triangles are
fixed, and other areas are computed recursively (or using the cyclicity properties of the
diagram).




(k + 1)(k + 1)
Figure 4.8: Crossing walls and flipping triangles.
4.6.2 Another realisation of S( •)
Before we are able to describe the CW-structure for more general  •, we realise S( •) as
a subvariety of S(⇤˜k), in fact, the real points will be a CW-subcomplex. Here, k̃ = | •|.
We should think of obtaining the family S( •) inside S(⇤˜k) by colliding the first | 1|
marked points in such a way to obtain  
1
, the next | 
2
| to obtain  
2
, and so on.
For our purposes here, we will take M
0,2(C) to be a single point. With this convention,









, . . . , Ck) to the stable curve C̃ obtained by the following process:
• For each i, if | i|   2, glue the last marked point of Ci to the ith marked point of
C.
• The lth marked point of Ci is renumbered l +
Pi 1
j=1 | j |, for 1  l  | i|.
• If | i| = 1 then the ith marked point of C is renumbered
Pi
j=1 | j |.
This is an example of a clutching map as described in [Knu83, Section 3] where it is also
shown that this is in fact a closed embedding. Figure 4.9 shows generically what such a








, . . . , k. The
following result is used implicitly in [Spe14].
Proposition 4.6.4. As families over M
0,k(C) ⇥
Qk




Proof. First we need to set up some notation. Let S be the set of pairs (i, j) such that
j 2 [| i|], with total ordering given by the standard lexicographic ordering. There is
































Figure 4.9: A generic point in M
0,4(C)⇥
Qk





| = 2. The original label of each marked point is shown in grey on the inside
of each curve.
a unique order preserving bijection S  ! [k̃] and we will identify these two sets from
now on using this bijection. Let p : S ! [k] be the projection onto the first coordinate
and given a subset A ⇢ S, we denote the multiset obtained by forgetting the second
coordinate by A].
Let B ⇢ S be a three element subset such that #p(B) = 3, denote A = p(B). This
condition means p is invertible when restricted to B and thus induces a bijection A! B.
Let ↵B :CA  ! CB be the induced isomorphism and thus we have a corresponding















Here we use the temporary notation ⇢
3
to mean a three element subset. Similarly, to





j if i = a,
 i + 1 if i 6= a.
If B ⇢
3
S and #p(B)  2, then B] = {i, i, ⇤} for some i 2 [k]. Thus pi restricts
to injective function pi :B  ! [| i| + 1]. Let A = pi(B), as above the inverse in-
duces an isomorphism ↵i,B :CA !CB and we obtain an embedding for each i 2 [k],















For the duration of this proof we will denote M
0,k(C) by M0,k and the family G(r, d)
over M

























This means we can realise Gk ⇥
Qk
i=1 G| i|+1 and thus S( •) ⇥
Qk





Now we show that S( •)⇥
Qk
i=1 S(⇤| i|, ci ) coincides with Y when considered as
a subvariety of M
0,˜k ⇥
Q
A⇢3[˜k]Gr(r, d)A. We will do this by checking fibres using
Theorem 4.2.5. Fix a point (C,Ci) 2M
0,k ⇥
Q
iM0,| i|+1 and the corresponding point
C̃ 2 M
0,˜k. The irreducible components of C̃ are C1, C2, . . . , Ck, C. Consider B ⇢3 S
such that #p(B) = 3 and as before set A = p(B). Recall from Section 4.2.2 the definition
of the maps  







So  k+1,B factors through ↵B . Recall that Gr(r, d)C is defined as a closed subvariety of
Q
v(B)=C Gr(r, d)B . The condition v(B) = C is equivalent to #p(B) = 3, thus by (4.6.2)









In the same way,  i,B = ↵i,B    1,A and the condition B ⇢3 S and B] = {i, i, ⇤} is









In particular what we have shown is that the fibre of Gk ⇥
Q
i G| i|+1 over C̃ is
Gr(r, d)C ⇥
Q
iGr(r, d)Ci . Let z = (z1, z2, . . . , zk) be the marked points on C and





, . . . , z(i)| i|+1) be the marked points on Ci. A direct application of Theo-
rem 4.2.5 shows that both the fibre of S( •)⇥
Qk











exactly the same way, the only difference is it becomes a little more involved to keep
track of the notation. Alternatively, since S( •)⇥
Qk
i=1 S(⇤| i|, ci ) and Y are the closure
of their restriction to M
0,k ⇥
Q
iM0,| i|+1 and since they coincide on this open set they
must coincide everywhere.
4.6.3 The CW-structure and wall crossing for general  •
Theorem 4.6.5 ([Spe14, Theorem 8.2]). The faces of maximal dimension in the CW-
structure on S( •) are labelled by pairs (s,  ) of a circular ordering s and a decgd   of
shape ( s(1), s(2) . . . , s(k)).
We leave it to the reader to consult [Spe14] for a rigorous proof of this fact however
we will comment on how the results of Section 4.6.2 allow us to make this statement
and produce the dual equivalence classes. We use the notation of Section 4.6.2. Let ⇥
be a (k   3)-associahedron in S( •). We consider the embedding
⇥⇥
Qk
i=1 S(⇤| i|, Ci )(R) S(⇤
˜k)(R).
Since this is an embedding of CW-complexes ⇥⇥
Qk
i=1 S(⇤| i|, Ci )(R) must be contained
in some (k̃  3)-associahedron ⇥̃ of S(⇤˜k)(R). Let (s̃,  ̃) be the circular order (of k̃) and







 1  i  k
 







then s(i) = ⌧   s̃(ki
1




 , then  , the decgd labelling ⇥ is defined to be
the reduction of  ̃ modulo m
Proposition 4.6.6 ([Spe14, Section 9]). Suppose we have two neighbouring associahedra
of S( •) labelled by the pairs (s,  ) and (ŝ,  ̂) where ŝ is obtained from s by reversing






 ij if [i, j] \ [p, q] = ; or [p, q] ✓ [i, j],
 
(p+q j)(p+q i) if [i, j] ✓ [p, q],
(4.6.3)
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with the dual equivalence classes ↵ij and  ij being similarly flipped inside the triangle
south-west of the node (p, q). The same description of flipping triangles as in Figure 4.8
holds.
4.7 The MTV isomorphism
In this section we outline the work of Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko which describes
the connection between the spectrum of Bethe algebras and Schubert calculus. Let
 • = ( 1, 2, . . . , n) be a sequence of partitions and µ a partition such that |µ| = | •|
and  i, µ 2 Part(r). Choose an integer d such that r(d  r)   | •|.




, . . . , zn) 2 Xn. Recall from Section 3.1.3 that A( •; z)µ is the
Bethe algebra associated to L( •; z)singµ and A( •, z)µ is the spectrum of A( •; z)µ. Let
  2 A( •, z)µ be a closed point which we identify with a function   :A( •; z)µ !C.
Define the differential operator on C[u],






where B i (u) =
P1
s=0  (Bis)u
 s 1. By [MV04, Lemma 5.6] the kernel of this differential
operator, X  = kerD  is an r-dimensional subspace of C[u]. Let ⌦ ( •, µc; z,1) be the
scheme theoretic intersection
⌦ ( •, µ








) \ . . . \ ⌦ ( n; zn) \ ⌦ (µc;1).
Theorem 4.7.1 ([MTV09a, Theorem 5.13]). There is an isomorphism of schemes
z :A( •, z)µ !⌦ ( •, µc; z,1) such that z( ) = X .
Corollary 4.7.2. The schemes ⌦ ( •, µc; z) and ⌦( •, µc; z) are equal as subschemes
of Gr(r, d) for any z 2M
0,n+1(C).
Proof. We clearly have an inclusion of schemes ⌦ ( •, µc; z) ⇢ ⌦( •, µc; z). By the
remarks in section 4.1.3, the number of scheme theoretic points in ⌦( •, µc) is cµ • .
Theorem 4.7.1 combined with Theorem 3.1.10 (i) says that there are already cµ • scheme
theoretic points in ⌦ ( •, µc; z).
4.7.1 An auxillary Bethe algebra
Later, we will want a global version of Theorem 4.7.1, i.e. we would like to show A( •)µ
is isomorphic to ⌦( •, µc) as families over M0,n+1(C). In order to do this we follow
Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko [MTV09a], and define a global version of the Bethe
algebra. Consider the tensor product
Vn = V ⌦n ⌦ C[x1, x2, . . . , xn],
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of the n-fold tensor product of the vector representation with a polynomial ring. This














zsav1 ⌦ · · ·⌦ x · va ⌦ · · ·⌦ vn.





, . . . , xn)v1 ⌦ v2 ⌦ · · ·⌦ vn
= f(x (1), x (2), . . . , x (n))v  1(1) ⌦ v  1(2) ⌦ · · ·⌦ v  1(n).
In particular, these two actions commute so glr[t] acts on the subspace of invariant
vectors for the action of the symmetric group VSnn ⇢ Vn. For a partition µ of n, denote
the Bethe algebra associated to [VSnn ]
sing
µ by Aµ. Denote the spectrum of the algebra Aµ
by Aµ.
Lemma 4.7.3. The glr[t]-module L( •; z)
sing
µ is a subquotient of the module [VSnñ ]
sing
µ .
In particular, A( •; z)µ is a quotient of Aµ.
Proof. In [MTV09a, Corollary 2.4 and Lemma 2.13] the first statement is proven and
the second is a consequence of a general fact remarked at the beginning of [MTV09a,
Section 5.4] which we explain here. If B is an algebra and M and N are B-modules
so that M is a subquotient of N , let BM and BN be the image of B in End(M) and
End(N) respectively. We claim that there is a surjection BN ! BM .
The module M is a subquotient of N so there is a submodule L ⇢ N such that
M ⇢ N/L. Define a map ↵ :BN  ! End(M) by ↵(')(m) = '(m̃) + L, for any lift
m̃ 2 N of m 2 M . To see this is well defined we need to check two things, first that
↵(')(m) 2 M and second that it does not depend on the choice of lift. To see that
↵(')(m) 2M , note that M̃ ⇢ N , the preimage of the canonical projection to N/L is a
submodule, so '(m̃) 2 M̃ , thus '(m̃) + L 2M . Now suppose m̂ is another lift of m, so
m̃  m̂ 2 L. Since L is a B-submodule and ' 2 BN , '(m̃  m̂) = '(m̃) '(m̂) 2 L. Let
⇢M and ⇢N be the representations afforded by M and N , we check that ↵   ⇢N = ⇢M
which shows ↵ surjects onto BM . Let m 2M , then
(↵   ⇢N (b))(m) = ⇢N (b)(m̃) + L = ⇢M (b)(m̃+ L) = ⇢M (b)(m),
by the definition of the action of B on quotient modules.
This lemma, in particular means we can think of A( •; z)µ as a subscheme of Aµ.
Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko actually proved Theorem 4.7.1 by first relating Aµ to
the Schubert cell ⌦ (µc;1). Note that ⌦ ( •, µc; z,1) is a subscheme of ⌦ (µc;1).
Let ◆ be the corresponding inclusion.
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Theorem 4.7.4 ([MTV09a, Theorem 5.3]). There exists an isomorphism of schemes
̃ :Aµ !⌦ (µc;1) such that ̃   ◆ = z.
Said more explicitly, Theorem 4.7.4 says the isomorphism ̃ restricts to the isomor-
phism z of the subschemes A( •, z)µ and ⌦ ( •, µc; z,1). This allows us to prove the
family version of this result.
Corollary 4.7.5. The Bethe spectrum A( •)µ and the intersection ⌦( •, µc) are iso-
morphic as families over M
0,n+1(C).
Proof. First note that ⌦( •, µc) = ⌦ ( •, µc) ⇢ ⌦ (µc;1) by Corollary 4.7.2. By
Theorem 4.7.4 we have an isomorphism of trivial families
̃⇥ id :Aµ ⇥M0,n+1(C) !⌦ (µc;1)⇥M0,n+1(C).
Identifying A( •)µ and ⌦( •, µc) as subfamilies, Theorem 4.7.4 also says this isomorphism
restricts to isomorphisms of the fibres of ⇡ •,µ and #  •,µc over closed points. Since both
of these families are finite and flat, Proposition C.2.4 allows us to conclude that we have
a global isomorphism.
4.8 The algebraic Bethe Ansatz
Along with Bethe algebras and Schubert intersections, there is a third important player
in the story, the critical points of the master function. The relationship between these
three objects has been studied extensively by Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko, see for
example [MTV12]. Critical points have a labelling by standard tableaux in a similar
way to points in the spectrum of Bethe algebras (see Section 3.4.2), this is described by
Marcus [Mar10] and for the sake of convenience we recall the proof of this result. This
will be vital in proving Theorem B.
4.8.1 Notation
Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of glr (so h is the algebra of diagonal matrices). Let (·, ·)
denote the trace form on glr (i.e. the normalised Killing form). Let hi = eii ei+1,i+1 for
i = 1, . . . , r   1. Let "i 2 h⇤ be the dual vector to eii and ↵i = "i   "i+1 the dual vector
to hi. With this notation the trace form, transported to h⇤ has the following values,











2 if i = j
 1 if |i  j| = 1
0 if |i  j| > 1.
(4.8.2)
We identify a partition   with at most r parts, with the glr-weight
P
 (i)"i.
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4.8.2 The master function and critical points




, . . . , zn) be an n-tuple of complex variables,
let  • = ( 1, 2, . . . , n) be a sequence of partitions and let µ be a partition such





i=1 li↵i. This last requirement ensures µ appears as a weight in L( •).
We let t(j)i be a set of complex variables for i = 1, 2, . . . , r   1 and j = 1, 2, . . . , li.
Definition 4.8.1. The master function is the rational function




















The ordering (i, a) < (j, b) is taken lexicographically. Let S = log . The Bethe ansatz






log (z, t) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r   1 and j = 1, 2, . . . , li. (4.8.3)
A solution to the Bethe ansatz equations is called a critical point. We say a critical point









evaluated at t is invertible.




+ . . .+ lr 1. The Bethe ansatz equations are rational functions on
Xn ⇥ Cm, regular away from the finite collection of hyperplanes given by t(a)i   t
(b)
j = 0.
Let C̃( •)µ denote the vanishing set of the Bethe ansatz equations, considered as a family
over Xn. Let Sl be the product of symmetric groups Sl1 ⇥ Sl2 ⇥ · · ·Slr 1 ⇢ Sm, which





























Thus  (z, t) is invariant under the action of Sl. The quotient C̃( •)µ/Sl will be denoted
C( •)µ and the open subset of nondegenerate critical points C( •)nondegµ . Let P1 = PC[u]
be the infinite dimensional projective space associated to the polynomial ring. We think
of P1 as the space of monic polynomials. For any a 2 Z 0, there is an embedding
C
a/Sa ,! P1 given by sending the orbit of a point (t1, . . . , ta) 2 Ca to the unique monic
polynomial of degree a, with roots t
1
, . . . , ta. We will identify C( •)µ with its image
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in Xn ⇥ (P1)r 1 and denote the tuple of monic polynomials associated to a critical
point t = (t(j)i ) by yt = (yt1, . . . , ytr 1). To be clear, this means if t = (t
(j)
i ) is a solution
of the Bethe ansatz equations (4.8.3), then yti is a monic polynomial in u, with roots
t(1)i , t
(2)
i , . . . , t
(li)
i . Let p •,µ denote the projection C( •)µ ! Xn. Denote the fibre of
C( •)µ over z 2 Xn by C( •; z)µ.
Theorem 4.8.2 ([MTV12, Theorem 6.1]). There exists a function, called the universal
weight function, ! :Xn ⇥ Cm/Sl !L( •)µ such that, for a critical point t = (t(j)i ) in
C( •; z)µ, then
(i) !(z, t) 2 L( •)singµ ,
(ii) the critical point t is nondegenerate if and only if !(z, t) is nonzero,
(iii) if t0 2 C( •; z)µ is a critical point distinct from t, and both are nondegenerate then
!(z, t) and !(z, t0) are linearly independent,
(iv) !(z, t) is a simultaneous eigenvector for A( •; z)µ, and




4.8.3 Examples of the Bethe ansatz equations
Below are some examples of the Bethe ansatz equations in simple cases. Explicitly, in



















Example 4.8.3. In the case n = 1, with  • = ( ), the only choice for µ is µ =  .
Thus li = 0 for all i, the variable t is simply an empty variable. The master function
becomes  (z, t) = 1. The Bethe ansatz equations in this case are vacuously satisfied
and there is a single unique critical point t; (the empty critical point). The polynomial
y
t;
i is the unique monic polynomial with no roots, i.e. the constant polynomial 1. Thus
C( ; z)µ ⇢ (P1)r 1 is a single point.
Example 4.8.4. In this thesis we will be primarily interested in the case  i = ⇤ = "1
for all i. In this case |µ| = n. Since the highest possible weight in V ⌦n is (n) = n"
1
, the
integer li is the number of boxes in µ sitting strictly below the ith row.
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. These are the transformed bethe ansatz equations.





Consider the special case, when  
1
=   and  
2
= ⇤. By the Pieri rule, for the
µ-weight space to be nonzero, µ must be obtained from   by adding a single box. Suppose
the box is added in row e. Then li = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , e   1 and li = 0 otherwise.
Setting si = s
(1)

















Proposition 4.8.6 ([Mar10, Lemma 7.2]). There is a unique solution to the transformed








where c is the content (see Section 3.2.7) of the box µ\ .
4.8.4 Analytic continuation of critical points
In order to discuss the asymptotic properties of critical points, it is important to be
able to choose a critical point t 2 C( •; z)µ and perturb the parameters z to obtain new
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critical points depending locally on the variables z. Essentially, this means we would
like to apply the inverse function theorem to the morphism
p •,µ : C( •)µ  ! Xn,
which we can do if the morphism is étale. We use the definition of étale given in [GW10,
Definition 6.14] as a smooth morphism of relative dimension zero.
Proposition 4.8.7. The restriction of the morphism p •,µ to C( •)
nondeg
µ is étale.
Proof. By [MV04, Theorem 5.13] there can be at most cµ • = dimL( •)
sing
µ closed points
in C( •; z)µ. This means p •,µ is a quasi-finite morphism.
Let S
(i,j) be the partial derivative of S at t
(j)
i and the R = C[Xn]. Note that
C[C( •)µ] = R[t(i)j ]/(Si,j) where the generators and relations range over all possible i, j.








is square and nonsingular which holds by definition if and only if t 2 C( •)nondegµ .
Let Xnondegn be the image of C( •)nondegµ under p •,µ. Since p •,µ is étale, for any
nondegenerate critical point t 2 C( •;x)nondegµ there exits a local (holomorphic) section
of p •,µ, which we denote t(z), such that t(x) = t. We can then analytically continue
along any path in Xnondegn .
4.8.5 Asymptotics of critical points and Marcus’ labelling
Later, we will need a result about the asymptotics of critical points as we send the
parameters to infinity. Reshetikhin and Varchenko [RV95] explain how to glue two
nondegenerate critical points to obtain a critical point for a larger master function




, . . . , zn+k). Their theorem allows one to track the analytic
continuation of this new critical point as we send the parameters zn+1, . . . , zn+k to
infinity and shows that asymptotically we recover the two critical points we started with.
The set up for the theorem is the following data, two sequences of partitions,
•  • = ( 1, 2, . . . , n), and

















j bj↵j , and
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j(aj + bj + cj)↵j ,
for nonnegative integers aj , bj and cj . Two nondegenerate critical points
• u = (u(j)i ) 2 C( •; z)
nondeg
⌫ , and
• v = (v(j)i ) 2 C( 0•;x)
nondeg
⌫0 ,




, . . . , zn) and x = (x1, x2, . . . , xk); and finally a solution,
s = (s(j)i ) 2 S(⌫, ⌫ 0)µ, to the transformed Bethe ansatz equations (4.8.5).
Theorem 4.8.8 ([RV95, Theorem 6.1]). In the limit when zn+1, zn+2, . . . , zn+k are sent
to 1 in such a way that zn+i zn+1 remain finite for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, there exists a unique
nondegenerate critical point t = (t(j)i ) 2 C( •, 0•; z)
nondeg
µ such that asymptotically, the











u(j)i (z1, . . . , zn) +O(z
 1
n+1) if 1  j  ai,
s(j)i zn+1 +O(1) if ai < j  ai + ci,
v(j)i (x1, . . . , xk) + zn+1 +O(z
 1
n+1) if ai + ci < j  ai + bi + ci,
where xi = zn+i   zn+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Corollary 4.8.9. Let t, u, v and s be as in Theorem 4.8.8. Taking a limit zn+i ! 1




Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem 4.8.8 to the definition of yt.




, . . . , zn) and n-tuple of




< . . . < zn. In the limit when z1, z2, . . . , zn !1
such that zi = o(zi+1), Marcus, [Mar10], describes a method to label critical points in
C(⇤n; z)µ by standard µ-tableaux. Marcus’ theorem is recalled below, along with the
proof. Recall, if T 2 SYT(µ) then T |n 1 is the tableaux obtained by removing the box
containing n from T .
Theorem 4.8.10 ([Mar10, Theorem 6.1]). Given a standard tableaux, T , of shape µ,
there is a unique critical point tT 2 C(⇤n; z)µ such that, if yT = ytT ,
lim
zn!1
yT = yT |n 1 , (4.8.8)








⇠ cT (i) +O(z 1i ). (4.8.9)
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Proof. We will prove this by induction on n. For n = 1, the only partition is ⇤ and
the only tableaux is T = 1 . From Example 4.8.3 we know C(⇤; z)⇤ contains a unique
critical point, the empty critical point t; and we simply set tT = t;. Thus yT = 1. The
equations (4.8.8) and (4.8.9) are vacuously satisfied.
For general n, we will use Theorem 4.8.8 to inductively build a critical point cor-
responding to T 2 SYT(µ). Let   = sh(T |n 1), the partition obtained by remov-
ing the box labelled n in T , from µ. By induction, there is a unique critical point
tT |n 1 2 C(⇤n 1; z1, . . . , zn 1) . To build a critical point in C(⇤n; z)µ, we need to
fix a critical point in C(⇤; 0)⇤, and a transformed critical point in S( ,⇤)µ. The
former contains only the empty critical point and the latter contains a unique point
s = (s
1





 (1)   cT (n)
⌘ 1
. (4.8.10)
Thus, given tT |n 1 , and the data of where to add an n
th box to T |n 1, we obtain by
Theorem 4.8.8 a unique critical point tT 2 C(⇤n; z)µ. By Corollary 4.8.9 we obtain (4.8.8).
All that is left to do is to prove (4.8.9). This will also be done by induction. We



















































































where S0 = S(⇤n 1, ; z
1
, . . . , zn 1) is the logarithm of the master function for the
weight  . Thus by induction (4.8.9) holds for a < n.
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⇠ µ(1)    e1    e>1
⇣
 (1)   cT (n)
⌘
+O(z 1n ).
If e > 1 then µ(1) =  (1), and if e = 1 then cT (n) = µ(1) 1 so the Theorem is proved.
4.8.6 The coordinate map
This section describes the relationship between critical points for the master function




(u), . . . , gk(u) be a collection of polynomials in




































Lemma 4.8.11. Up to a scalar factor, the Wronskian Wr(g
1
(u), . . . , gk(u)), depends
only on the subspace of C[u] spanned by the polynomials gi(u), and is zero if and only if
the polynomials are linearly dependant.
Proof. The result follows from the fact that the derivative is a linear operation, and
that the determinant can at most be multiplied by a scalar after applying column
operations.
Let X 2 Gr(r, d). Since Gr(r, d) is paved by Schubert cells X 2 ⌦ (µc;1) for some
unique partition µ. By definition X is an r-dimensional vector space of polynomials
in the variable u, of degree less than d. Let li be the number of boxes below the ith





(u), . . . , fr(u) of monic polynomials with descending degrees di. Consider the
polynomials
ya(u) = Wr(fa+1(u), . . . , fr(u)), a = 0, 1, . . . , r   1.
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a , . . . , t
(la)
a . The polynomial
ya(u) determines a point in P1. The following lemma demonstrates the polynomials
ya(u) 2 P1 depend only on X and not the basis chosen.
Lemma 4.8.12. Suppose {fi(u)} and {f 0i(u)} are two bases of X of monic polynomials
with descending degrees. Then
Wr(fa+1(u), . . . , fr(u)) = ↵Wr(f
0
a+1(u), . . . , f
0
r(u))
for some scalar ↵ 2 C.




> . . . > dr of degrees for any
such basis is determined entirely by the partition µ. That is, deg fi(u) = deg f 0i(u) = di.
By Lemma 4.8.11 the Wronskian Wr(g
1
, . . . , gk) is determined by the space spanned by
the polynomials g
1
, . . . , gk, we must prove
C {fa+1(u), . . . , fr(u)} = C
 





Since both bases span X, f 0a(u) = ↵1f1(u) + ↵2f2(u) + . . .+ ↵rfr(u) for some complex
numbers ↵i. But the degrees of the fi are strictly descending so ↵i = 0 for i > a. Hence
f 0a(u) 2 C{fa(u), . . . , fr(u)}. By induction (4.8.11) must be true.
Definition 4.8.13. The map ✓ : Gr(r, d) !(P1)r defined by
✓(X) = (ya)
r 1
a=0 = (Wr(fa+1(u), . . . , fr(u)))
r 1
a=0




(u), . . . , fr(u), of X is
called the coordinate map.
Remark 4.8.14. The coordinate map is not continuous! This is easily seen in an
example. Let r = 2 and d = 3. Consider the 1-parameter family of subspaces
X(s) = C{u2 + s, u}.







X(s) = C{1, u}.
So ✓(X1) = (1, 1), which is clearly not the same as lims!1 ✓(X(s)) = (1, u).
Essentially the problem in Remark 4.8.14 is the monic basis of descending degrees
which we are using to calculate ✓(X(s)) no longer has descending degrees in the limit.
Whenever we can find a continuous (or holomorphic, or algebraic) family of monic bases
of descending degrees the map ✓ will be continuous (or holomorphic, or algebraic) since
taking the Wronskian of a tuple of polynomials is algebraic. An important case in which
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, . . . , dr). The aij define algebraic coordinates on ⌦ (µc;1). Hence ✓
is algebraic when restricted to any open Schubert cell. In Section 5.6.1 we will prove
that the coordinate map is continuous along certain paths in Gr(r, d) which are allowed
to have limit points outside a Schubert cell.
Theorem 4.8.15 ([MTV12, Theorem 5.3]). The image of ⌦ (⇤n, µc; z,1) under the
coordinate map is contained in C(⇤n; z)µ.

Chapter 5
Monodromy actions of the cactus
group
In this chapter we prove Theorems A and B. Our first step in proving Theorem A will be
to identify the monodromy of Speyer’s covering # •,µc (restricted to the real points) with
the action of PJn on B( •)singµ . In fact we will do something slightly more general than
this. In Section 5.1 we show there is an Sn-action on
F
 •
S( •, µc) where the  • ranges
over an appropriate set of sequences of partitions, and that the equivariant monodromy





µ . We then
apply Theorem B.1.6 of Harris [Har79] to prove Theorem A. Theorem B is proved by
first giving an alternative inductive description of the labelling of points in the fibre of
⌦ (⇤n, µc) by standard µ-tableaux. We are then apply to apply an induction argument
to prove Theorem B.
5.1 The Sk-action
Given a permutation   2 Sk and a subset A ⇢ [k] we use the notation
 A = { (a) |a 2 A} .
In this way   defines a permutation of the set of three element sets A ⇢ [k]. The
permutation   also induces an isomorphism CA ! C A (sending marked points to
marked points) and hence an isomorphism Gr(d, r)A ! Gr(d, r) A. In order to keep our
notation tidy we will use   to denote all of these isomorphisms, the context should make
it clear which we a referring to. Since the constructions were functorial, diagrams of the
type
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commute. Let Sk act on M0,k(C) by permuting marked points. The above discussion




A2([ k ]3 )
Gr(d, r)A.
The symmetric group Sk also acts on sequences of k partitions by permuting them in
the obvious way.
Proposition 5.1.1. The variety G(d, r) is stable under the action of Sk and the variety
S( •) is sent isomorphically onto S(  ·  •). In particular the stabiliser of  • in Sk acts
on S( •).






By the commutativity of (5.1.1), the Sk-action preserves the image of the trivial bundle
M
0,k(C)⇥Gr(r, d). Thus the action of Sk also preserves the closure.
Let A ✓ [k] be a three element set. By Lemma 4.1.7, for any a 2 A the isomorphism
















5.1.1 Acting on the ⌫ labelling
We will need some finer information on what the symmetric group orbits in S( •) look
like. This will be helpful when it comes to determining what the Sk-action does to the
cylindrical growth diagram indexing a face of S(⇤k)(R).
Consider the fibre G(r, d)(C) for some stable curve C 2M
0,k(C). Using the descrip-








⌦(⌫(Ci, d), d)Ci ,
where NC is the set of node labellings for C, Ci the irreducible components of C and Di
the set of nodes on the component Ci. The action of Sk on M0,k(C) permutes marked
points, thus C and its image  C are the same curve simply with different marked points.
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That is, there is an isomorphism C !  C which we can take to be the identity morphism,
which sends the point marked by a to the point marked by  (a). In this way we identify
the irreducible components Ci and  Ci and if d is a node in Ci, we also have a node
d 2  Ci. Using this identification, a node labelling ⌫ 2 NC naturally determines a node
labelling in N C , which we also denote by ⌫.
Lemma 5.1.2. The Sk action on G(d, r) preserves the ⌫-component of the fibre. More











⌦(⌫( Ci, d), d) Ci .
Proof. By the commutativity of (5.1.1), the Grassmannian Gr(r, d)Ci is sent isomorphi-
cally onto Gr(r, d) Ci . Lemma 4.1.7 then shows that ⌦(⌫(Ci, d), d)Ci is mapped onto
⌦(⌫( Ci, d), d) Ci .
5.2 The Sk-action on S( •)(R)
We can now describe how the Sk-action effects the labelling of the fibre by cylindrical
growth diagrams.
Proposition 5.2.1. If ⇥ is an associahedron in S( •)(R) labelled by (s,  ) then  ⇥ is
the associahedron labelled by (  · s,  ).
Proof. Let ⇥̂ =  ⇥. We first restrict to the fundamental case when  • = (⇤k). The
action of Sk on M0,k(R) permutes the marked points, hence   · s is the circular ordering
labelling the associahedron ⇥̂. Recall the cylindrical growth diagram  ̂ of ⇥̂ is determined
by considering the ⌫-labelling of a point on each of its facets. As shown in Lemma 5.1.2
this ⌫-labelling is preserved, so  ̂ =  .
Now consider the general case for arbitrary  •. We use the notation from Section 4.6.2.












S(⇤| i|, Ci )(R) ⇢  ̃ · ⇥̃.
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Here ⇥̃ is a choice of associahedron in S(⇤˜k)(R). If  ̃ is the cylindrical growth diagram
labelling ⇥̃, then the above shows  ̃ is also the cylindrical growth diagram labelling  ̃ ·  .
But the decgd labelling   ·⇥ is by definition the reduction of this cylindrical growth
diagram, which by assumption is  .
5.2.1 The equivariant monodromy
Let k = n+ 1, fix a basepoint C 2M
0,n+1(R) and consider the sequence of partitions
( •, µc) where  • = ( 1, 2, . . . , n) and |µ| = | •| (note that this condition implies
| •|+ |µc| = r(d  r)). Let S •n ✓ Sn be the subgroup fixing  •. Proposition 5.1.1 says
we have an action of Sn on the disjoint union
G
 
S(  ·  •, µc)(R),
where   ranges over a set of representatives for the cosets Sn/S •n . The cactus group Jn
acts on this family by equivariant monodromy.
Using Theorem 4.6.5, identify the fibre over C with
F
  decgd(  ·  •, µc). We can do
this in a number of ways but fix one by choosing, for the associahedron containing C, a
representation s = (s(1), s(2), . . . , s(n+ 1)) of the corresponding circular ordering. Let
  be the decgd labelling an associahedron lying over C and let  ̂ be the decgd labelling
the associahedron obtained from   by crossing the wall corresponding to flipping the
marked points s(p), s(p+ 1), . . . , s(q).
Corollary 5.2.2. The equivariant monodromy action of the cactus group Jn on the set
F
  decgd(  ·  •, µc) is given by spq ·   =  ̂.
Proof. Recall from Section 4.5.2, spq acts by monodromy around the equivariant loop
(↵, ŝpq) where ↵ is a path from C to ŝpq · C passing through the wall which swaps the
marked points s(p), s(p+ 1), . . . , s(q). We lift ↵ to ↵̃, the unique path in the covering
space
F
  S(  ·  •, µc)(R) starting at the point over C labelled  . By Proposition 4.6.6
the point over ŝpq ·C at the end of ↵̃ is labelled  ̂. Now Proposition 5.2.1 says acting by
ŝpq does not change the decgd. Hence spq ·   =  ̂.
5.2.2 The fundamental case for µ
We now restrict to the case when  • = (⇤n). In this case S •n = Sn so the fibre over C
is identified with decgd(⇤n, µc). For n = 5 a decgd of shape (⇤n, µc) will have the form
shown in Figure 5.1. Note the partition in position (1, 6) is µ (the bottom left corner is
in position (1, 1)). This is demonstrated by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2.3. If   2 decgd(⇤n, µc) then  
1(n+1) = µ.
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; · · µ|
4
·
; · · · µ
; µc · · · ·
Figure 5.1: A decgd of shape (⇤5, µc)
Proof. By definition  
(n+1)(n+2) = µ
c. Consider the rectangular subdiagram with corners
(n+1, n+1), (n+1, n+2), (1, n+1) and (1, n+2). Let  







Choose tableaux S and T lifting the dual equivalence classes as shown in the diagram
above and extend the rectangular region to a growth diagram (which is unique once S
and T are chosen). Since our rectangle is a growth diagram, S must be the rectification
of T . Note that c⇤r,d⌫µc is the number of T 2 SYT(⇤r,d\⌫) slide equivalent to S (see
Theorem 4.1.10), since we have produced such a T , it must be the case that c⇤r,d⌫µc > 0.
But c⇤r,d⌫µc =  ⌫µ (see [Ful97, Section 9.4]) hence ⌫ = µ.
We can use Lemma 5.2.3 to give a bijection between decgd(⇤n, µc) and SYT(µ) by
choosing a path though I. The standard Young tableaux associated to a decgd   is
described by the growth sequence along the path. Fix the unique path from (1, 1) to
(1, n+ 2) and denote it ↵. Use ↵ to identify decgd(⇤n, µc) with SYT(µ).
There is an action of the cactus group Jn on SYT(µ) by partial Schützenberger in-
volutions. This action was studied by Berenstein and Kirillov [BK95]. The partial
Schützenberger involution of order q on T 2 SYT(µ) is defined by applying the Schützen-
berger involution to the subtableau T |q and leaving the remaining entries (i.e. those in
T |q+1,n) unchanged.
Proposition 5.2.4. The identification of SYT(µ) and decgd(⇤n, µc) above identifies the
action of Jn on both sides. More precisely if T is obtained using the path ↵ from the
decgd   then the standard tableaux s · T is obtained by taking the path ↵ through the
decgd s ·  , for all s 2 Jn.








Figure 5.2: The action of s
1q
Proof. We only need to show this for s = s
1q by Lemma 4.5.1. Let   be the decgd
with T along the path ↵. Denote the shape of T |q by µ|q, so  
1(q+1) = µ|q. Consider
the triangle in   depicted in Figure 5.2. Proposition 4.6.6 says that s
1q ·   will contain
the same triangle, flipped about the axis shown. In particular the tableau obtained
along the path ↵ in s
1q ·   is the same as the tableau obtained along the path   from
(q + 1, q + 1) to (1, q + 1) and then to (1, n + 2) in  . By Corollary 4.3.4 this is the
partial Schützenberger involution s
1q · T .
Corollary 5.2.5. Identify the fibre in S(⇤n, µc)(R) over C with SYT(µ) as described
above. The equivariant monodromy action of Jn is given by partial Schützenberger
involutions.
5.3 Monodromy in S( •, µc) and crystals
The aim of this section is to show that we may identify the set B( •)singµ with the set of
dual equivalence growth diagrams of shape ( •, µc) and that this identifies the action
of the cactus group on both sides. We start by understanding the action of Jn on B⌦n.
Then we prove results allowing us to understand the actions of of the cactus group Jn
on B( •)singµ and decgd( •, µc) in terms of the action of Jn on B⌦n.
5.3.1 Crystals and partial Schützenberger involutions
Recall from Section 5.2.2 the action of Jn on SYT(µ) by partial Schützenberger involutions.
Proposition 5.3.1. The bijection [B⌦n]singµ  ! SYT(µ);w 7! Q(w), given by taking the
Q-symbol of a word, is equivariant for the action of Jn.
Proof. Recall from Lemma 4.5.1 that the elements s
1q for 1 < q  n generate Jn. As




· · · bn 2 [B⌦n]singµ be a highest weight
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word and let Q = Q(w). Denote the subword b
1
· · · bq by wq. Recall the notation w⇤
from Section 3.2.6. The word s
1q · w is by definition
⇠(⇠(bq)⇠(bq 1) · · · ⇠(b1))bq+1 · · · bn = ⇠(w⇤q)bq+1 · · · bn.
By Lemma 3.3.24 the involution ⇠ does not change the Q-symbol of a word so we have
that Q(⇠(w⇤q )) = Q(w⇤q ) and by Theorem 3.2.20, Q(w⇤q ) = evac Q(wq). By considering the
definition of the RSK correspondence by the insertion algorithm Q(wq) = Q|1,q. Thus
Q(s
1,q · w)|1,q = Q(⇠(w⇤q)) = evac Q|1,q. The remaining letters in the word s1q · w have
not changed, therefore Q(s
1q · w)|q+1,n = Q|q+1,n. Thus s1q ·Q = Q(s1q · w).
5.3.2 Standard  •-tableaux
Let  • = ( 1, 2, . . . , n) be a sequence of partitions. Let ñ = | •| and ni = | i|. We
also define mi = n1 + n2 + . . .+ ni 1.
Definition 5.3.2. A (semi-)standard tableau of shape  • is a sequence of tableaux
T• = (T1, T2, . . . , Tn) such that Ti is a (semi-)standard tableau of shape  i.




· · ·xñ 2 words(ñ), define the subwords corresponding to the ith
partition, wi = xmi+1xmi+2 · · ·xmi+1 .
Definition 5.3.3. If P(wi) has shape  i for all i, we say w has  •-partial P-symbols
P(w•) = (P(w1), P(w2), . . . , P(wn)). Similarly, if Q(wi) has shape  i we say w has
 •-partial Q-symbols Q(w•) = (Q(w1), Q(w2), . . . , Q(wn)). These are semistandard and
standard  •-tableaux respectively.
5.3.3 Equivariant embeddings of crystals
In this section we define embeddings ıT• of B( •)
sing






















1q is a generator of Jn, ŝ1q its image in Sn and s̄1q 2 Jñ is a particular element we
construct now. The idea is that the image of s̄
1q in Sñ acts by preserving the blocks of
the first | 
1
| letters, the next | 
2
| letters and so on, while permuting these n blocks in the
same way as ŝ
1q. Let mi =
Pi 1








 . Denote the generators
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Fix a standard  •-tableau T•. We can use this to obtain a morphisms of crystals
readTi : B( •) ,! B⌦| i|. We can take the tensor product of these embeddings to obtain
an embedding
readT• = readT1 ⌦ readT2 ⌦ · · ·⌦ readTn : B( •) B⌦ñ.
Since readT• is a morphism of crystals, it preserves weights and highest weight elements.






Proposition 5.3.4. The diagram (5.3.1) commutes.
Proof. Let b = b
1
⌦ · · ·⌦ bn 2 [B( •)]singµ . By definition ıŝ1q ·T•   s1q(b) has ŝ1q ·  •-partial
Q-symbols ŝ
1q ·T•. Our first job is to show the same is true for s̄1q   ıT•(b), i.e. s̄1q   ıT•(b)
lies in the same copy of [B( •)]singµ .
By definition w = ıT•(b) has  •-partial Q-symbols T•, that is, suppose w = x1x2 · · ·xñ
then xmi+1 · · ·xmi+1 has Q-symbol Ti. We will use the notation w|i,j for the sub-
word xi · · ·xj . Let T 0• be the (ŝ1q ·  •)-partial Q-symbols of s1q · w. If i > q then
(s̄
1q · w) |ms1qi +1,m
s1q
i+1
= w|mi+1,mi+1 , so
T 0i = Q   RSK
⇣
(s̄










1q(i) = i, we have Ti = Tŝ1q(i) for i > q. On the other hand, if i < q, let
s
1mq · w = y1y2 · · · yñ. By definition,
T 0i = Q   RSK
⇣
(s̄


























where we have used the definition of s
1q. Now applying the definition of the cactus group
action on words,













Using the fact that ⇠ preserves the Q-symbol of a word and applying Theorem 3.2.20 we
obtain












Now we can apply the rectification property for Q-symbols of subwords from Proposi-
tion 3.2.21, so
T 0i = evac   Rect
⇣
Q   RSK (y
1
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⇠(x⇤mq · · ·x
⇤
1













x⇤mq · · ·x
⇤
1










where we have used the definition of y
1
. . . yñ and the fact that ⇠ preserves Q-symbols
again. Picking out the correct subword and applying Theorem 3.2.20 gives





= evac   evac   Q   RSK
⇣
xms1q(i)+1 · · ·xms1q(i)+1
⌘
.
Since evac is an involution,
T 0i = Q   RSK
⇣
xms1q(i)+1 · · ·xms1q(i)+1
⌘
= Tŝ1q(i).
By Theorem 4.4.3, property (iii) two words are dual equivalent if an only they have the
same Q-symbol. Thus the above shows we have divided ıŝ1q ·T•   s1q(b) and s̄1q   ıT•(b)
up into dual equivalent words. Proposition 4.4.2, showed that dual equivalence was a
local property, hence ıŝ1q ·T•   s1q(b) and s̄1q   ıT•(b) are dual equivalent words. Since
they are by definition highest weight words they are slide equivalent as well as being
dual equivalent and thus are the same word as the intersection of and dual equivalence
and slide equivalence class is a single element by Theorem 4.4.3, property ii.
5.3.4 Equivariant embeddings of decgds
Again let T• be a standard  •-tableaux. For   2 decgd( •, µc) we can lift this to
decgd(⇤ñ, µc) by simply choosing a representative for each dual equivalence class along
the path from (1, 1) to (1, n+ 2). We want to do this in a controlled way. Let ↵i be the
dual equivalence class allocated to the edge (1, i)  (1, i+ 1). Choose a lift Si of ↵i such
that Si is slide equivalent to Ti. Since the intersection of any slide equivalence class and
dual equivalence class is a single tableaux (Theorem 4.4.3), we have a unique choice for
Si. The map |T• is defined by sending   to the above described decgd in decgd(⇤ñ, µc).
Proposition 5.3.5. The diagram,
decgd( •, µc) decgd(⇤ñ, µc)
decgd(ŝ




































Figure 5.3: The dual equivalence classes ↵i and  i.
Proof. By Corollary 5.2.2, the action of the cactus group on decgd’s is given by the
rotation of certain triangles. Let   2 decgd( •, µc). We will first calculate the tableaux
defined by the growth along the path from (1, 1) to (1, ñ + 2) in |s̄1q ·T•(s1q ·  ). As
depicted in Figure 5.3 (for q = 4) let ↵i be the dual equivalence class on the edge
connecting (1, i) and (1, i+ 1), for 1  i  n and  i the dual equivalence class of of the
edge connecting (q + 1, i) and (q + 1, i+ 1) for 1  i  q. Furthermore let Ui and Vi be
the unique standard tableaux of dual equivalence classes ↵i and  i respectively which
are slide equivalent to Ti.
The action of s
1q flips the triangle about the axis shown in Figure 5.3 and preserves
the partitions and dual equivalence classes along the path from (1, q + 1) to (1, n+ 2)
by Proposition 4.6.6. By definition, |ŝ1q ·T•(s1q ·  ) is then constructed by lifting the
appropriate dual equivalence classes along the path (1, 1)  (1, ñ+ 2) to the following
tableaux,
Vq, Vq 1, · · ·V1, Uq+1, · · ·Un. (5.3.3)
This determines |ŝ1q ·T•(s1q ·  ). Now we make the same calculation for the other side of
the commutative diagram.
First apply |T• to  , which means lifting the dual equivalence classes along the path
(1, 1)  (1, n+ 2) (these are the classes ↵i) to Ui. Now apply s1q, this means flipping a
large triangle and several smaller triangles. Figure 5.4 depicts (for q = 4) the resulting
diagram after flipping only the large triangle. We have only marked the dual equivalence
classes on the vertical and not the actual tableaux.
Now we flip the small triangles, working right to left. The order we flip does not
matter as these elements of the cactus group commute. The first triangle is easy, by
Proposition 4.6.6 we preserve all the other small triangles as well as the entire path
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(1, | q|+ 1)  (1, ñ+ 2). We end up with Tq = Vq along the path (1, 1)  (1, | q|+ 1).
The triangles further to the right take some more thought, we will try and flip the
ith triangle. Flipping this triangle preserves all the small triangles to the left and the
right as well as everything on the path (1, 1)  (1, ñ+ 2) except for the section between
(1,m
ŝ1q
i + 1) and (1,m
ŝ1q












where we have marked the dual equivalence classes and tableaux before the flip in red
and after the flip in green. In fact  0 =  q i+1. To see this denote by ⌘ the dual
equivalence class of Ti, this is also the dual equivalence class of ⇠Ti by Theorem 4.4.3 (i).
Thus ( , q i+1) is the shuffle of (⌘, "). However ( , 0) is also the shuffle of (⌘, "), thus
 0 =  q i+1.
What we have shown is that after flipping all of the triangles, (i.e. after applying s
1q
to |T•( )) the dual equivalence class in the ith position on the path (1, 1)  (1,mq + 1)
is  q i+1 and the tableaux in this position is thus the unique tableaux in  q i+1 slide
equivalent to Tq i+1. By assumption this is Vq i+1. Since we never changed anything
on the path (1,mq + 1)  (1, ñ+ 2), the tableaux along the path (1, 1)  (1, ñ+ 2) are
Vq, Vq 1, · · ·V1, Uq+1, · · ·Un,
which coincides with (5.3.3). Hence |ŝ1q ·T•(s1q ·  ) = s1q · |T•( ).
5.3.5 Crystals and dual equivalence cylindrical growth diagrams
Recall that Proposition 5.3.1 says the bijection Q : [B⌦ñ]singµ  !SYT(µ), defined by taking
the Q-symbol, is Jñ-equivariant. We can use a standard µ-tableau S to construct a decgd
↵(S) of shape (⇤ñ, µc) by requiring the growth in ↵(S) along the path from (1, 1) to
(1, n+1) defines S. By Proposition 5.2.4 ↵ : SYT(µ) !decgd(⇤ñ, µc) is a Jñ-equivariant
bijection. Combining these results we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3.6. The map ↵   Q provides a Jñ equivariant bijection between [B⌦ñ]singµ
and decgd(⇤ñ, µc).
Lemma 5.3.7. Let T• be a standard  •-tableau. The bijection ↵ Q identifies the images
of ıT• and |T• .





































1q acting on a decgd
Proof. Let b 2 B( •)singµ , let w = x1x2 · · ·xñ = ıT•(b) and let S = Q   ıT•(b). In order
to prove the Lemma, we need to show that the rectification of Si = S|mi+1,mi+1 is the
tableau Ti. By construction ıT•(b) has  •-partial Q-symbol T•. By Proposition 3.2.21, the
rectification of Si is the Q symbol of xmi+1xmi+2 · · ·xmi+1 , which is Ti by assumption.




B(  ·  •)singµ and
G
 
decgd(  ·  •, µc), (5.3.4)
where   ranges over representatives of the cosets Sn/S •n . We define a bijection Q •,µ
between the sets (5.3.4) by requiring that Q •,µ restricted to B(  ·  •)
sing
µ is given by
| 1T•   ↵   Q   ıT• . When  • = (⇤
n) we set Qµ = Q •,µ.
Theorem 5.3.8. The map Q •,µ does not depend on T• and is a Jn-equivariant bijection.
Proof. For the fundamental case when  • = (⇤n), both ıT• and |T• are identity maps
and the statement reduces to Proposition 5.3.6. For the general case, the map Q •,µ
depends, by construction, only on the dual equivalence classes of T•. However, SYT( i)
consists of a single dual equivalence class by Theorem 4.4.3 and hence Q •,µ does not
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ıŝ1q ·T• ↵ Q” |ŝ1q ·T•
By Proposition 5.3.6, the centre square of this diagram commutes and by Proposi-
tions 5.3.4 and 5.3.5, the left and right squares also commute. This implies commutativity
of the entire diagram. Since Jn is generated by the elements s1q (Lemma 4.5.1) this
demonstrates Q •,µ is Jn-equivariant.
5.4 The proof of Theorem A
We have now built up enough structure and are ready to prove Theorem A. We restate
the theorem here.
Theorem A. There exists a homomorphism PJn ! Gal(⇡ •,µ) from the pure cactus
group to the Galois group of ⇡ •,µ and a bijection
A( •, z)µ  ! B( •)singµ ,
equivariant for the induced action of PJn.
Proof. The four varieties we have been investigating and their relationship is summarised
by the following diagram.
A( •)µ ⌦( •, µc) S( •, µc) S( •, µc)(R)
M








The map # •,µc |R is the restriction of # •,µc to the real points and by Theorem 4.2.3
is a topological covering of M
0,n+1(R). For the sake of notational clarity we will set
⇡ = ⇡ •,µ, #  = #  •,µc , and # = # •,µc .
The first claim of Theorem A is that, for a generic point z 2M
0,n+1(C), there is a
homomorphism PJn ! Gal(⇡; z). First, assume that z is real, that is z 2 M0,n+1(R).
Let M
R
⇢ S# 1(z) be the monodromy group of the unramified covering #|R. Since
PJn = ⇡1(M0,n+1(R); z), we have a surjective homomorphism PJn !MR.
Choose a dense open subset z 2 U ⇢ M
0,n+1(C) over which # is unramified. We
can choose U so that is contains M
0,n+1(R) by Theorem 4.2.3. Denote by MU (#; z) the
associated monodromy group. The inclusion of the real points S( •, µc)(R) induces an
inclusion M
R
,! MU (#; z). Harris’ Theorem B.1.6 implies that MU (#; z) = Gal(#; z).
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The group Gal(⇡; z) is a subgroup of S⇡ 1(z). The morphism ◆ ✓ identifies the sets ⇡ 1(z)
and ⌘ 1(z). With this identification fixed, Gal(⇡; z) = Gal(#; z) by Proposition B.1.4.
Hence we have a homomorphism from PJn onto the subgroup MR ✓ Gal(⇡; z).
In the case z /2M
0,n+1(R), fix a point w 2M0,n+1(R) and a path from z to w. This
choice fixes a identification of the fibres ⇡ 1(z) and ⇡ 1(w) and thus an identification
of the Galois groups Gal(⇡; z) and Gal(⇡;w). We use this identification to produce a
homomorphism PJn ! Gal(⇡; z).
The second claim of Theorem A is that for a real point z 2 M
0,n+1(R) there
exists a bijection of sets A( •; z)µ ! B( •)singµ equivariant for the action of PJn. The
isomorphism ✓ identifies A( •; z)µ with ⌦( •, µc; z,1). By definition this identification
is equivariant for the action of PJn. By Theorem 4.6.5 ⌦( •, µc; z,1) can be identified
with decgd( •, µc). Now we may use Theorem 5.3.8 to find a bijection to B( •)singµ which
is equivariant with respect to Jn (and thus PJn).
5.5 Speyer’s labelling
In this section we recall Speyer’s labelling of the set ⌦(⇤n, µc; z,1) by standard µ-
tableaux for real z. We will give an alternative description of this labelling which is
what we will ultimately use to prove Theorem B.
For a three element set A ⇢ [n + 1] recall from Section 4.2.1 the definition of the
Grassmanian Gr(r, d)A. Given an n-tuple of distinct complex numbers, recall as well
the isomorphism  A :M0,n+1(C) ⇥ P1  !M0,n+1(C) ⇥ CA. Recall that we have an
embedding




given by ◆µ(z,X) = ( A(z,X))A.














, . . . , zn,1). Recall Speyer’s labelling of the fibre S(⇤n, µc)(C) by dual equivalence
cylindrical growth diagrams of shape (⇤n, µc) from Section 4.6. In Section 5.2.2 we
described how this can be interpreted as a labelling by SYT(µ).
We say X 2 ⌦(⇤n, µc; z,1) is labelled by S 2 SYT(µ) if ( A(z,X))A is labelled by
S in the fibre S(⇤n, µc)(C). We denote the unique point in ⌦(⇤n, µc; z,1) determined
by S by XS .
5.5.1 An alternative labelling
In this section we will describe an alternative method of labelling points in the fibres of
⌦(⇤n, µc) by standard µ-tableaux. Fix an n-tuple of distinct real numbers z 2 Xn(R)





< . . . < zn and fix a subspace X 2 ⌦(⇤n, µc; z,1). We will associate
to it a standard µ-tableaux. We will do this by induction on n.
For n = 1, there is a single point in ⌦(⇤,⇤c; z,1) and a single ⇤-tableaux so the
labelling is completely determined. For n > 1 let Pn ⇢M0,n+1(R) be the subvariety where
we fix the first n  1 marked points at z
1
, . . . , zn 1, the last marked point at 1 and let
the nth marked point vary. Thus, as real varieties, Pn ' R  {z1, z2, . . . , zn 1}. Consider
the restriction ⌦(⇤n, µc)|Pn and the natural projection p :⌦(⇤n, µc)|Pn !Gr(r, d). Let
X(s) be a local section of ⌦(⇤n, µc)|Pn (a family over Pn) such that X(zn) = X. Let
X1 = lim
s!1
pX(s) 2 Gr(r, d).
Lemma 5.5.1. The limit point X1 exists and is contained in ⌦ ( c,1) for some
partition   ⇢ µ such that | |+ 1 = |µ|. In particular
X1 2 ⌦(⇤n 1, c; z1, . . . , zn 1,1).
Proof. Since the Grassmanian is projective, X1 must exist and since a Schubert variety





we must have that X1 2 ⌦ ( c,1) for some partition   such that  c ◆ µc, or equiva-
lently, such that   ✓ µ.
Since each of the varieties ⌦(⇤; zi) is closed, X1 must lie in the intersection
⌦(⇤n 1, c; z
1
, . . . , zn 1,1). However this is empty unless | |   n   1. Hence ei-
ther   = µ or   is obtained by removing a single box from µ. To decide whether | | = n
or n  1 we use the Wronskian. By [MTV09a, Lemma 4.2]





By continuity, Wr(X1) =
Qn 1
a=1(u  za). It is straightforward to see from the definition
that if Y 2 ⌦ (⌫c;1) then degWr(Y ) = |⌫|. We have shown that Wr(X1) = n  1 so
therefore | | = n  1.
Summarising, X1 2 ⌦(⇤n 1, c; z1, . . . , zn 1,1) and | | = n 1. Thus by induction
we can assign a standard  -tableau to X1. Let this tableau be T 0. Let T be the unique,
standard µ-tableaux which is T 0 upon restriction to   ⇢ µ. We let T be the standard
µ-tableau labelling X.
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5.5.2 Levinson result
In this section we briefly outline a result of Levinson [Lev15] that will be used in
Section 5.5.3. Recall that S( •,⇤) is a subvariety of M0,n+1 ⇥
Q
AGr(r, d)A, where A
ranges over three element subsets of [n+1]. Let ⇡ be the projection onto
Q
A⇢[n]Gr(r, d)A.
That is ⇡ projects onto those Grassmanians for subsets A which do not contain n+ 1.
Suppose | •| = r(d  r)  1 and let cn+1 :M0,n+1 !M0,n be the contraction map
at the point marked by n+ 1 (see Section 2.3.2). The morphism cn+1 allows us to think
of S( •,⇤) as a family over M0,n(C) (rather than M0,n+1(C)).
Theorem 5.5.2 ([Lev15, Theorem 2.8]). The map ⇡ produces an isomorphism onto






Thus ⇡ is an isomorphism of families over M
0,n(C).
5.5.3 The labellings agree
Note that a priori there is no reason two points of ⌦(⇤n, µc; z,1) do not share the same
labelling tableau as defined in Section 5.5.1. We show in this section that the labelling
does associate a unique point to every tableaux, and in fact, this labelling coincides with
Speyer’s labelling. For clarity of exposition, the bulk of the proof is organised into a
series of lemmas below. Let X = XT and let X(s) 2 Gr(r, d) be as in Section 5.5.1.
Lemma 5.5.3. Let   = sh(T |n 1), then X1 = lims!1X(s) 2 ⌦ ( c;1).




If p is the projection ⌦(⇤n, µc)! Gr(r, d) and p{1,2,3} is the composition of the projection
S(⇤n, µc)! Gr(r, d){1,2,3} with
  1{1,2,3} : Gr(r, d){1,2,3} !Gr(r, d),
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Gr(r, d)
⌦(⇤n, µc) S(⇤n, µc) S(⇤n 1, µc) S(⇤n 1, c) ⌦(⇤n, c)
M







Figure 5.5: The relationship between various projections
then we have a commutative diagram
Gr(r, d)






Let C be the stable curve with marked points z and C(s) the family of stable curves
with marked points (z
1








where Y = lims!1 ◆µ(C(s), X(s)).
The point Y lies over the stable curve lims!1C(s), which has two components, C1




, . . . , zn 1 and a node at 1, and C2 with marked points at 1
and 1 and a node at 0. Thus by Theorem 4.2.5,
Y 2 ⌦(⇤n 1, c; z
1
, . . . , zn 1,1)C1 ⇥ ⌦( ,⇤, µc; 0, 1,1)C2 .
The partition   appearing in the node labelling must be sh(T |n 1) since we assumed
X = XT . Now p{1,2,3} is simply projection onto the first factor and is an isomorphism
onto Gr(r, d) so X1 = p{1,2,3}Y 2 ⌦ ( c;1).
We would now like to calculate the Speyer labelling of the point X1 in S(⇤n 1, c).
However we only have information about the labelling of the points X(s) in S(⇤n, µc).
To relate these two covering spaces we will use Theorem 5.5.2. With this theorem we
produce the large commutative diagram in Figure 5.5.
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In Figure 5.5 ◆µ is the inclusion ⌦(⇤n, µc) ,! S(⇤n, µc) described above. The
inclusion ◆  is defined similarly. The morphism ⇡ is the isomorphism appearing in
Theorem 5.5.2 and the inclusion ⇣ is induced by the inclusion of ⌦( c;1) into ⌦(µc;1).





, . . . , zn 1,1) (the component C1 as in the proof of Lemma 5.5.3).
Then
Y = ⇡ 1⇣◆ (C1, X1).
Proof. We will show p{1,2,3}⇡Y = p{1,2,3}⇣◆ (C1, X1). Since p{1,2,3} is injective on
fibres, this is enough to prove the Lemma. This amounts to tracing X1 around the
diagram. By commutativity of the diagram,
p{1,2,3}⇣◆ (C1, X1) = p
0(C1, X1) = X1.
Now








p(C(s), X(s)) = X1.
Lemma 5.5.5. Let ⇥ be the associahedron in S(⇤|⌫|, ⌫c) labelled by S 2 SYT(⌫). For
generic E 2 ⇥
1q
p{1,2,3}E 2 ⌦ (⌧ c;1),
where ⌧ = sh(S|q).
Proof. This is a direct application of the Theorem 4.2.5, which says if E is generic then
E 2 ⌦(⇤q, ⌧ c;u
1
, . . . , uq,1)C1 ⇥ ⌦(⌧,⇤|⌫| q, ⌫c; 0, uq+1, . . . , u|⌫|,1)C2 .
Then p{1,2,3} is projection onto the first factor.
Remark 5.5.6. The proof of Lemma 5.5.5 shows in fact we can make the stronger
assumption that E is a generic point of ⇥
1p \⇥1q as long as p   q.
Lemma 5.5.7. Let ⇥ be the (n 2)-associahedron in S(⇤n, µc) labelled by T and let ⇥̃ be
the (n  3)-associahedron in S(⇤n 1, c) containing ◆ (X1, C1). Then ⇡ 1⇣(⇥̃) = ⇥1n.
Proof. Since the maps downstairs in Figure 5.5 are all cell maps, the maps upstairs must
also be cell maps. Hence ⇡ 1⇣(⇥̃) must be ⇥0ij , the face of some (n  2)-associahedron
⇥0 in S(⇤n, µc). Thus ⇥0ij must contain the point ⇡ 1⇣◆ (C1, X1). By Lemma 5.5.4
⇡ 1⇣◆ (C1, X1) = Y = lim
s!1
◆µ(C(s), X(s)).
We know ◆µ(C(s), X(s)) 2 ⇥ so Y 2 ⇥1n. Hence ⇥0ij = ⇥1n.
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Lemma 5.5.8. X1 = XT |n 1 .
Proof. To show the equality we must show the point X1 is labelled by the tableau
T |n 1. That means we must show, for each 2 < q < n and a generic point E 2 ⇥̃1q, that
p{1,2,3}E 2 ⌦ (⌧ c;1) for ⌧ = sh(T |q). By commutativity of Figure 5.5
p{1,2,3}E = p{1,2,3}⇡
 1⇣(E).
Lemma 5.5.7 tells us ⇡ 1⇣(⇥̃
1q) = ⇥1q \⇥1n. Since X = XT 2 ⇥ (which means ⇥ is
the (n   2)-associahedron labelled by T ) and ⇡ 1⇣(E) is generic, we must have that
p{1,2,3}⇡
 1⇣(E) 2 ⌦ (⌧ c,1).
Proposition 5.5.9. The point XT 2 ⌦(⇤n, µc; z,1) is labelled by T according to the
process described in Section 5.5.1.
Proof. According to Lemma 5.5.3 X1 = lims!1X(s) 2 ⌦ ( c;1). Now Lemma 5.5.8
tells us X1 = XT |n 1 . This means the tableaux labelling X = XT is a tableaux of shape
µ whose restriction to n   1 is T |n 1. However the unique tableaux satisfying these
properties is T .
5.6 The proof of Theorem B
In this section we prove Theorem B. First we present a result which demonstrates the
coordinate map is continuous along certain kinds of paths in Gr(r, d). We then show the
alternative labelling of ⌦(⇤n, µc; z,1) by standard µ-tableaux, presented in Section 5.5.1
is compatible with the coordinate map and Marcus’ labelling of critical points from
Section 4.8.5. We use this result to prove Theorem B.
5.6.1 Partial continuity of the coordinate map
We will need a little more information about when the coordinate map is continuous.
Let µ be a partition and let   ✓ µ be a partition with one less box, that is | | = |µ|  1.
Denote by e the row of µ from which we need to remove a box to obtain  .
Let di = µi + r   1 and d0i =  i + r   1. We denote the respective decreasing








, . . . , d0r). Recall that X 2 ⌦ (µc;1)




, . . . , fr of X such
that deg fi = di (respectively deg fi = d0i). In particular if f 2 X then deg f 2 d






di if i 6= e
de   1 if i = e.
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Fix X 2 ⌦ (µc;1). Let X(s) 2 ⌦ (µc;1) be a continuous one-parameter family
over R of subspaces. We thus have a unique basis







for X(s), for each s 2 R. The aij :R !C are continuous functions.






















Proof. If properties (5.6.1), (5.6.2) and (5.6.3) hold then in the limit, the basis f
1
, . . . , fr




> . . . > d0r. Hence
X1 2 ⌦ ( c;1).
In the other direction, if (5.6.1) fails to hold, then there exists an i 6= e and a j such
that lims!1 |aij(s)| =1. There are two cases. First if i < e, then choose j such that




 1fi(u; s) 2 X1
has degree di   j. But di   j /2 d and di   j < de   1 thus di   j /2 d0 and so we must
have X1 /2 ⌦ ( c;1).
Now for the second case, assume there exists an i such that i > e and such that











(u; s) + . . .+ ↵r(s)fr(u; s).
If X1 2 ⌦ ( c;1) then we can choose f so that deg f = di. In order for this to be true
we first need limu!1 ↵k(s) = 0 for k > i (since limu!1 fk(u; s) exists in this case and
has degree dk > di). By assumption
deg lim
u!1
↵i(s)fi(u; s) < di
and for k < i we also have
deg lim
u!1
↵k(s)fk(u; s) < di.
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Thus we have a contradiction and X1 /2 ⌦ ( c;1).
Finally if conditions (5.6.2) and (5.6.3) do not hold then let j be minimal with respect
to the condition aej(s) has the largest order of growth. By assumption j > 1. Then the
degree of limu!1 aej(s) 1fe(u; s) is de   j /2 d0. Hence X1 /2 ⌦ ( c;1).
Using this lemma we can prove the continuity of the coordinate map ✓ (see Sec-
tion 4.8.6 for the definition) along certain kinds of paths. Heuristically, the paths along
which ✓ is continuous are those in Gr(r, d) which remain inside a Schubert cell and if
they pass into another Schubert cell, do so only in a way in which the partition labelling
the Schubert cell is a single box smaller than the partition labelling the original Schubert
cell. Let X,X(s) and X1 be as above.










Proof. Since X1 2 ⌦ ( c;1) by Lemma 5.6.1 we have conditions (5.6.1), (5.6.2) and
(5.6.3) and thus have a monic basis of descending degrees
f1i (u) = limu!1






di j , for i 6= e,
f1e (u) = limu!1
ae1(s)







Here a1ij = limu!1 aij(s) and b1j = limu!1 aej(s)/ae1(s) which exist by (5.6.1) and
(5.6.3).
Let Xa(s) = C{fa, . . . , fr} and Xa1(s) = C{f1a , . . . , f1r }. We can use these spaces
to calculate the Wronskian. That is
✓(X(s)) =
 
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5.6.2 The main theorem
In this section we state and prove Theorem B. First we show that the coordinate map










, . . . , zn,1).
Theorem 5.6.3. If T is a standard µ-tableau, the point XT 2 ⌦(⇤n, µc; z,1) labelled
by T is sent to tT by the coordinate map. That is, ✓(XT ) = tT .
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on n. In the case n = 1, Both ⌦(⇤,⇤C)z
and C̃(⇤)z consist of a single point both of which are labelled by the unique ⇤-tableaux.
For n > 1 let X = XT 2 ⌦(⇤n, µc; z) be the point in labelled by T 2 SYT(µ). As
above, let X(s) 2 ⌦(⇤n, µc; z
1
, . . . , zn 1, u,1) be the unique family of points passing
though X = XT . By Lemma 5.5.3, the limit X1 = lims!1X(s) is contained in
⌦ ( c;1) where   = sh(T |n 1). We also know by Lemma 5.5.8 that X1 is the point
labelled by T |n 1.
By the induction hypothesis ✓(X1) = tT |n 1 where tT |n 1 is the critical point labelled
by T |n 1. In particular, by Proposition 5.6.2
lim
s!1
✓(X(s)) = ✓(X1) = tT |n 1 .
However, by Theorem 4.8.8 and by the definition of Marcus’ labelling there is a unique
family of critical points with this property, namely the family passing through tT . Hence
we have that ✓(XT ) = tT .
We now have enough information to prove Theorem B which we restate here for
convenience.









< . . . < zn, the bijection Xµ(z) : A(z)µ  ! SYT(µ) is given by Xµ(z)( ) = S,




Proof. Let z 2 Rn be as above. We can summarise what we have learnt in a di-
agram in Figure 5.6. In this diagram ! is the universal weight function described
in Theorem 4.8.2,  is the MTV isomorphism from Section 4.7, and ✓ is the coordi-
nate map from Section 4.8.6. Recall from Section 5.3.5 we have a pair of bijections
Q : [B⌦n]singµ  !SYT(µ) and ↵ : SYT(µ) !decgd(⇤n, µc). By Theorem 4.6.5 we also have
a bijection   : decgd(⇤n, µc) !⌦ (⇤n, µc; z,1) which provides the labelling of points.
In Figure 5.6, ⌘ is the composition     ↵   Q and ⌃ is the bijection from Theorem A and
is by definition ⌘ 1   .
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A(z)µ [B⌦n]singµ





Figure 5.6: The various sets labelled by SYT(µ)
By [MTV12, Corollary 8.7], ! ✓ =  1, thus the diagram in Figure 5.6 is commutative
(the upper right triangle commutes by definition). Since ⌘ preserves the labelling by
definition we will show that if  T 2 A(z)µ, considered as a functional  T :A(z)µ !C,
is the point labelled by T 2 SYT(µ) then ( T ) = XT . By Theorem 5.6.3, we know
that ✓(XT ) = tT 2 C(⇤n; z)µ. Let   = !(z, tT ), again thought of as a functional





so by Theorem 4.8.10,
 (zaHa(z)) = cT (a) +O(z
 1
a ).






A Gaudin subalgebra with
non-simple spectrum
In Section 2.4.4 it was asserted that the Gaudin algebra at the point of M
0,7(C) labelled by







= (1, 3) + (2, 3)
L
3






= (4, 6) + (5, 6).
span this algebra (actually its image in CS
6
). In this appendix we collect the data
which demonstrates this. Specifically in Section A.1 we provide Magma [BCP97] code
which computes the matrix representations of the operators Li, their eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. In Section A.2 extra operators commuting with the Li are produced which
split the two dimensional eigenspaces.
A.1 The non-simple spectrum











The output gives eight, 1-dimensional eigenspaces and 4, 2-dimensional eigenspaces.
1 G := Sym(6);
2
3 # Given a list of permutations a, coefficients and a partition,
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4 # return the corresponding matrix for the irreducible representation
5 # corresponding to the partition.
6 L := function(a,coef,part)
7 LOp := 0;
8 for perm in a do





14 # The partition we are interested in
15 lam := [3,2,1];
16
17 # Define the operators
18 L1 := L( [G!(1,2)],
19 [1],
20 lam );
21 L2 := L( [G!(1,3), G!(2,3)],
22 [1,1],
23 lam );
24 L3 := L( [G!(1,4), G!(1,5), G!(1,6),
25 G!(2,4), G!(2,5), G!(2,6),
26 G!(3,4), G!(3,5), G!(3,6)],
27 [1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1],
28 lam );
29 L4 := L( [G!(4,5)],
30 [1],
31 lam );




36 # Print joint eigenspaces
37 CommonEigenspaces( [ L1, L2, L3, L4, L5 ] );
The matrices produced above are 16⇥ 16 integral matrices which are constructed for
the basis of polytabloids of S(3, 2, 1) as described in [JK81]. We list them below.








































-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0












































































-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 1 0 -1 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0













































































3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
-1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0
-1 0 0 -1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
1 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
-1 3 -1 -3 1 0 -2 -1 2 1 -3 1 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
1 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
-1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0












































































-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0













































































1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 1 -1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0





































The joint eigenspaces of the operators are summarised in Table A.1. All data is
relative to the basis of polytabloids of S(3, 2, 1). As discussed in Section 2.4.4, the Gaudin
subalgebra at the point (((12)3)((45)6)) conjecturally corresponds to the Gelfand-Zetlin


















Thus the two dimensional eigenspaces correspond to the fact that the branching graph
for this inductive sequence, has four paths along which there is a double edge.
A.2 Higher Hamiltonians with simple spectrum
We saw in Section A.1, that the limits of the Gaudin Hamiltonians do not necessarily have
simple spectrum. In this section we write down explicit formulas for higher Hamiltonians
in CSn which we show have simple spectrum in the particular limiting case considered
above.
A.2.1 The higher Hamiltonians




, . . . zn). For any ordered set
of k integers {r
1
, . . . , rk} ⇢ [n] we have an embedding of Sk ,! Sn by sending i 7! ri.
Denote the image of
P
 2Sk sgn( )  2 CSk in CSn under this embedding by Ar1,...,rk .
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Dim Spectrum Basis vectors
2  1, 1, 0, 1, 1 (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0)
2  1, 1, 0, 1, 1 (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 3, 0, 3, 0, 0, 3, 0, 3, 0, 0)
(0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0)
1  1, 1, 3, 1, 2 (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0)
1  1, 1, 3, 1, 2 (0, 1, 0  1, 0, 0  1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0  1, 0, 0)
1  1, 2, 3, 1, 1 (1, 0, 0, 0, 0  2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
1  1, 2, 3, 1, 1 (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
1 1, 2, 3, 1, 1 ( 3, 8, 2, 4, 2, 6, 10, 2, 2, 2, 6, 8, 4, 4, 4,12)
1 1, 2, 3, 1, 1 (3, 4, 2, 4, 2, 0, 2, 2, 2, 2, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
2 1, 1, 0, 1, 1 (3, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0)
2 1, 1, 0, 1, 1 (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0)
(0, 2, 4, 2, 4, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0)
1 1, 1, 3, 1, 2 (0, 1  2, 1  2, 0, 1  2, 1  2, 0, 1  2, 1  2, 0)
1 1, 1, 3, 1, 2 (0, 1  2  1, 2, 0  1, 2, 1  2, 0, 1  2  1, 2, 0)


































for some  k,l(z) 2 CSn. In [MTV13] it is proved that these operators generate the Bethe
algebra on V ⌦n. Recall the notation used in Section 2.2.6.
Proposition A.2.1 ([MTV13, Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.2]). The subalgebra
AS(z) ⇢ CSn generated by the operators  k,l(z) for 1  k  n and 0  l  n   k is





)⌦ · · ·⌦ V (zn).










In particular X2a(z) = HSa (z).
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Proposition A.2.2. The operators Xk+1a (z) commute and are elements of the algebra



















































































































as the Lagrange interpolating polynomial for the points (zbi , 1). Since this must be
the polynomial with least degree passing through these points it must be the constant
polynomial 1.
The identity (A.2.1) lets us write the coefficients  k,l(z) in terms of the Xka (z) by



































, . . .}.
Consider A.2.2) for l > n  k as a system of n linear equations in variables Y ka (z).
The determinant is
Q
i<j(zi   zj) which is nonzero since the zi are distinct. Thus we
can solve this system and the Y ka (z) are elements of AS(z) and since it is unital algebra
so are the Xka (z). The operators commute by Proposition A.2.1.
A.2.2 Limits of the higher Hamiltonians
The algebra AS(z) ⇢ CSn is a large commutative algebra containing the Gaudin Hamil-
tonians. In fact, this algebra is generated by the Gaudin Hamiltonians (see[MTV10])
but this need not be true in the limit as the parameters za collide with one another
(the property of having simple spectrum is an open property). In Section A.1 we
saw the Hamiltonians HSa (z) do not have simple spectrum in the limit at the point
(((12)3)((45)6)) 2 M
0,7(C). The higher Hamiltonians Xka (z) provide reasonable can-
didates for operators, whose limit will decompose the two dimensional eigenspaces
appearing in Section A.1.
A.2.3 Degenerate cubic Hamiltonians
If we want to define a Bethe algebra at this degenerate point it should have simple
spectrum, that is, it should be maximally commutative. It should also include the
Gaudin Hamiltonians. To find the extra operators we need, we can use the definition of
the Bethe algebra at the point z = (0, t5, t4, t, t3 + t, t2 + t) and take limits of cubic, and
higher degree Hamiltonians.
First we shall try the cubic Hamiltonians and it will turn out that this is enough. We
take the same limit as in Section A.1 as t goes to zero, and again multiplying through













































t4   1 +
t3B
125
t4   t2   1 +
t3B
126
t4   t  1 +
t4B
234




t8   t4   t3 + t2   t+ 1 +
t4B
236
t5   t4   t2 + 1 +
t7B
245




t8   t5   2t4 + t+ 1 +
t7B
256
t8   t6   t5   2t4 + t3 + t2 + t+ 1









t3   1 +
t3B
135
t3   t2   1 +
t3B
136
t3   t  1 +
t3B
234




 t4 + 2t3   t2 + t  1 +
t3B
236
 t4 + t3 + t2   1 +
t6B
345




t6   t4   2t3 + t+ 1 +
t6B
356






 t4 + 1 +
t3B
134













t4   1 +
tB
345
t3   1 +
t2B
346






 t6 + 2t2 + 1 +
t3B
135











t7   t6   t5   t3 + 2t2 + 1 +
tB
245




 t5 + t4 + t3   t2 + t  1 +
tB
345













 t5   t4 + t2 + 2t+ 1 +
t2B
136







t7   t5   2t4   t3 + t2 + 2t+ 1 +
tB
246
 t4 + t+ 1 +
tB
256




 t3 + t+ 1 +
tB
356










































































and calculate the simultaneous eigenspaces which we also summarise
below. This shows that together the Li and Ki have simple spectrum and generate what
deserves to be called a Bethe algebra for the point z = ((12)3)((45)6) 2M
0,7.
1 # Define B-operators for each subset of {1..6}.
2 B := function(part,r)
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3 A := 0;
4 H := {g : g in G | forall{i: i in {1..6} diff r | i^g eq i } };
5 for sigma in H do





11 # Define the operators we are interested in.
12 K1 := B(lam,{1,2,3});
13 K2 := B(lam,{1,2,4}) + B(lam,{1,2,5}) + B(lam,{1,2,6}) +
14 B(lam,{1,3,4}) + B(lam,{1,3,5}) + B(lam,{1,3,6}) +
15 B(lam,{2,3,4}) + B(lam,{2,3,5}) + B(lam,{2,3,6});
16 K3 := B(lam,{1,4,5}) + B(lam,{2,4,5}) + B(lam,{3,4,5}) +
17 B(lam,{1,4,6}) + B(lam,{1,5,6}) + B(lam,{2,4,6}) +
18 B(lam,{2,5,6}) + B(lam,{3,4,6}) + B(lam,{3,5,6});
19 K4 := B(lam,{4,5,6});
20
21 # Print common eigenspaces
22 CommonEigenspaces( [ L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, K1, K2, K3, K4 ] );
















































-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
-2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0













































































3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 -4 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -2 0 0
0 0 1 0 -4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -2 0
1 -4 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 -1 0 0
-1 0 -4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 -2 0 0 -4 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 -2 0 0 -4 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 -2 0 1 0 0 0 0 -4 0 0
-1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -2 0 1 0 0 0 0 -4 0
2 -3 1 3 -1 0 2 2 -2 -2 9 2 1 -2 -1 0
-1 0 0 -2 0 1 -4 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 -2 -1 0 -4 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 -2 0 0 0 1 -1 0 -4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 -2 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -4 0 0 0 0 1 0












































































6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 3 0 1 -1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0
-2 0 3 0 3 -1 0 -1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0
-3 3 0 3 0 1 1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0
3 0 3 0 3 -1 0 1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 2 0 2 3 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 0 0
-1 0 -1 0 2 -2 0 3 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 0
-3 2 0 -1 0 2 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 3 0 0
3 0 2 0 -1 -2 0 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 3 0
-1 5 -1 -5 1 0 -4 -2 4 2 -6 0 -1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 -3 3 0 2 0 0 3 0 -1 0 0
-1 0 1 0 1 3 0 3 0 2 0 0 3 0 -1 0
2 1 0 1 0 -3 2 0 3 0 0 -1 0 3 0 0
-2 0 1 0 1 3 0 2 0 3 0 0 -1 0 3 0













































































1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0
0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0
0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0
0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0
0 -2 0 2 0 0 2 0 -2 0 1 -2 0 2 0 0
0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
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Spectrum Basis vector














  3, 0, 0)














  3, 0, 0)








































 1, 1, 3, 1, 2,
1, 6, 9, 1 (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0)
 1, 1, 3, 1, 2,
1, 6, 3, 5 (0, 1, 0  1, 0, 0  1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0  1, 0, 0)
 1, 2, 3, 1, 1,
 5, 3, 6, 1 (1, 0, 0, 0, 0  2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
 1, 2, 3, 1, 1,
 5, 3, 6, 1 (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
1, 2, 3, 1, 1,
1, 9, 6, 1 ( 3, 8, 2, 4, 2, 6, 10, 2, 2, 2, 6, 8, 4, 4, 4, 12)
1, 2, 3, 1, 1,


















































































































1, 6, 9, 1 (0, 1  2, 1  2, 0, 1  2, 1  2, 0, 1  2, 1  2, 0)
1, 1, 3, 1, 2,
1, 6, 2, 5 (0, 1  2  1, 2, 0  1, 2, 1  2, 0, 1  2  1, 2, 0)
Table A.2: The joint eigenvalues and eigenspaces of L
1








Galois and monodromy groups
In Section B.1 we recall the definition and some of the properties of Galois groups for
finite maps. In Section B.2 we recall the definition of the equivariant fundamental group
and equivariant monodromy.
B.1 The Galois theory of finite maps
Let X and Y be irreducible varieties of equal dimension and ⇡ :Y  !X a dominant
morphism of varieties. We consider the induced field extension K(X) ,! K(Y ). We call
the integer [K(X) : K(Y )] the degree of ⇡.
Proposition B.1.1. The degree [K(X) : K(Y )] is finite.
Proof. By definition dimX = trdeg
C
K(X) and dimY = trdeg
C
K(Y ). Since the dimen-
sions are assumed to be equal, K(X) and K(Y ) have the same transcendence degree over
C and so K(X) ,! K(Y ) is an algebraic extension and necessarily has finite degree.
We will denote the degree of ⇡ by d.
Lemma B.1.2. The generic fibre of ⇡ consists of d points. That is, there exists an open
dense subset U 2 X such that ⇡ :⇡ 1(U) !U has fibres consisting of d points.
Proof. Since this is a local property we can assume without loss of generality that
X = SpecA and Y = SpecB are affine. We will prove the claim assuming that a finite





D , . . . , s
(n)
D ,mdet 2 A
are invertible. If these elements are not invertible consider the open subset U = SpecA`
where A` is the localisation of A at each of the above elements. The open set U is dense
since X is irreducible and we consider the morphism ⇡ : SpecB0 = ⇡ 1(U) !U , since
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all of the above elements are invertible in A`, we will see that we can prove the claim for
this morphism. Since U is open and dense in X we have proven the claim in general.
Since ⇡ is dominant, the corresponding map of rings A ! B is injective, which
induces the field extension K(A) ,! K(B). Since we are over C this is a separable
algebraic extension of degree d, hence there exists an element ↵ 2 K(A) such that
K(B) = K(A)[↵], where ↵ satisfies a monic polynomial of degree d:




t+ · · ·+ ad 1td 1 + td 2 K(A)[t].
Let aD be the common denominator of the ai, which we have assumed to be invertible
in A, thus P (t) 2 A[t].




, . . . , xn over A. Since xi 2 K(A)[↵] there exist






↵+ · · ·+ s(i)d 1↵
d 1.
Let s(i)D be the common denominator of the s
(i)
j , which we have assumed to be invertible
in A, thus s(i)j 2 and hence B ✓ A[↵].
Now since ↵ 2 K(B) = K(A)[↵] there exist elements b, c 2 B such that ↵ = b/c.
The elements 1,↵, . . . ,↵d 1 are linearly independent over A and thus the elements
bicd 1 i for i = 0, . . . , d  1 are as well. Since bicd 1 i 2 B ✓ A[↵] there exist elements
mij 2 A such that bicd 1 i =
Pd 1
j=0 mij↵
j . By the linear independence of these sums,
the determinant m
det
2 A of the matrix (mij) is nonzero and we assume that it is
invertible. By inverting the system of equations we see that ↵ 2 B and hence B = A[↵].
Let   2 A be the discriminant of P and let U
 
✓ X be the open set where   6= 0,
this is dense since X is irreducible. Let x 2 U
 
, then the fibre ⇡ 1(x) is the spectrum
of the ring




where k(x) is the residue field at x. Since the discriminant of P (t) is nonzero at x, it
has d distinct roots and hence the fibre is a set of d reduced points.
Fix a smooth point p 2 X in the open set defined by Lemma B.1.2, denote the fibre




, . . . , qd}. We define two subgroups of the symmetric group Sd of
these d points.
B.1.1 The Galois group
The definitions and results in this section are from [Har79]. By Lemma B.1.2, the fibre




, . . . , yd.
Let ↵ 2 K(Y ) and P 2 K(X)[t] be as in the proof of Lemma B.1.2, that is, P is a monic
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polynomial of degree d and ↵ a generator of K(Y ) over K(X) such that P (↵) = 0. Since
↵ generates K(Y ) over K(X), if ↵(yi) = ↵(yj) then every rational function on Y would
agree at yi and yj .
Let Mx be the field of germs of meromorphic functions around x and Mi the field
of meromorphic functions around yi. We have natural inclusions K(X) ✓ Mx and
K(Y ) ✓Mi. Since ⇡ is locally around yi an isomorphism of analytic varieties we have






Let K(Y )i =  i(K(Y )), and let L be the subfield of Mx generated by the K(Y )i.
By the commutativity of (B.1.1), K(X) ⇢ L. The polynomial P 2 K(X)[t] can be thus
be thought of as a polynomial in L[t]. The images ↵i =  i(↵) 2 L are all distinct (since
the value of ↵ is distinct at each yi) and thus are a complete set of roots for P . The field
L is thus the Galois closure, in Mx, of the extension K(X) ,! K(Y ) and the Galois
group Gal(L/K(X)) acts on the set of roots {↵i} which we may identify canonically
with the set of points in the fibre ⇡ 1(x).
Definition B.1.3. The image of Gal(L/K(X)) in S⇡ 1(x), the group of permutations
of the fibre, is called the Galois group of ⇡ and is denoted Gal(⇡) or Gal(⇡;x) if we wish
to emphasise the basepoint.
The definition of the Galois group Gal(⇡;x) depends only on local properties of the
morphism ⇡, it is thus a birational invariant of ⇡.
Proposition B.1.4. The group Gal(⇡) ⇢ Sd depends only on the rational equivalence
class of ⇡ and not on ⇡ itself.
Proof. Let ⇡0 :X 0 !Y 0 be another degree d, dominant morphism and suppose we have











, . . . , yd. The morphisms f and
g provide isomorphisms f [ :Mx !Mf(x) and g[i :K(Y ) !K(Y 0), which restrict to
isomorphisms K(X)  ! K(X 0) and K(Y )i  ! K(Y 0)i (and thus also between L and
L0). Importantly these isomorphisms send primitive elements to primitive elements and
thus after identifying the groups S⇡ 1(x) and S⇡0 1(f(x)) using g, the Galois groups are
equal.
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B.1.2 The monodromy group
Fix a Zariski open subset U ✓ X containing p and such that ⇡ :⇡ 1(U) ! U is an
unbranched covering space. By the unique lifting property (see [Hat02, Proposition 1.34])
given a loop at p and a choice of point qi in the fibre, there exists a unique path in Y
lifting the original loop, and starting at qi. This defines an action of the fundamental
group ⇡
1




, . . . , qd}.
Definition B.1.5. The image of the fundamental group in Sd is called the monodromy
group of ⇡ and is denoted M(U,⇡).
B.1.3 Harris’ theorem
We have described two actions on the generic fibre of a dominant morphism of varieties
of equal dimension. The first, the Galois group, is defined in a natural way and since it
depends only on local information around the point p, it depends only on the rational
equivalence class of ⇡. The second, the action of the monodromy group, however (a
priori) depend on a choice local neighbourhood of p. The following theorem of Harris
shows that in fact these two actions coincide and thus the monodromy group does not
depend on the choice of U .
Theorem B.1.6 ([Har79, Section 1]). For ⇡ :Y  !X a morphism of irreducible varieties
of equal dimension, the Galois group Gal(⇡) and the monodromy group M(U,⇡) (defined
for any open set), coincide.
B.2 Equivariant monodromy




Fix a basepoint b 2 B. The fundamental group ⇡
1
(B, b) acts by monodromy on the fibre
f 1(b). We would like to extend this concept to take into account the G-action.
Let g 2 G. Choose a path ↵ from b to g · b in B. For any point p 2 f 1(b) we can
lift ↵ uniquely to a path in S, starting at p and ending at some point q 2 f 1(g · b).
Since f is G-equivariant, g 1 · q 2 f 1(b). We could define an action (↵, g) · p = g 1 · q.
One could imagine that this action is not obtained by any loop in ⇡
1
(B, b).
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However these quotients will often be very pathological topological spaces. However if G
acts freely (of factors through a free action) on S and B the map fG will be a topological
covering. We would like our notion of equivariant monodromy to coincide with the usual
notion of monodromy for fG in this situation. We illustrate this with an example.
B.2.1 An example
We consider the map
(C⇥)2
f    ! C⇥
Given by f(w, z) = w2 + z2. Let B = C⇥ and restrict the map f to the subspace
S = {(w, z) |wz = 0} ⇢ (C⇥)2. This a covering of degree 4. We may think of S as two
disjoint copies of C⇥ and f as two copies of the map u 7! u2.
Choose 1 2 B as our basepoint. The fundamental group ⇡
1
(B, 1) ⇠= Z is generated
by the path   : r 7! e2r⇡i. The fibre over 1 is
f 1(1) = {(1, 0), ( 1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 1)} .
The unique lift of the path   to a path in S starting at (1, 0) is  ̃ : r 7! (er⇡i). So
  · (1, 0) = ( 1, 0). Similarly   · (0, 1) = (0, 1) and  2 acts as the identity.





The cyclic group of order two C
2
= {1, ⇣} acts on B by ⇣ · z =  z and on (C⇥)2 by
⇣ · (w, z) = ( iz, iw), S is stable under this action. The map f is C
2
-equivariant.
Consider the path ↵ : r 7! er⇡i in B. The path ↵ starts at 1 and ends at  1 = ⇣ · 1.
The unique lift of ↵ to a path in S starting at (1, 0) is the path ↵̃ : r 7! (e 12 r⇡i, 0). Now
↵̃(1) = (i, 0) = ⇣ · (0, 1). Following the above discussion we could say that we have
C
2
-equivariant monodromy, (↵, ⇣) · (1, 0) = (0, 1). Similarly we can calculate the action
of (↵, ⇣) on the other points in the fibre:
f 1(1) : (1, 0) ( 1, 0) (0, 1) (0, 1)
 
(↵,⇣)
We can see that we realise an action of a cyclic group of order 4 on f 1(1) in this way.
That is, we have produced extra monodromy using the group action.
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To see this coincides with the picture when we take quotients, first note that C
2
acts freely on both B/C
2
⇠= C⇥ by the map C
2
· z 7! z2 and S/C
2
⇠= C⇥ by the map
C
2














So we see that fC2 is a covering of degree four. If we choose our basepoint to be
C
2





· 1) = {C
2
· (1, 0), C
2
· ( 1, 0), C
2
· (0, 1), C
2
· (0, 1)} ,




· 1) is exactly as described in the above
diagram.
B.2.2 The equivariant fundamental group
The above example shows that our informal notion of an equivariant path or monodromy
is a good candidate. We will formalise this in a definition. We follow the definition
originally given by Rhodes in [Rho66]. It is possible to formulate the definitions in many
languages, some of which apply in much broader generality (i.e the language of orbifolds
or stacks).
Definition B.2.1. Let X be a topological space and G a discrete group acting on X.
Let b 2 X be a basepoint. The equivariant fundamental group ⇡G
1
(X, b) has elements
(↵, g) where g 2 G and ↵ is a (homotopy class of a) path from b to g · b. The group
structure is defined by
(↵, g) · ( , h) = (↵ · g( ), gh).
Here we use the usual composition of paths and g( ) to denote the g-translate of the
path  . The elements (↵, g) are called G-equivariant paths.
From the definition we can see the set of elements of the form (↵, 1) forms a subgroup
of ⇡G
1
(X, b) isomorphic to ⇡
1
(X, b). In fact if we consider the projection (↵, g) 7! g
we obtain a surjective group homomorphism from ⇡G
1
(X, b) to G. The kernel of this





(X, b) G 1.
Proposition B.2.2 ([Rho66, Theorem 1]). If b, c 2 X are path connected basepoints,
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(↵, g) 7! (  1 · ↵ · g( ), g),
is an isomorphism.
Let X and Y be G spaces and f and G-equivariant map from X to Y . As is the




(X, b)   ! ⇡G
1
(Y, f(b)),
given by sending (↵, g) to (f⇤↵, g). Because of the G-equivairence of f this is easily
checked to be a homomorphism.
If X and Y are homotopic spaces we say that are G-homotopic if we can find G-
equivariant maps f :X !Y and g :Y  !X such that f   g is homotopic to idY and
g   f is homotopic to idX .
Proposition B.2.3 ([Rho66, Theorem 3]). Let X and Y be G-spaces which are G-




(X, b)   ! ⇡G
1
(Y, f(b)),
is an isomorphism. That is ⇡G
1
in a G-homotopy invariant.
As an almost immediate consequence of the definition we have the following Lemma.
Lemma B.2.4. Suppose H is a subgroup of G which acts on a topological space X.
Then the equivariant fundamental group ⇡H
1
(X, b) is the kernel of the composition
⇡G
1
(X, b) G G/H,
of the projection and canonical quotient map.
Definition B.2.5. If f :S !B is a G-equivariant topological covering we define an
action of the group ⇡G
1
(X, b) on the fibre f 1(b). If p 2 f 1(b) and (↵, g) 2 ⇡G
1
(X, b)
then denote by ↵̃ the unique lift of ↵ to S such that ↵̃(0) = p. Since f is G-equivariant
↵̃(1) 2 f 1(g ·b). Define (↵, g) ·p = g 1 · ↵̃(1). We call this the G-equivariant monodromy
action of ⇡G
1
(B, b) on f 1(b).

Appendix C
Finite and flat maps
In this appendix we recall a criterion for checking flatness of finite maps and prove a
result allowing us to check isomorphism of finite and flat families fibrewise at closed
points. The results in this chapter are almost certainly well known, however due to lack
of a precise reference we include proofs.
Let S be a commutative ring. Recall that the Jacobson radical J(S) of S is the
intersection of all maximal ideals of S. A ring where J(S) = 0 is called a Jacobson ring.
The ring S is finite type over C if it is a finitely generated C-algebra. The following is a
result we will use many times in this appendix.
Lemma C.0.1. If S is a finite type algebra over C, then nil(S) = J(S).
Proof. Since S is a finitely generated commutative algebra, there is a surjective homo-
morphism of algebras




, . . . , xn]  ! S,














where the intersection ranges over maximal ideals of A containing I. By definition,
⇡(
p
I) = nil(S). The maximal ideals of S ⇠= A/I are exactly the reduction modulo I of





C.1 Constant dimensional fibres
We present a criterion for checking flatness of a finitely generated module M over a
commutative Noetherian ring S. Recall that a finitely generated and projective module
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is flat. Define the function
'(p) = dimSp/pSp (Mp/pMp) . (C.1.1)
Recall that a function f :X !R is upper semicontinuous on a topological space X if
the set
{x 2 X |f(x) < a}
is open for any a 2 R. The following result is well known (see [Har77, Exercise II.5.8] or
[Eis95, Exersise 20.13])
Proposition C.1.1. If M is finitely generated then ' is upper semicontinuous. If S is
reduced and ' is constant then M is a projective S-module.
C.1.1 Checking flatness at closed points
The aim of this section of to show, in certain situations, that we can apply Proposi-
tion C.1.1 by checking that (C.1.1) is constant on the locus of closed points.
Lemma C.1.2. Suppose R is a Jacobson ring, then any nonempty, Zariski-open set
U ⇢ SpecS contains a maximal ideal.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction U contains no maximal ideals. By the definition of the
Zariski topology SpecS  U = V (I) for some ideal I ⇢ S. Since U contains no maximal
ideal, V (I) must contain every maximal ideal. Thus I ⇢ J(S). By assumption this
means I = 0 so V (I) = SpecS and U = ;.
Lemma C.1.3. Let ⌘ : SpecS  ! R be an upper semicontinuous function with the
property that ⌘(p)  ⌘(q) if p ⇢ q for every p, q 2 SpecS. If S is a Jacobson ring and if
⌘ is constant on the set of maximal ideals then ⌘ is constant on SpecS.
Proof. Let n = ⌘(m), for any maximal ideal m ⇢ S (since ⌘ is constant on maximal ideal
by assumption, the choice of m doesn’t matter). Fix a prime ideal p 2 SpecS. Since
every prime ideal is contained in a maximal ideal, ⌘(p)  n. Consider the set
U = {q 2 SpecS |⌘(q) < n} .
By the definition of upper semicontinuity U is open, and furthermore does not contain
any maximal ideals. Therefore, by Lemma C.1.2 U = ;, in particular p /2 U and thus we
have ⌘(p)   ⌘(m) = n.
Lemma C.1.4. Let p ⇢ q be prime ideals of S, then '(p)  '(q).
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, . . . , xn of Mq/qMq over the field Sq/qSq.





, . . . , yn of Mq over the ring Sq. Since p ⇢ q, y1, y2, . . . , yn also generate
Mp over Sp (though the set may no longer be minimal) and hence their projections span
Mp/pMp over the field Sp/pSp.
Proposition C.1.5. Let S be an algebra of finite type over C and let M be a finitely
generated module. If ' is constant on the set of maximal ideals, then M is projective.
Proof. By Proposition C.1.1, ' is upper semicontinuous and to prove M is projective
we must check that ' is constant on the entirety of SpecS. Since S is of finite type, by
Lemma C.0.1, nil(S) = J(S), and since S is reduced, J(S) = 0. Lemma C.1.4 says that
'(p)  '(q) for any two prime ideals p ⇢ q and thus we can apply Lemma C.1.3 which
shows that ' is constant on SpecS.
C.2 Fibrewise isomorphisms
In this section we prove a result which allows us to check whether a given morphism
between affine schemes is an isomorphism by checking if it is an isomorphism on fibres
over closed points.
C.2.1 Preliminary results
The radical rad(M) of an S-module M is the intersection of all maximal submodules.
Lemma C.2.1. For any S-module M we have rad(M) =
T
m mM , where m ranges over
the set of maximal ideals of S.
Proof. See [AF92, Exercise 15.5].
Lemma C.2.2. Let P be a projective S-module. Then rad(P ) = J(S)P .
Proof. See for example [AF92, Proposition 17.10].
Lemma C.2.3. Let S be a reduced, finitely generated algebra over C and P a projective
S-module. For any maximal ideal m ⇢ S, let ⇡m :P  !P/mP be the canonical projection.
If a 2 P has the property that ⇡m(a) = 0, for every maximal ideal, then a = 0.
Proof. Since ⇡m(a) = 0 for all maximal ideals, a 2
T
m mP . By Lemma C.2.1 a 2
rad(P ). But by Lemma C.2.2, rad(P ) = J(S)P . Since S is a finitely generated
algebra, Lemma C.0.1 says that J(S) = nil(S) and since S is in addition reduced
J(S) = nil(S) = 0. In particular rad(P ) = 0.
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C.2.2 The main result
Let L be a complex affine algebraic variety and let ' :X !Y be an isomorphism of
affine schemes over L. Let X̃ and Ỹ be affine subschemes of X and Y respectively, flat
and finite over L.
Proposition C.2.4. Suppose, for every close point x 2 L, ' restricts to an isomorphism
of scheme theoretic fibres 'x : X̃x  ! Ỹx. Then the restriction of ' to X̃ induces an
isomorphism
'̃ : X̃ ! Ỹ .
Proof. We restate the problem algebraically. Let X = SpecA, Y = SpecB and let
L = SpecS. Let I be the ideal of A cutting out X̃ and J the ideal of B cutting out Ỹ .
We are given an isomorphism '# :B !A and we would like to show '#(J) = I. The
condition that 'x is an isomorphism for every closed point x 2 L, translates to the fact
that for every maximal ideal m ⇢ S,
'#(mB + J) = mA+ I.
But '#(mB + J) = '#(mB) + '#(J) and since '# is an isomorphism of S-algebras,
'#(mB) = mA. Thus we know, that for any maximal ideal m ⇢ S,
mA+ '#(J) = mA+ I. (C.2.1)
Now P = A/I is finitely generated and flat over the Noetherian ring S and is hence
projective. Let ⇡m :P  !P/mP be the canonical projection. Let a 2 '#(J), by (C.2.1),
⇡m(a) = 0. Since this is true for all maximal ideals, Lemma C.2.3 implies that a 2 I.
Thus '#(J) ⇢ I. Applying the same argument to the projective module A/'#(J) we
see that I ⇢ '#(J).
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